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ABSTRACT
Supported phospholipid bilayers (SPBs) are attractive surface coatings since
they are resistant to non-specific protein adsorption, self-assemble, support the function
of many integral and membrane bound proteins, and can be functionalized with a variety
of available headgroup chemistries. Phospholipid capillary coatings have been reported
for applications in capillary electrophoresis (CE), although these coatings suffer from
inherent stability problems, which arise from the fragility of the interactions between the
bilayer and supportive substrate. Patterned immobilized domains can be functionally
diversified, enabling for the screening of multiple analytes in a condensed region. The
application of polymerized phospholipids was investigated for applications in CE and
preparation of low volume biosensing arrays. A polymerized phospholipid, bis-SorbPC,
was used to stabilize the phospholipid bilayer through cross-linking on the surface of
fused silica capillaries and compared to other phospholipid capillary coatings for stability
and separation quality.

Polymerized bis-SorbPC coatings have significantly longer

stability against degradation and can be stored for > one year with improved separation
efficiency of proteins over bare capillary separations.
Three-dimensional

fluidic

channels

were

modified

with

polymerized

phospholipid features, which can be chemical “tuned” to introduce specific affinity
binding, such as biotin-avidin or antibody-antigen binding, while minimizing nonspecific
protein binding to the area of interest. Patterning of bis-SorbPC channels was achieved
and the void regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) regions can be filled with other
phospholipids to monitor the non-covalent binding (e.g. biotin-avidin, NTA-Ni2+-6xHis-
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protein) and covalent binding of proteins to DOPE-PEG-pNP and maleimide
functionalized lipids, while minimizing non-specific adsorption and protein denaturation.
Analytes can be immobilized on the surface via immunobinding events for detection and
immunoassay applications.

SPBs were used to support membrane proteins within

patterned regions of the channel. Functionality can be added to the poly(bis-SorbPC)
regions with copolymerization allowing regions of distinct functionality to reside
adjacently in the channel. Through multiple polymerization steps, channels with multiple
functionalities are demonstrated, with the possibility for higher-throughput multifunctional biosensing channels in the future.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO SUPPORTED PHOSPHOLIPID BILAYERS AS
BIOCOMPATIBLE SURFACE COATINGS

1.1 INTRODUCTION
1.1.1 Justification
One of the major issues plaguing the study of biological molecules is nonspecific protein adsorption. Non-specific protein adsorption occurs through non-covalent
interactions of the protein/biomolecule with the surface.

These interactions include

Coulombic forces, van der Waals forces, Lewis acid-base forces, hydrophobic
interactions, conformational entropy and restricted mobilities.1 While the individual
contributions of each effect maybe small, the combined interactions, along with the high
protein concentrations to which surfaces are exposed, drives non-specific adsorption of
proteins to a surface. In some cases, the kinetics and equilibrium interactions can be
predicted, though there are still areas of protein adsorption theory that remain elusive.1 In
addition, biologically relevant molecules require delicate methods to ensure the activity
and structure are maintained when placed in an artificial system. The conformation of
proteins must be maintained to ensure native activity, and non-specific protein
adsorption, can lead to inactive proteins by disrupting protein structure.1,2 In many cases,
the tethering of a protein or biological molecule to a surface is necessary for localized
sensing technologies, and this must be done with care to preserve the function of the
molecule of interest.
Biocompatible surface coatings have received considerable attention as research
to develop methods that preserve the function and integrity of biological molecules
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increases. Phospholipid based coatings provide the biocompatible environment necessary
for the study of biological molecules, especially in bioassays where maintaining an
environment that allows the specific binding of reagents, while minimizing non-specific
adsorption of reagents is necessary. Phospholipid based coatings can also maintain the
structural integrity of a membrane-bound or membrane-associated protein (Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Phospholipid bilayer with embedded membrane proteins. From Singer, S.J. and
Nicholson, G. L. Science 1972, 175(4023), 720-731. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

The use of lipid based coatings varies from basic studies of protein adsorption to
the development of biosensors based on incorporated membrane associated proteins. A
number of phospholipid geometries have been developed to provide the stability
necessary to support membrane-associated proteins and cellular mimic systems. The
dynamic nature of phospholipid surface coatings, as well as the ease of use and inherent
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biocompatibility has driven the development of phospholipid-based surface coatings for
biological applications.

Zwitterionic lipids, such as the phosphatidylcholines (PCs),

exhibit remarkable resistance to non-specific protein adsorption,3-5 which further drives
the use of phospholipid coatings.
Phospholipid-based surface coatings have been used in capillary electrophoresis
(CE). Using CE for the separation of proteins is complicated, as proteins tend to adsorb
to negatively charged capillary walls through electrostatic interactions and prevent the
efficient separation and high resolution which would be necessary to study these systems.
Initial work in this area has included the use of phospholipid surface coatings for the
separation of model proteins.3,6 Phospholipid based surface coatings have also been
developed for the study of biological molecules for study through binding assays.
Development of binding assays that are relevant requires adaptation of the assay for
detection of low concentration (sub-nanomolar) analytes within low volume samples.
Surface coatings are vital to prevent potentially detrimental effects leading to the
adsorption and denaturing of analytes which could mask signals from analytes present in
small quantities or provide inaccurate quantitative data.

Phospholipids have been

employed to form coatings for surfaces that are resistant to non-specific adsorption and
can be functionalized for the study of binding interactions. Microchannel coatings have
directed the movement of phospholipid coatings to small volume, high-throughput
devices, which have the potential to increase the impact on the bioanalytical field.
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1.1.2 Research Into Polymerizable Phospholipid Based Coatings
While phospholipid-based biocompatible coatings have been advantageous at
reaching goals in protein separations and biosensing systems, they suffer from inherent
stability issues that limit the widespread use of phospholipids for stable surface coatings.
Attempts to stabilize systems against potentially harmful conditions have been
accomplished through the development of protective layers,7-10 incorporating monomers
to develop polymer networks,11-17 and polymerization of the phospholipid.4,18-22
Polymerized phospholipids have been studied as alternatives to fragile
phospholipid bilayers since the 1980’s.

The conditions for polymerization of

phospholipids, including the development of polymerizable moieties, optimal conditions
and methods for polymerization, as well as compatibility for studying biological systems
have been well characterized.

In the early years, polymerizable phospholipids saw

applications in stabilized structures and as additions to cellular membranes. Time has
brought increased use in biological systems, with a few systems even acting as cellular
membrane mimics by supporting transmembrane proteins,23,24 and for unique surfacebased applications to minimize protein adsorption.
This dissertation describes investigations into the use of polymerizable
phospholipid bilayers for capillary coatings and biocompatible bioassay surface coatings.
Throughout this work, the use of polymerizable phospholipid coatings will be
emphasized, as well as the myriad applications these polymerizable phospholipid
coatings can support. In this chapter, the reader will be a) introduced to supported
phospholipid bilayer structure, including problems concerning stability, b) introduced to
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polymerizable phospholipids and the use of these lipids for supported phospholipid
bilayers, and c) introduced to the use of supported phospholipid bilayers for bioassay and
protein separations.
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1.2 INTRODUCTION TO LIPID STRUCTURE AND PHASES
1.2.1 Introduction to Glycerophospholipids
Fatty acids are long-chained hydrocarbon chains with terminal monocarboxylic
acids25 that can be connected through backbone structures, such as a glycerol (propan1,2,3-triol), in a structure known as a glyceride.26 Glycerides with three fatty acid chains,
triglycerides, are the major sources of nutrition within the body.26 While there is a
diverse population of non-glyceride based lipids, glycerophospholipids, which contain a
glyceride and a phosphate group, are among the most physiologically relevant structural
classes of lipids. Glycerophospholipids are the major component in mammalian cell
membranes, making up 50 - 60% of the total lipid in the cell, and play a role in a variety
of areas including active transport, blood coagulation, diseases of the nervous system,
and cancers.26,27 The composition of the lipids in the cell membrane depends on the cell
type and the organism; a selection of lipid compositions are shown in Table 1.1, where
the erythrocyte, mitochondrion and E. coli represent the lipid compositions in typical cell
mammalian cell, organelle, and bacterial cell membrane, respectively. The remainder of
this dissertation will focus on the glycerophospholipids and the structural relevance of
these lipid molecules.
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Table 1.1: Approximate Lipid Compositions of Different Cell Membranes. Adapted from Alberts,
B.; Johnson, A.; Lewis, J.; Raff, M.; Roberts, K.; Walter P. Molecular Biology of the Cell, 4th ed.;
Galand Science: New York, 2002; p 589.

Percentage of Total Lipid By Weight

Lipid
Cholesterol
Phosphatidylethanolamine
Phosphatidylserine
Phosphatidylcholine
Sphingomyelin
Glycolipids
Others

Erythrocyte
Cell Plasma
Membrane
23
18
7
17
18
3
13

Mitochondrion
(Inner and
Outer
Membrane)
3
25
2
39
0
trace
21

E. Coli
Bacterium
0
70
trace
0
0
0
30

1.2.2 Glycerophospholipid Structure
Glycerophospholipids consist of a) a glycerol backbone, b) a phosphate at the
carbon-3 position of the glycerol backbone, and c) fatty acid residues at the carbon-1 and
carbon-2 positions (Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: Basic structure of a glycerophospholipid. The glycerol backbone is shown in red, and the
carbons are numbered from 1 to 3. The phosphate group is shown in blue, is at the carbon-3
position. R1 and R2 represent fatty acid residues off carbon-1 and carbon-2 positions on the glycerol
backbone. R3 is the position in which headgroup modifications are made.

The glycerol backbone is a polyalcohol with three carbons (Figure 1.2, red) that
acts as the central support unit for the fatty acid chains and the phosphate group. The
phosphate group (Figure 1.2, blue) is the “headgroup” portion of the molecule.
Modifications to the headgroup (R3) are made through the formation of a phosphoester
bonds. The fatty acid carbon chains (Figure 1.2, black, R1 and R2) can be attached
directly to the alcohols through an alkyl bond, the alcohols can be esterified to form a
diacylglycerophosphocholine, or a combination of acyl- and alkyl- linkages can be
present. The fatty acid chains can both be saturated, or unsaturated with up to 6
unsaturated bonds, and vary in length between R1 and R2. In mammalian cells, the length
varies from 12-26 carbons, with 80% being between 16 to 20 carbons long.28 The
majority of the lipids in this class have fully saturated, even-numbered fatty acid groups,
although unsaturated varieties also play a large role in biological structures.25,26,29,30 The
term “phosphatidyl” represents 1,2-diacyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphomoiety,31 where sn
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indicates stereospecific numbering. “Glycerophosphatidyl-” and “glycerophospho-” will
be used interchangeably when naming phospholipids, as all lipids discussed in this
dissertation are linked through acyl linkages.
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Figure 1.3: Example of phospholipid structures. A) Glycerophospholipid; B) Phosphoinositol; C)
Phosphoserine; D) Phosphoethanolamine; E) Phosphocholine. All are shown with 12 carbon fatty
acid tails with diacyl linkages, as an example. The fatty acid chains can vary and also contain
unsaturations, and can be liked to the backbone structure through other methods besides acyl
linkages.
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Of the glycerophospholipids (Figure 1.3A), there are four major types: 1)
phosphoinositols, 2) phosphoserines, 3) phosphoethanolamines, and 4) phosphocholines
(Figure 1.3 B-E respectively). Phosphoinositols (PIs) contain an inositol carbohydrate
moiety in the headgroup.

PIs are relevant in eukaryotic membranes and cellular

signaling, as the inositol can be phosphorylated, leading to a variety of phosphorylation
products.27

Phosphoserines (PSs) account for 4 - 14% of membrane lipids in a

mammalian cell. PS lipids are necessary for protein kinase C reactions, as well as
playing a role in the blood coagulation pathway.27 Phosphoethanolamines (PEs) are
zwitterionic phospholipids found to be important membrane components. PE is the
major membrane component in bacterial cells (Table 1.1) and exists as a zwitterion in the
pH range of 2 – 7.27

Phosphocholines (PCs) are also zwitterionic lipids, with the

negatively charged phosphate group and a positively charged choline headgroup. The
phosphocholine class will be the main focus for the discussion of supported phospholipid
bilayers since it is the most abundant and widely studied in supported phospholipid
membranes.28

On surfaces and in vesicle format, PC headgroups are particularly

effective at minimizing non-specific protein adsorption, making them particularly
important for surface based sensors and separations systems.32,33

1.2.3 Lipid Mesophases
Glycerophospholipids are amphiphilic molecules, consisting of a hydrophilic
headgroup and hydrophobic fatty acid tails, which drives the formation of structured
phases when hydrated. When phospholipid structures are introduced into water, their
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solubility is low, so they form non-covalently associated mesophases above a certain
concentration, called the critical micellar concentration (CMC) to minimize the freeenergy of the system. For most membrane-forming lipids, the CMC is ca. 10-8 mol L-1.19
Phospholipids form a unique class of molecules that exhibit polymorphism, and can
assume a variety of forms including: bilayer structures, cubic, hexagonal, and ribbon
phases (Figure 1.4).19 The phase a lipid assumes is dependent on the water content,
temperature, pressure and presence of other molecules.

A

B

C

D

Figure 1.4: Lipid-crystalline mesomorphic stage schematics. (A) The Lα phase, lamellar; (B) HII
phase, hexagonal; (C) HI phase, hexagonal; (D) a cubic phase. 34

Hexagonal phases (Figure 1.4 B and C) and cubic phases (Figure 1.4 D) are
typically assumed by lipids with differences in the surface areas of the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic areas of the molecule, as these have a higher rate of spontaneous curvature.
Assembly into the hexagonal and cubic phases typically occurs at higher temperatures, or
lower water content for the PC lipids, or in the presence of other molecules (cholesterol,
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PS lipids, etc).34 Lamellar structures (Figure 1.4 A) (bilayers, liposomes- single-walled
or multi-lamellar) are the most common structure assumed by PCs. PC lipids have
comparable surface areas between the headgroups and acyl chain, which favors formation
of bilayer structures.35 Within the lamellar phase, the lipid undergoes conformational
changes that are relevant to the formation of supported phospholipid bilayers or
liposomal structures (Figure 1.5).

Layer
Organization

Layer Structure

Chain Packing

Fluid
Lα

Ripple
Pβ

Gel
Lβ

Pseudocrystalline
Lc

Figure 1.5: Organization of lamellar bilayer phases in the fluid (Lα), ripple (Pβ), gel (Lβ) and subgel (Lc) states. A top view of the packing of hydrocarbon chains is shown in the last column. 36

Phospholipids can exist in other subphases, within the lamellar structure (Figure
1.5) that determine the packing density of the lipid molecules.36 At low temperatures,
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phosphocholines exist in a phase called the Lc phase, or the subgel phase. The subgel
phase is a highly ordered, crystalline phase in which the phosphate groups are
immobilized and the hydrocarbon tails exist in an extended, ordered conformation.29,37
Within this structure, there are strong forces holding the phosphate headgroups together,
with weaker forces stabilizing the hydrocarbon tails.29 Upon heating, the phospholipids
undergo phase transitions: first, a gel phase Lβ that has more mobility of the phosphate
headgroup; second, the ripple phase, or Pβ phase, in which the bilayer forms a rippled
bilayer structure.29,37,38 At still higher temperatures, the van der Waals forces between
the hydrocarbon tails are weak compared to the thermally driven motion of the tails and
the hydrocarbon chains form a disordered, molten fluid state called the liquid-crystalline
phase, or Lα phase. The temperature at which a phosphocholine transitions into the Lα
phase is known at the melting temperature.37
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Table 1.2: Lα transition temperatures for PC lipids with identical fatty-acid tails

PC
13:0
14:0
15:0
16:0
17:0
18:0
19:0
20:0
21:0
22:0
18:1c9
bis-SorbPC17,17

Tm (°C)
13.7
23.9
34.7
41.4
49.8
55.3
61.8
66.4
71.1
74.8
-18.3 ± 3.6
28.8

Source
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
b
c

a) Lewis, R. N. A. H. et al. Biochemistry 1987, 26, 6118-6126.
b) Koynova, R. et al. Biochim. Biophys. Acta 1998, 1376, 91145.
c) Lamparski, H. et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1993, 115, 80968102.

Phase transition temperatures have been well studied for fully saturated, diacyl
phosphocholines (Table 1.2), as the majority of supported phospholipid bilayer structures
need to be studied at temperatures above the phase transition temperature to achieve the
Lα phase. This ensures the close packing of the phospholipid headgroups to one another,
fluid movement within the hydrocarbon chains and mobility within the membrane that
mimics a cellular environment.36 The phase transition temperature demonstrates that as
acyl chain length increases, there is an increase in the melting temperature in a non-linear
fashion.37 The increase in temperature results from the fact that each extra methylene
group contributes unfavorable on the stability of the gel phase.36

The main phase

transition temperatures for unsaturated phosphocholines, as well as mixtures of PC lipids,
have also been studied and compiled extensively in a database called LIPIDAT through
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Ohio State University and the most significant ones to the discussions in this dissertation
are included in Table 1.2.30 The Lα phase is characterized by fast lateral diffusion of the
lipid molecules (1 μm2/sec),25 trans-gauche isomerism in the acyl chains, and movement
of the polar headgroup and associated waters25,37 and is considered to be the most
biologically relevant of the lipid phases. The majority of surface-based phospholipid
bilayer studies aim to remain in the Lα phase to ensure proper mobility of the lipid
molecules and appropriate packing on the surface for uniform surfaces.
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1.3 LAMELLAR PHASE MODEL MEMBRANES
Phospholipids assemble structures in the lamellar phase that have been widely
studied and characterized. Structures within the lamellar phase are used to model cellular
membranes, as they provide the most accurate representation of the cellular membrane of
all the lipid mesophases.39 The structures in the lamellar phase include: liposomes, which
are spherical bilayer bubbles, with an aqueous exterior and aqueous interior; black lipid
membranes, which are free standing bilayer membranes assembled over a pore in a
support material; and supported phospholipid bilayers, which are assembled lamellae on a
hydrophilic substrate. The methods and uses of each of these structures within the
lamellar phase are included within this section.

1.3.1 Liposomes
Liposomes (Figure 1.6) can be prepared in a variety of sizes (0.025 – 200 μm in
diameter) and consist of a single bilayer (unilamellar) or multiple bilayers in an onionlike format (multilamellar).
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MLV
0.1 - 15 μm

SUV

25 - 50 nm

LUV
100 nm - 1 μm

GUV
1.0 - 200 μm

Figure 1.6: Liposome structures. Multilamellar vesicles (MLV), single unilamellar vesicles (SUV),
large unilamellar vesicles (LUV), giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs).

To form SUVs or LUVs, phospholipids are dissolved in an organic solvent, and
then dried to form a thin multi-layered film on the surface. When rehydrated in an
aqueous solution, the film swells, and desorbs from the surface to form multilamellar
vesicles (MLVs), which are vesicles consisting of many bilayer structures (lamellae)
assembled in an onion-like format. At this point, MLVs can be sonicated to disrupt the
multi-layer structures causing them to peel away from the onion structure to form small
unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), typically from 25 - 50 nm in diameter. Unilamellar vesicles
consist of a single bilayer with an aqueous interior environment and aqueous exterior
environment. SUVs can be used to form supported phospholipid bilayers, as they rupture
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on hydrophilic substrates. Larger vesicles (LUVs), 100 - 1000 nm in diameter, can be
made by extrusion through a membrane to create a distribution of vesicles of a mean size,
as defined by the pores in the membrane. LUVs are typically used for aqueous phase
vesicle experiments, as they are less likely to spontaneously fuse on the surface and have
a sufficient interior volume for encapsulation of molecules.
Giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs), 1 - 200 μm in diameter, can be made by
reverse-phase evaporation, in which aqueous solution is introduced into a solution of
lipid in organic solvent.40 The solution is sonicated to ensure proper mixing, then the
organic solvent is removed under vacuum by rotary evaporation.

The liposomes

achieved through this process are rarely above 1 μm in diameter.39 To achieve GUVs up
to 300 μm in diameter, lipid films can be exposed to aqueous solutions for extended
periods of time (1 – 48 hr).39 Methods have also been used employing low ac fields to
lipid suspensions to produce vesicles approximately 70 μm in diameter.39

1.3.2 Black Lipid Membranes
Black lipid membranes, or bilayer lipid membranes (BLMs), are membranes
formed over an aperture in which the edges are supported by a material (Figure 1.7).
BLMs, by all accounts, can be thought of as free standing bilayers, with aqueous
solutions on each side. Black lipid membranes are attractive for biosensing applications
since the free-standing bilayer allows for access to measure flux across suspended ion
channels and/or receptors within the membrane. The lipids also maintain a fluidity that
allows for the channel to function uninhibited.41-43
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Figure 1.7: Schematic of a black lipid membrane. The membrane is supported on each side and
forms a bilayer over the pore. The headgroups of each side are exposed to the aqueous solution.

BLMs were first reported by Müller et al. and are named due to the optical
appearance of the bilayer.44 These bilayers were formed across a channel 1.0 mm in
diameter by painting a lipid solution over the orifice. The interference colors were
observed by microscope, with the final black membrane being the most stable state of the
membrane.44 A solution of 1% - 2% phospholipids in an organic solvent is painted across
a hole in a hydrophobic support material, with aqueous solutions on both sides of the
membrane.43 The lipid film will thin to approximately 4 – 10 nm in thickness, at which
time it assumes the characteristic black color.41

Another alternative to form the

phospholipid membrane is to form a folded lipid bilayer, in which a phospholipid bilayer
is formed across an orifice by raising and lowering a solution across a planar support with
a hole. Monolayers are deposited on the surface in a technique similar to that of the
Langmuir-Blodgett techniques for formation of supported phospholipid bilayers.43
BLMs, while attractive for the ease of monitoring ion channels and receptors,
are also widely known for the fragility of the structure.41-43 This fragility limits the
widespread use of these membranes, as they do not have the long-term stability or
mechanical robustness needed for bioanalytical applications, although there have been
many applications of BLMs used in the literature.41-43
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1.3.3 Supported Phospholipid Bilayers
Phospholipids can self-assemble onto support material or be deposited through
other means.35 The most common methods for the deposition of supported phospholipid
bilayers are through vesicle fusion or Langmuir-Blodgett deposition. While the work in
this dissertation focuses on supported phospholipid bilayers formed through vesicle
fusion techniques, it is important to look at the basics of Langmuir-Blodgett deposition to
allow for comparison to molecules that require the more controlled technique for
assembly of a bilayer structure.

1.3.3.a Vesicle Fusion
The spontaneous fusion of SUVs (50 - 100 nm) to surfaces is one of the most
common approaches to deposit phospholipid surface coatings. Support materials used to
study vesicle fusion include glass,3-5,32,45-47 SiO2,48-51 mica,52,53 oxidized gold,49 and
TiO2,50 but can also include modified surfaces, such as those with polymer layers,54 and
self-assembled monolayers.55 Vesicle fusion has been studied through AFM imaging,51,52
neutron reflectivity,51 fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP),56 fluorescence
microscopy,57 quartz crystal microbalance (QCM),48,49 and surface plasmon resonance.48
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Figure 1.8: Possible mechanisms of supported bilayer formation. From Hamai, C.; Yang, T.;
Kataoka, S.; Cremer, P.S.; Musser, S.M. Biophys. J. 2006, 90(4), 1241-1248. Reprinted with
permission.

The exact mechanism of vesicle fusion to surfaces to form supported
phospholipid bilayers remains unknown.49 Possible mechanisms of vesicle fusion events
are shown in Figure 1.8.56 Small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) are prepared via sonication
of the phospholipid in the presence of buffer or water. The vesicle solution is introduced
to the cleaned substrate and vesicles are allowed to adsorb and fuse to the surface (Figure
1.8, i). The events that follow the adsorption of vesicles to the surface are unclear. It is
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thought that vesicles first deform, maximizing the coverage of the surface. Vesicles
could either rupture, forming rolled bilayers (Figure 1.8, ii), which slowly deposits on the
surface to form a supported phospholipid bilayer. Another possibility is that vesicles fuse
to one another to form larger vesicles (Figure 1.8, iii) until they reach a critical radius Rc,
which drives the formation of a rupture pore, leading to the formation of a supported
phospholipid bilayer. The work of Keller and coworkers, supports that vesicles first fuse
to the surface, then eventually rupture once a critical threshold of vesicles is present on
the surface and is well supported.48,49,57 Keller and coworkers report an Rc ~ 200 nm,
where vesicle binding depends on a competition between adhesive energy and bending
energy.49 If vesicles are too small to rupture, vesicles can show lateral movement to join
with a neighboring vesicle to reach Rc.48 It has been suggested that after fusion, the lipid
bilayer undergoes a form of lateral reorganization to form a uniform bilayer and it is
through this lateral diffusion that adsorbed vesicles regions are joined on the surface to
create a uniform supported phospholipid bilayer.52 The rate at which a bilayer is formed
is linearly related to the lipid concentration with a rate constant of ~ 0.1 s-1 mL/mg.57 It is
well accepted that a small layer of water 5 - 10 Å thick exists between the substrate and
the lipid bilayer.51,53 It has also been shown that the incorporation of other lipids, such as
PE, with PC lipids has a direct impact on the formation of bilayers, even preventing it.56
Vesicle fusion has the advantage of allowing for deposition on surfaces deemed difficult
through other means, such as spherical or curves surfaces or enclosed channels, such as
electrophoresis capillaries.3
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1.3.3.b Langmuir-Blodgett deposition
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) deposition and Langmuir-Schaeffer (LS) deposition of
phospholipids are commonly utilized to form supported phospholipid bilayers on planar
substrates. Initially performed by I. Langmuir and K. Blodgett in 1935, the technique has
developed through the years and provides a means to assemble molecules on surfaces in a
controlled manner.58

Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) deposition was first used for the

deposition of supported phospholipid bilayers and is still commonly utilized. Deposition
of phospholipids using LB or LS techniques is important for those phospholipids that
need rigid alignment on the surface (i.e. diacetylene lipids).59
The basic steps in the Langmuir-Blodgett process are shown in Figure 1.9. LB
deposition relies on the anisotropic interaction of an amphiphilic molecule at the airwater interface, in which the hydrophilic end interacts strongly with the water layer, and
the hydrophobic end sticks into the air. First, a monolayer of molecules is aligned on the
water surface and assembled as shown in Figure 1.9A. This layer is compressed to
ensure tight packing of the molecules on the surface (Figure 1.9B). At this point, the film
is deposited by bringing the substrate through the monolayer (Figure 1.9C), causing the
monolayer to be transferred to the surface. The example shown is a vertical deposition of
the monolayer. By passing the substrate through the surface monolayer again (Figure
1.9D), another monolayer will be deposited on the surface. In the Y-deposition mode, the
monolayer aligns in a tail-to-tail, head-to-head format to form a bilayer structure, as
would be seen through vesicle deposition. For formation of a phospholipid bilayer, the
Langmuir-Shaeffer method is commonly used (Figure 1.9E), where the substrate with the
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monolayer of lipids is introduced to the system horizontally, allowing for the second
monolayer to be assembled in a tail-to-tail fashion, as seen with Y-deposition LangmuirBlodgett format.
Air

A
H2O

B

C

D
H2O

H2O

E

Figure 1.9: Langmuir-Blodgett film deposition. A) Amphiphilic molecules are assembled at the airwater interface. B) The monolayer of molecules is compressed to ensure tight packing. C) The
substrate is brought through the air-water interface to deposit a monolayer on the surface. D) The
substrate is brought back through the air-water interface to deposit a bilayer on the surface through
the LB deposition mode. E) The monolayer structure is deposited through Langmuir-Schaeffer
techniques, in which the monolayer is transferred to the substrate-monolayer surface through
horizontal contact.

Langmuir-Blodgett techniques are widely used to form ultrathin organic films
on surfaces, to form supported phospholipid bilayers on a variety of supports, as well as
hybrid surfaces formed from Langmuir-Blodgett/vesicle deposition techniques.58,60-62 A
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primary advantage of Langmuir-Blodgett techniques is the ability to develop films that
are well ordered. Langmuir-Blodgett films, however, can not be formed on enclosed
surfaces.
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1.4 APPLICATIONS OF SUPPORTED PHOSPHOLIPID BILAYERS
The applications of lamellar phase phospholipid assemblies are extensive,
covering the vesicle, supported phospholipid bilayers and black lipid phases.
Applications include the use of lipids as a means for improving separations and as
support materials for drug delivery and sensing applications.

The diversity of

applications is immense; therefore, a selection of relevant applications to the content of
this dissertation are described below.

1.4.1 Applications in Capillary Electrophoresis Separations
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a technique that allows for the rapid separation
of low-volume samples based on the size-to-charge ratio of the molecules. The efficient
separation of proteins using CE is inhibited by the overall negative charge on the
capillary wall. At neutral pHs where proteins could maintain their natural state, the
capillary wall has an overall negative charge due to deprotonated of surface silanol
groups.

Through electrostatic, hydrophobic, hydrogen bonding and van der Waals

interactions, proteins interact with the negative surface often leading to denaturation
and/or sample loss due to adsorption of the protein. While many techniques have been
utilized to minimize protein adsorption (high/low pH buffers, amine modifiers, capillary
coatings), phospholipids have seen a surge of applications in minimizing the adsorption
of proteins to capillary surfaces.
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Phospholipids have been used to assemble bicelles, which are combinations of
long chained phospholipids (1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, DMPC) and
short chain lipids (1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, DHPC).63-65

Figure 1.10: Proposed structure of bicelles used in capillary electrophoresis. The long chained
lipids, such as DMPC, form the body of the bicelle (white) while the short chain lipids, DHPC, form
the caps of the bilayer (gray).

Bicelles can be formed with different ratios of long-to-short chained
phospholipids, which influences the diameter of the bicelle. Holland et al. have found
bicelles are 40 Å in width, while the radius can vary from 21 to 77 Å for
[DMPC]/[DHPC] of 0.2 to 1.0.63 Bicelles have been added to the separation buffer in a
similar fashion to surfactant added to the buffer for MEKC (micellar electrokinetic
chromatography).63,64 MEKC relies on the presence of the surfactant micelles in solution
to provide another dimension to the electrophoretic separation. The analyte partitions
between the bulk aqueous solution and micelle environment to provide separation based
on hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions.66 Bicelles are added instead of surfactant for
bicelle electrokinetic capillary chromatography (BEKC). Separations in BEKC yield
13,500 to 32,600 theoretical plates for beta-blockers, while separations by MEKC with
DHPC as the added surfactant yield plates on the order of 12,600 - 19,200.63 Bicelles can
also be loaded into capillaries to form a non-covalent coating on the capillary wall, in
which the bicelles are adsorbed to the capillary wall leading to an electroosmotic flow of
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4 x 10-5 cm2/V•s.65 Adsorbed bicelles can be used for separation of ligand libraries with
baseline resolution.65
Another application of phospholipids to mask adsorption of proteins to capillary
surfaces is through a non-covalent semi-permanent coating of phospholipids on the
capillary wall. Phosphatidylcholine/phosphatidylserine (PC/PS) LUVs were used to coat
the capillary surface then rinsed from the capillary with buffer prior to separations.67,68
The liposome capillaries have been studied for the impact of lipid structure, pH, Ca2+
concentration and reusability of the capillary.67,68 PC/PS liposome coated capillaries
have been found to be effective coatings for the separation of uncharged compounds
including steroids and phenols.
Phospholipid bilayers assembled from SUVs of PC lipids have also been used to
coat the capillaries and remain the most efficient lipid coatings for separations purposes
to date.3,6 A DLPC (1,2-dilauroyl-sn-phosphatidylcholine) coating was established on the
wall through vesicle fusion techniques to yield a uniform bilayer surface inside
capillaries. Excess lipid was rinsed from the capillary prior to the separation of protein
mixtures. DLPC coatings were found to reduce the EOF on the capillary wall to 1.4 x 104

cm2/V•s and can be used to separate protein mixtures with up to 1 million plates/m with

high reproducibility (1.3% RSD).3 The coating can be used for cationic and anionic
protein separations (under opposite polarities).3

The major disadvantage of these

coatings is the instability of the lipid film on the capillary wall. As the lipid tends to
desorb from the capillary wall, separation efficiency decreases and EOF increases.33
Through additional coating steps (ca. 30 minutes every 2 - 3 runs), the effect of lipid
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desorption can be minimized at the cost of time.33

To stabilize the lipid coatings,

oligomerization of fluid phospholipids was attempted.6 DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero3-phosphocholine), an unsaturated phospholipid, was used to coat the capillary.
Oligomerization was achieved through the addition of AIBN to the lipid solution and
initiation at 60°C for 0.5 to 1.5 h. The oligomers range from 2 monomer units to 5
monomer units, and could be polymerized before (ex situ) and after (in situ) coating.
Stabilization was achieved for 10 h (in situ) and 20 h (ex situ), with slightly decreased
separations efficiency (480,000 to 930,000 plates/m).

1.4.2 Biosensing Applications
Supported phospholipid bilayers are of interest as they provide opportunities to
investigate cellular membrane mimics or biocompatible surfaces allowing study of
interactions between biological molecules. Supported phospholipids, in addition, support
membrane proteins in a neutral environment that promotes the membrane protein to
maintain its structure and function.
Phospholipid structures can be patterned on planar substrates to provide model
membranes within discrete regions on the surface.

To pattern structures, diffusion

barriers to control the movement of lipids on the surface, methods to deposit lipids and/or
barriers in discrete regions, and organization of the lipids on the surface are needed.69
The patterning of planar substrates can occur through microcontact printing, in which the
phospholipids or proteins are assembled onto a stamp, then stamped onto planar
substrates70-74 or through the deposition of lipids in regions between barrier materials,
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which were previously assembled on the surface.75-78

Barrier materials, typically

biologically incompatible, such as aluminum oxide, resist lipid deposition though
maintain lipids in specific areas of the surface. Barrier materials also include proteins,
phospholipids or other biological molecules, which have been more attractive for the
study of surface localized biological molecules.79

In many cases, SPBs on planar

substrates are investigated to understand the basic properties of the phospholipid bilayer.
Control of lipid movement on the surface has been investigated to obtain a more
fundamental understanding of surface interactions and the fluidity of bilayer on a planar
substrate.75,80 The movement of charged lipids in electric fields is used to discuss fluidity
and charge-induced movement of the SPB on the surface.76,79-82 Fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP) is another method to determine fluidity of the bilayer; a
small area of fluorescent lipid is photobleached with a high intensity laser, then the
diffusion of fluorescent lipids back into that region is measured to determine the diffusion
coefficients of the system. After characterization, the applications of SPBs are extensive.
A basic review of biosensing applications is provided below with more detail in Chapters
3 - 5.
Surface supported phospholipid bilayers form the basis for many bioassays, to
detect and quantitate particular proteins.

Basic lipid properties, such as protein

adsorption, have been characterized to demonstrate the utility of SPBs for bioassay
applications.83 Phospholipids are often used to covalently link biological molecules to
the surface through covalent and non-covalent interactions.45,74 Microfluidic channels
have been coated with biotinylated SPBs to provide a basis for immobilization of
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enzymes within the channel. Through a streptavidin linkage, phosphatase and glucose
oxidase have been immobilized and function verified through formation of fluorescent
products.84 The use of a functionalized SPB as a location in which vesicles can be
immobilized on the surface is becoming increasingly popular.85,86 The vesicle structures
immobilized on the surface may potentially mimic cell membranes with included
membrane protein structures, be loaded with highly fluorescent dyes, or report the
presence of a molecule on the surface through specific binding technologies.85 Planar
patterned substrates have been used for the patterning of cells, including surfaces
patterned with fibronectin and phospholipids to provide substrates in which cells could be
attached to the surface,87 or surfaces patterned with lipids to pattern mast cells.88
Incorporation of membrane proteins into supported phospholipid bilayers has also been
accomplished in the planar format.43,54,89,90 The movement of the SPB into microfluidic
channels has prompted new methods to study biological molecules in confined
environments.
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1.5 STABILITY OF SUPPORTED PHOSPHOLIPID BILAYERS
Supported phospholipid bilayers are often hailed as non-fouling surfaces that
minimize non-specific protein adsorption for bioassay applications and protect against
non-specific protein adsorption in separations conditions.3-6,32,33 Supported phospholipid
bilayers are also widely used as cellular membrane mimics, supporting the use of
membrane-associated or membrane-bound proteins.43,91 However, the widespread use of
supported phospholipid bilayers for biosensing systems and separations is limited by the
inherent fragility of the bilayer structure, as well as their interactions with the surface, as
a result of the weak non-covalent interactions. SPBs are held together by a balance of
van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding, hydrophilic/hydrophobic interactions, and
hydration forces.75,92

Disruptions to these forces result in surfaces with either

discontinuous, or non-existent, phospholipid bilayers. Such defects are introduced when
the lipid bilayer crosses the air/water interface, resulting in lipid delaminating from the
surface, assembling into vesicles or a monolayer at the air/water interface, resulting in a
loss of part, or all, of the lipid bilayer.4,10,46 The SPB structure can also be destroyed
upon exposure to surfactants, organic solvents, extended storage, shear forces and/or the
buffer conditions (pH, temperature, etc.).4
Many strategies have been proposed to overcome the challenges of maintaining
a fragile structure for biosensing or separations applications.

The stabilization of

phospholipids by the addition of a protective sugar (trehalose) layer is well
established.7,8,93 Dehydration of bilayer membranes has been found to cause an increase
in surface area/phospholipid molecule and an increase in hydrocarbon chain disorder.8
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The protective sugar layers are thought to depress the Tm of phospholipid bilayers, by
holding water close to the phospholipid. This property has been used to preserve
membranes in the presence of a trehalose protective layer.7,93

The anhydrobiotic

behavior of α,α-trehalose has recently been found to be the most protective of structures,
due to its clam-like structure which allows for efficient coverage of lipid molecules and
the positioning of hydroxyl groups that promote hydrogen bonding for water
replacement.93
In addition to sugar protection, protective protein layers have been used to
protect bilayers from drying conditions. In the presence of a protective streptavidin layer,
phospholipid bilayers patterned on planar surface were found to be resistant to drying,
potentially preventing the delamination of phospholipids from the surface by stiffening
the bending elasticity and the rearrangement of phospholipids to assemble at the air/water
interface.9
Polyethylene glycol (PEG)-conjugated phospholipids have also been used to
protect the bilayer from delamination upon exposure to air. PEG has been shown to
increase stiffness of the bilayer, preventing curvature, which in turn prevents the
desorption of phospholipids when exposed to the air-water interface.10

PEG-

phospholipids also have a higher density of adsorbed waters (ca. 30 - 150 water
molecules/lipid for PEG500-PE to PEG2000-PE) than that of phosphatidylcholine bilayers
(ca. 2.5 water molecules/lipid),10 which could potentially lead to a stabilization of the
bilayer through the number of associated waters upon drying. Chain length and polymer
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density in PEG systems can effect the overall stabilization provided to phospholipid
bilayers with PEG-associated lipids.
Of the advances in bilayer stabilization, polymerization of the phospholipids has
made significant advances. Polymerized phospholipids will be discussed in depth in the
following section with respect to the stability these lipids add to phospholipid based
structures as well as the conditions needed for polymerization.
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1.6 POLYMERIZABLE PHOSPHOLIPID BILAYERS
1.6.1 Introduction to Polymerizable Phospholipids
First synthesized in the early 1980s, polymerized phospholipids were introduced
as alternatives to fluid phospholipids to stabilize lipid-based systems.94 Polymerized
phospholipids add stability to self-assembling bilayer structures, overcoming challenges
of fragile fluid lipid bilayers, allowing for widespread investigations into stabilized cell
membranes, supported phospholipid bilayers and polymerized liposomes.21,94 Soon after,
the focus on stabilization evolved to include materials based on stabilized phospholipids
for a variety of areas (e.g. sensing, stabilized structures, etc). Polymerized phospholipids
were used to develop unique biocompatible sensing systems that could withstand harsh
conditions (i.e. air-drying, harsh rinsing, or surfactants).

While research into the

incorporation of polymerizable phospholipids into cellular membranes for stabilization
has faded, the use of polymerizable phospholipids in biomimetic systems prospers. There
are varying degrees of acceptable stabilization in polymerized lipid structures and this
level is often determined on a case-by-case basis. Common methods to test stability
include exposure of polymerized phospholipid structures to surfactants, organic solvents
and air/water interfaces.4,22 The stability of systems is influenced by what polymerizable
moiety is present, polymerization efficiency, and the methods used for polymerization.

1.6.1.a Polymerizable Moieties
Phospholipids can be modified for polymerization in both the hydrophobic and
hydrophilic regions of the lipid. Polymerizable moieties can be added to the headgroup,
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leading to stabilization in the hydrophilic region, although the headgroup is often the
most biologically important component of the lipid (e.g., PC or PS headgroups). Lipids
with polymerizable headgroups are often used to crosslink the phospholipid to a solid
support to form monolayers on the surface. In general, modifications to the headgroup
are not as widely studied as modifications to the hydrocarbon tails.

Polymerizable

moieties can also be added to the hydrocarbon tails, whether at the chain terminus, midchain or near the glycerol backbone, which will be the focus of the discussion included
herein.
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Figure 1.11: Examples of polymerizable groups in phospholipids.20

Some examples of the most common polymerizable moieties added to
phospholipids include methacryloyl, diacetylenyl, styryl, acryloyl and dienoyl/sorbyl and
thiol-based lipoyloxy phospholipids.(Figure 1.11).18-20,95,96 Polymerizable amphiphiles
have been prepared with naturally occurring headgroups21 and quaternary ammonium
salts.94

With the exception of the diacetylenyl group, which is polymerized in the

crystalline state, polymerization occurs in the Lα or Lβ phase.20 The Lα phase allows for
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the tightest packing of the chains, keeping the lipids in close proximity to one another.
Diacetylenic lipids require rigid ordered structures for polymerization, which decreases
chain packing efficiencies.

1.6.1.b Methods for Polymerization
Reactive

moieties

are

commonly

polymerized

via

UV

irradiation,

reduction/oxidation radical initiators and thermal radical initiators, depending on the
polymerizable group and the degree of polymerization desired.

The degree of

polymerization, Xn is the average number of monomer units per polymer chain (Equation
1) where No is the number of molecules present initially and N is the number of unreacted
molecules at time t.

Xn =

1-

1
No-N
No

(1)

From the degree of polymerization, the average molecular weight can be
calculated for a polymerized structure. In general, the larger the value of Xn, the better
the polymerization and stabilization.
In general, the polymerizable groups (Figure 1.11) can be polymerized through
free-radical initiated polymerization, except lipoyloxy, in which polymerization is
typically initiated by DTT (dithiothreitol) and heating to 60°C.95 The major methods
used to initiate free radical polymerization are 1) photochemical, 2) reduction/oxidation
salts, 3) thermal initiators.
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Photochemical initiation occurs when radicals are produced by irradiation
(ultraviolet (UV) or visible) of the system. The adsorption of light leads to the formation
of an activated state according to the following reaction:

M + hν
M*

M*
R + R’

where monomer M reacts with a photon to form an excited state M*. M* then undergoes
homolysis to form R• and R’•, radical species whose identities are not well established.97
Photochemical initiation is among the most versatile of the initiation methods, as the
intensity and wavelength of light can be controlled, used for a variety of materials, and
can be spatially directed to initiate polymerization in very specific regions. Through the
addition of compounds that can be easily photoactivated, the efficiency of photoinitiated
polymerization can be enhanced for polymers that are not easily activated by UV light.
Reduction-oxidation reactions can be used to form radicals that initiate
polymerization. These initiator systems, commonly called redox initiators, rely on the
formation of radicals through the reduction or oxidation of a molecule. An example of
this type of initiation is the reaction of persulfate and bisulfite, shown below:
-

HSO 3 + S 2O8

2-

SO4- + H2O

2HSO 3* + SO4 + SO4
HSO 4 + *OH

The primary advantage of redox initators is the polymerizations can occur around room
temperature (0 – 50°C), which allows the polymerization to occur under mild thermal
conditions for sensitive biomolecules.
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Thermal initiators rely on the dissociation of a bond to form a radical species.
One of the most common types of thermal initiators is azo compounds. Azo compounds
rely on the dissociation of a C-N bond to form a highly stable N2 molecule and a radical
species, despite the high bond dissociation energy of the C-N bond (~290 kJ mol-1). One
of the most commonly used azo compounds is 2,2’-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN), which
is commonly used at 50-70°C to form the following reaction:
CH3
H3C

C
CN

CH3

CH 3
N

N

C
CN

CH 3

2

H3 C

C

+

N2

CH3

The methods used for polymerization are directly related to the degree of
polymerization and the desired stability of the final structure of the polymerized
phospholipid. For example, polymerization of methacryloyl phospholipid vesicles by UV
irradiation (λ = 254 nm, 1 hr) leads to a Xn ≈ 135, where radical catalyzed polymerization
can lead to Xn ≈ 600.18,98 Polymerization of these phospholipids in vesicles has also been
characterized by the lipophilic thermal radical initiator AIBN (2,2’-azoisobutyronitrile) at
60°C for 20 hours and in monolayers with UV irradiation (254 nm, 1 hr).18 Styryl lipids
have been found to undergo a temperature dependent polymerization and have been
successfully polymerized with UV light at 50°C, along with radical initiators (Xn = 400)
for 3.5 hours at 60°C.18 Diacetylenic moieties have been polymerized by UV irradiation
at 254 nm, as well as gamma radiation.18 Dienoate/sorbate lipids can be polymerized
using 254 nm light at 50°C with a Xn ≈ 5-10.22 Thermal inititors AIBN and hydrophilic
AAPD (azobis(3-amidinopropane) dihydrochloride) can be used with Xn = 50-600.18,22,98
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Redox-initiated polymerization can be accomplished with deoxygenated solutions of
potassium persulfate and sodium bisulfite with a Xn of ca. 50 - 300.4,22

1.6.1.c Properties of Polymerized Structures
The placement of a polymerizable group in the phospholipid dictates how the
polymer propagates through the lipid structure. This placement can also cause changes in
the bilayer properties and the polymerization efficiency of some lipids.20 Examples of
different polymerization schematics are shown in Figure 1.12.

Figure 1.12: Cross-linking versus linear polymerization of lipids. A) Schematic of linear and crosslinked polymers formed after polymerization (Pzn) with one polymerizable group. B) Schematic of
linear and cross-linked polymers formed after Pzn when two polymerizable groups are present in the
lipid structure. From O’Brien, D. F.; Armitage, B.; Benedicto, A.; Bennett, D.E.; Lamparski, H.G.;
Lee, Y.; Srisiri, W.; Sisson, T.M. Acc. Chem. Res., 1998, 31, 861-868. Reprinted with permission from
ACS.
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When only one reactive moiety is present per lipid molecule (Figure 1.12A),
linear polymers are formed, in which a lipid can be connected to its neighbor in the
polymerization process.

Linear polymerization leads to decreased mobility in the

bilayer.20 In the case where the polymerizable moiety is present in both fatty acid tails
the lipids may form cross-linked polymers, which are often characterized by the
insolubility of the polymers in surfactants, such as Triton X-100, or organic solvents
(hexafluoro-2-propanol in the case of bis-SorbPC polymers).20 Cross-linked polymers
are often more stable due to the increased bonding between the lipids and can not be
dissolved in surfactant or solvent systems. O’Brien and coworkers have found that bisSorbPC, which has polymerizable groups in both tails (Appendix A), must be present in
30 mol % to efficiently cross-link the bilayer, while lipids such as DenPC only need 10
mol % to be present to provide stabilization by cross-linking.20 This difference can be
accounted for by the proximity of the polymerizable group to the lipid headgroup and the
conformational freedom of the acyl chains.

If the lipid structure is closer to the

headgroup, there is less freedom (DenPC), than if the polymerizable moiety is present at
the end of the fatty acid chains (mono- and bis-SorbPC).
Lipids with two polymerizable groups can also be used to increase
polymerization stability (Figure 1.12B) through further polymerization stability. Lipids
with two separate polymerizable groups can be selectively polymerized, either allowing
for sequential, selective or simultaneous polymerization of the two groups. If the second
group polymerization is independent of the first group polymerization, a cross-linked
structure will result. In the case where the second polymerization preferentially reacts
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with an adjoining structure from the first reaction, a ladder-like polymerization will
result.20

1.6.2 Polymerized Phospholipid Bilayers
The use of polymerizable phospholipids has been discussed in great length in the
literature.19,99

Of the available polymerizable lipids, only diacetylene, acryloyl,

methacryloyl, dilinoleoyl, sorbyl and dienoate lipids are used for supported phospholipid
bilayers.35 Another method studied in the recent years is polymerization of fluid lipids
through the addition of monomer units to create cross-linked structures which entrap the
lipid, allowing one to take advantage of the properties without the problems of obtaining
polymerizable lipids or dealing with polymerization issues. The polymerizable moieties
most relevant to this dissertation are discussed in detail below, along with a section
devoted to the polymerization of monomers with non-polymerizable lipids.

1.6.2.a Diacetylene
Diacetylene phospholipids polymerize to form long conjugated polymer chains,
which have been investigated for their ability to form stabilized biosensor systems.24,100104

Diacetylene moieties are widely used despite the unique attribute of requiring

polymerization in the crystalline state. The basic structure of a diacetylene lipid and its
structure after cross-linking is shown in Figure 1.13, A and B respectively. Due to the
topotactic nature of the polymerization, the conjugation of this particular class of lipids is
sensitive to the environment and packing of the lipid tails on the surface.100 Without
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aligned tails, the polymerization can be inhibited, leading to incomplete polymerized
surfaces. Langmuir-Blodgett techniques allow for the alignment of the phospholipids on
the surface for highly ordered, well packed lipid films.24,100-104

Figure 1.13: Diacetylene lipid. A) Structure of 1,2-bis(10,12-tri-cosadiynoyl)-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine. B) Polymerization scheme of diacetylene lipids where R1 is the lipid headgroup and
R2 is the rest of the fatty acid chain.

Through proper alignment and UV initiated polymerization (254 nm), the
photopolymerized product yields an intensely-colored blue or red film, as a result of their
conjugated systems. The wavelength is dependent on the number of polymer units
coupled together, with more units resulting in a longer wavelength.105 The concentrations
at the absorbance peak can be used to determine the number of units per polymer chain.
When 50% of the diacetylenic moieties are polymerized in a structure, there is typically a
color shift in the polymer, due to the topotactic nature of these molecules.18 Diacetylenyl
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groups can only be partially polymerized due to the dependence on structure during
polymerization, in contrast to other polymerizable groups which are usually polymerized
at >90%.20 The color of the polymer product produced upon polymerization is dependent
not only on the UV irradiation time and intensity, but also the temperature and method
for preparing the lipid structure.21 The position of the diacetylenic group in the acyl
chain can vary and leads to different optical and polymer properties based on the
placement and the total length of the fatty acid chain.
Diacetylene lipids have been investigated on planar supports in monolayers and
bilayers since the early 1980s.94 In addition to work in vesicles and on planar supports,
diacetylene lipids have been incorporated into the bacterium Acholesplasma laidlawii21 in
attempts to form crosslinked lipid membranes that would allow for the study of proteins
in the cellular membrane in a “frozen” state. Formation of solid supported phospholipid
bilayers has been accomplished on glass, quartz, Teflon, mica and Perspex.21 The initial
challenge of using diacetylene lipid was to overcome the topotactic nature to yield a
highly cross-linked product with the desired properties.

Chapman and coworkers

discovered that diacetylene lipids form non-polar surfaces after Langmuir-Blodgett
deposition upon withdrawal from the subphase, as a result of the lipid structure and
rearrangement at the interface. To yield a polar surface, which is more appropriate for
the study of biological systems, polymerization must be accomplished underwater or
through a stearic acid layer, which can be rinsed from the surface after polymerization.21
The dependence of temperature was investigated by researchers at Eastman Kodak
Company.94

Tyminski and coworkers found a correlation between the temperature
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history of diacetylene lipid and its light sensitive state. Once the lipid rises above its
phase transition temperature Tc, the lipid must be cooled to 0°C before the light
sensitivity of the lipid is restored. Hell and coworkers found that UV irradiation of
monolayers yields a deep blue polymer (λmax = 645 nm), which is converted to a highly
fluorescent red product (λmax = 540 nm) upon further UV irradiation or subjecting the
polymer to mechanical and thermal stress.94,100,101
More recently, research on solid supported phospholipid bilayers has focused on
developing the stabilized poly(lipids) for biomimetic membranes, which allows
incorporation of membrane proteins.24,102-104,106

Morigaki and coworkers have

investigated the polymerization of patterned bilayer structures of diacetylene lipids on
planar surfaces by selectively patterning regions of the lipid through a photomask to yield
a surface of stabilized poly(lipid), and regions of exposed substrate, which could be
backfilled with fluid lipid membranes (DOPC, etc.).102-104 Patterning of these structures
on the surface allows spatial control of fluid lipid bilayer placement on a surface. More
recently incorporation of membrane associated proteins within the polymerized
diacetylene lipid membranes has received considerable attention.

The membrane

receptor GM1 has been incorporated into diacetylene based systems,24 along with ion
channels.107

As more is learned about the structure of diacetylene films and the

capabilities of incorporating membrane proteins increases, diacetylene lipids in
biomimetic membranes are becoming more prevalent.
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1.6.2.b Dienoyl/Sorbyl Based Lipids
Dienoyl and sorbyl-based lipids have received considerable attention. O’Brien
and coworkers synthesized and characterized a series of dienoyl and sorbyl based lipids
in the early 1990’s (Figure 1.14), providing a more complete picture of this particular
class of lipids for further applications.
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Figure 1.14: Structures of dienoyl (Den) and sorbyl lipids (Sorb).20

The polymerization of bis-SorbPC (1,2-bis[10-(2’,4’-hexadienoyloxy)decanoyl]sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) liposomes was performed with 254 nm irradiation and was
characterized by a decrease in absorbance of the characteristic sorbyl peak at 258 nm.108
The destabilization of bis-SorbPC liposomes were studied in combination with DOPE
(dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine). One advantage of the sorbyl-based lipids was the
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ability to polymerize these lipids without the need for special alignment of the molecules.
Dienoyl lipids are similar to sorbyl lipids in that they polymerize under similar conditions
and with the same cross-linking schemes. The polymerization products of these lipids
vary, as the proximity of the polymerizable group to the lipid headgroup determines the
physical characteristics of the polymerized product.98
O’Brien and coworkers worked to develop a full profile of the sorbyl-based
polymerizable lipids, including the degree of polymerization, rate of polymerization,
conditions under which the lipid could be polymerized, and differences in the chain
length of the lipids, along with other polymerization characteristics.20,22,98,109-114 The
melting temperatures of the sorbylPCs were found to obey the odd/even alternation in
melting point with a high/low/high transition, increasing as the length of the hydrocarbon
chain increased, as previously seen in saturated alkanes (Table 1.2).109 SorbPCs can be
polymerized with UV light (λ = 254 nm), thermal initiators (AIBN), and redox radicals
(K2S2O8/NaHSO3).4,5,35,98

The polymerization products upon polymerization were

characterized by 1H NMR (Figure 1.15) with possibility of a 1,2-polymer, 1,4-polymer,
and 3,4-polymer, with the latter being the least likely of the products.98

The

polymerization products have been well characterized based on monomer:initiator
concentrations, with Xn ≈ 110-580 for bis-SorbPC for LMVs polymerized with AIBN at
60°C.98 Polymerized products have been characterized for stability when exposed to
1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP), which could form hydrogen bonds with
carbonyl functionalities. Poly(bis-SorbPC) vesicles were found to be stable, when a
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degree of polymerization of 103 was achieved.22 Bis-SorbPC polymerized vesicles can
withstand 15 mol equivalents of Triton X-100, when sufficiently polymerized.22
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Figure 1.15: Polymerization products for bis-SorbPC. The 1,2 polymer and 1,4 polymer are the
most common of the products.

In the late 1990’s, the focus on sorbyl based lipids shifted from one of
characterization and stabilization of liposomes, to a more diverse platform of synthetic
biomimetic systems.4,5,15,23,32,33,45,46,115-117 The use of liposomes with controlled porosities
for drug delivery was achieved through the incorporation of poly(ethylene glycol)conjugated phosphatidylethanolamine (PEG-PE) into bis-SorbPC vesicles.115 Through
the polymerization of bis-SorbPC, these vesicles are destabilized, become porous and
began to leak. It was suggested that this had potential use in delivering reagents at
specific tumor sites by selective irradiation of the area.115 Liposome based sensors have
been achieved, allowing for detection of oxygen and pH.15,117 Studies on SorbPC and
DenPC lipids expanded further to include surface-based polymerized bilayers.4,5,46,116
These systems were characterized for their stability, as well as protein adsorption
characteristics,5,116 providing a basis for the use of these as model cell membranes in
future studies and as a biocompatible surface coating for capillary electrophoresis.33 The
development of biosensing platforms has been achieved through the polymerization of
discrete regions of bis-SorbPC on the surface.32,45 The incorporation of a functional G-
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protein coupled receptor, rhodopsin, was recently achieved in poly(bis-SorbPC) films.23
The diversity of applications of sorbyl-based lipids continues to grow, as more is
understood about the advantages and disadvantages of this lipid class.

1.6.2.c Incorporation of Monomer Units
All polymerizable phospholipids are obtained synthetically, which has limited
widespread use of these supported membrane structures, especially in cases where the
synthetic lipid is not commercially available (bis-SorbPC). As a result, other methods to
stabilize the lipid bilayer have been investigated, including using thermal reagents to
oligiomerize unsaturated lipids,6 adding other reagents on top of the bilayer structure to
stabilize the lipid against environmental stresses,7-10,17 and adding monomer units to fluid
lipid bilayers to form cross-linked structures. Of these, the incorporation of monomer
units most closely mimics polymerizable lipids, as it allows for the headgroup to remain
unmasked and allows for a degree of polymerization sufficiently high to stabilize the
structure. Most of the work done to stabilize lipid structures by incorporating monomer
units has been accomplished in the vesicle format, with little translation into supported
phospholipid bilayers.
To stabilize vesicles, hydrophobic monomers have been incorporated with the
lipids to stabilize the mixture. One combination was through the addition of styrene and
divenylbenzene monomers to the lipids.118,119

The proposed structure of a lipid

membrane with the 2-D network of divinylbenzene and a polymerizable lipid is shown in
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Figure 1.16.119

This structure is similar to that which would be expected with a

styrene/divinylbenzene system in black lipid membranes.118

PL DVB
Figure 1.16: Proposed cross-linking of a bilayer composed of PL, a polymerizable lipid, and DVB,
divinylbenzene. DVB incorporates into the hydrophobic region, crosslinking and stabilizing the
structure upon polymerization. 119

Incorporating hydrophobic monomer units has been extended to include
methacrylate-based systems.11-15,117

The common monomer unit butyl methacrylate

(BMA) and cross-linker ethylene glycol dimethyacrylate (EGDMA) are added to the
fluid lipid bilayer consisting of a PC lipid (Figure 1.17).

Polymerization of these

monomer units occurs via thermal initiators (e.g. AIBN),12,13 or photoinitiators (e.g.
Irgacure 907).11 Stabilization with the monomer/cross-linkers has also been reported for
polymerizable lipids, such as bis-SorbPC.117 For BMA/EGDMA polymerized fluid lipid
networks, the stability of the polymerized product is verified by the addition of Triton X100.11,15
There are conflicting reports in the literature, however, as to the nature of the
liposome/polymer after solubilization with Triton X-100. When exposed to Triton X100, it has been reported that the polymer shell is intact, but the phospholipids have been
extracted from the structure.11 In other work, after Triton X-100 exposure, there is no
reported change in the composition of the polymerized liposomal structure, indicating the
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lipid is present after Triton X-100 exposure.15 The nature of the polymerized product
before/after Triton X-100 will be discussed with respect to supported phospholipid
bilayers in Chapter 6.
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Figure 1.17: Scheme of polymerization products from BMA, hydroxyethyl methacrylate, EGDMA.
The structure of Irgacure 907 is also included. 11

To date, BMA and EGDMA have used to polymerize liposomes for the study of
stabilized structures based on this polymerization scheme.

Liposomes have been
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stabilized with encapsulated enzymes and channel forming proteins as biosensing
systems,14 which allow for substrates below 400 g mol-1 to gain access to the
encapsulated enzymes in a size-selective biosensing system.14 Vesicle systems have also
been used as oxygen sensors.15 Vesicles made of polymerizable lipids can also be
polymerized with EGDMA, to form stabilized porous nanoshells in which the
encapsulated materials are protected from the extracellular environment.117 Stabilized
bilayers have been prepared using BMA and EGDMA to monitor the interactions of
ephedrine with a copolymerized resorcin[4]arene receptor.12,120 Stabilized lipid films
were supported on a polymer matrix that allowed for the spot testing of ephedrine down
to concentrations of 10-8 M.

EGDMA/BMA/lipid copolymers have also been

successfully used to prepare air stabilized black lipid membranes for sensing atenolol.121
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1.7 CONCLUSION
As interest in proteins and biomimetic systems continues to increase, the need
for technology that minimizes non-specific protein adsorption will continue to grow.
Ideally the materials used to develop the technologies are biocompatible, but stabilized
against the rugged conditions to which one would subject a biomimetic system.
Phospholipid bilayers, especially those of phosphocholine lipids, have a great advantage
over other potential surface materials. Their inherent biocompatibility, self-assembling
structures, resistance to non-specific protein adsorption and ease of use make them
attractive surface coating materials.
However, with respect to demands for stabilized materials, phospholipids may
be lacking in comparison. The fragility of the bilayer and its interactions with a surface
greatly limit these materials. Through polymerization, phospholipid membranes have
been stabilized under a variety of physical/chemical insults. The polymerization of the
sorbyl-based lipids, in particular, has led to stabilized biomimetic systems, with
increasing complexity.

Most recently, the development of stabilized liposomal

sensors,15,117 stabilized planar supported phospholipid bilayers functionalized for
biosensing applications,32,45 and planar supported phospholipid bilayers copolymerized
with membrane associated proteins23 have been accomplished.
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1.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY
In this work, the use of solid supported polymerized phospholipid bilayer films
for spatially discrete bioassays and protein separations is described.
Chapter 2 details the use of the polymerized phospholipid bis-SorbPC for
capillary electrophoresis separations applications.

The phospholipid coating is

characterized on the macroscopic scale for protein adsorption and surface coverage. The
electroosmotic flow and protein separation efficiency are used to compare the
phospholipid coating to other available coatings.
Chapter 3 details spatially discrete bioassays and the basic experiments for
characterization of these systems. Poly(bis-SorbPC) is patterned on the capillary surface
and characterized for pattern quality and stability. The void regions between poly(bisSorbPC) regions are utilized for biosensing applications. The application of functional
lipids within this regions for the detection of immunobinding and protein-ligand binding
events are observed.
Chapter 4 details the use of spatially discrete bioassays for membrane protein
applications, respectively. Phospholipid bilayers can support the function of membrane
proteins by maintaining an environment that mimics the cellular environment of the
protein.

The inclusion of membrane proteins in patterned regions can lead to the

development of multi-membrane protein arrays, in which proteins reside immediately
adjacent to one another.
Chapter 5 presents the use of alternative phospholipid polymerization strategies
to develop stabilized patterned bioassays.

Non-polymerizable lipid membranes are
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polymerized through the incorporation of polymer monomers into the hydrophobic region
of the bilayer. The stabilized polymer product is characterized for macromolecular
defects, as well as protein adsorption characterization. The stability against chemical and
physical insults is also examined.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the future of polymerizable phospholipid bilayers
for biosensing and separations applications. The further characterization of patterned
bilayer assays is explained, as well as strategies to improve quantitation of protein
binding within the system. The use of PEGylated phospholipids in sensing applications,
as well as patterned lipid strategies to improve stability and limit protein adsorption is
also discussed.

Finally, the movement onto microfluidic chips, along with the

development of higher ordered pattern structures is discussed.
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CHAPTER 2: PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF CROSS-LINKED
PHOSPHOLIPID BILAYER COATINGS FOR PROTEIN SEPARATIONS

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) is well suited for rapid analysis of small
volume samples, although non-specific adsorption of protein and peptide analytes, via
non-covalent molecular interactions,122-126 often limits the quantitative and qualitative
utility of CZE for protein separations. Additionally, adsorption of proteins changes the
distribution of the charge on the capillary wall, leading to non-uniform zeta potential and
variations in electroosmotic flow (EOF), thereby decreasing separation performance,126129

and introducing significant quantification errors. A variety of strategies have been

applied to minimize non-specific adsorption of proteins in CZE, most commonly through
alteration of the chemical composition of the buffer122,128,130 or the capillary surface.3,122126,130-135

Capillary coatings for protein separations are most commonly grouped into two

major categories: (i) permanent coatings, where the coating is covalently linked to the
capillary surface, yielding an irreversible coating122,123,126,130-132 and (ii) dynamic or semipermanent coatings, in which the coating is non-covalently adsorbed to the surface and/or
present in the run buffer.3,123-126,133-135
Non-covalent coatings are most commonly used for CE separations as they offer a
number of advantages, including: (i) ease and speed of coating, (ii) high stability and/or
easy regeneration, (iii) decreased dependence on capillary surface chemistry and (iv) low
cost. The chemical nature of non-covalent capillary coatings vary widely, though most
require the addition of the coating material to the run buffer to maintain the surface
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coating during the time course of the separation.123,124,126,133,134

In many cases, the

addition of materials to the buffer may be sufficient to block the silanol groups, although
some additives have been used to reverse or modify the electroosmotic flow (EOF) of the
capillary system.123 Of these, small molecules, especially amine modifiers, have received
a great amount of the attention as buffer additives. Amine additives can be charged, and
interact electrostatically with the surface, but can also be present in sufficiently high
concentrations to reverse the electroosmotic flow.123 The modifiers can vary to include
monoamine, diamines and oligoamines, a sample of which is shown in Table 2.1.123,133
As additives, the mono- and diamines were not effective at preventing protein
adsorption to the surface of the capillary wall. Oligoamines vary based on the length of
the molecule. Triamines, such as spermidine, must be present at ≥ 18 mM to prevent
90% of protein adsorption, while tetra- or penta- amines can be present at approximately
1 mM.123,133 With the amine modifiers, the major problem is the effect on the run buffer
(pH, conductivity) or the optical background. Amine compounds are also limited to use
at acidic pH to prevent amine deprotonation.133
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Table 2.1: Examples of amine modifiers. The concentrations at which the amine prevents 50% and
90% of protein adsorption are presented. n/a = not available.123

Amine
Ethylamine

Structure

50%
Inhibition
(mM)

90%
Inhibition
(mM)

76

230

38

193

47

170

0.01

1

n/a

n/a

Triethylamine

Putrescine
Spermine
Q-Pzl

Alternatively, a number of semi-permanent, physisorbed coatings that withstand
multiple runs without addition to the run buffer have been described.3,6,125,133,135-137 Semipermanent coatings, such as poly(ethylene oxide) or poly(vinyl alcohol), are formed on
the capillary wall by introducing a solution to the capillary.125,126

Neutral polymer

coatings are popular and can exist as physisorbed permanent coatings, adsorbed semipermanent coatings, and also as dynamic buffer additives.123,126

A semi-permanent

coating of poly(ethylene oxide) can be assembled on the capillary wall by flushing the
capillary with a 0.2% poly(ethylene oxide) solution through the capillary, then rinsing
with electrophoretic buffer.125 This capillary coating requires a 15 minute step between
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each separation to regenerate the coating on the capillary wall. Separations of proteins
poly(ethylene oxide) coated capillaries can be achieved from pH 3 – 7 with less than 3%
R.S.D, reproducible migration times and reproducible peak shapes.125
Poly(vinyl alcohol) can be added to the run buffer at 0.05 w/w % for protein
separations, then rinsed with electrophoresis buffer prior to separations.123,126 Separations
of proteins with poly(vinyl alcohol) coatings yield separations up to 1 million plates per
meter and 1.3% R.S.D.126 Poly(vinyl alcohol) thin films will turn pseudocrystalline upon
heating, and this was used to form a permanent capillary coating.

For poly(vinyl

alcohol), the capillary is heated after rinsing with the aqueous polymer solution to form
the permanent coating on the surface.126 Separations in permanently coated capillaries
can yield up to 1.8 million plates per meter with reproducibilities ranging from 1.3 to
2.1% R.S.D.126
Surfactants are also widely used as semi-permanent or as buffer additives for the
separation of proteins.123,124,133,134

Surfactants are particularly attractive for protein

separations as they are inexpensive and provide sufficient shielding of the capillary
surface.135 When a surfactant is present in solution greater than its critical micelle
concentration (cmc), aggregates form to stabilize the hydrophobic/hydrophilic
interactions. In many cases, the addition of surfactants at these concentrations can also
denature the protein or promote the formation of surfactant-protein complexes, which
changes the charge and/or size of a protein. The formation of micelles allows for the
hydrophobic tails to associate with one another, and the hydrophilic headgroups to be
exposed to solution. In the case of charged surfactants, micelle formation is also driven
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by the electrostatic repulsion of the charged headgroup, which tends to inhibit
aggregation of the surfactant.134 Figure 2.1 is a schematic of proposed structures for
surfactants in solution.
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Figure 2.1: Proposed structures of surfactant aggregates along the capillary wall. A) A micellelar
layer taken by surfactants such as CTAB. B) A bilayer configuration taken by surfactants such as
DDAB. 134

Cationic surfactants, such as CTAB (cetyltrimethylammonium bromide), interact
with the capillary wall through electrostatic interactions and will form micelle layers on
the surface (Figure 2.1A).134 CTAB can be used to reverse the electroosmotic flow
(EOF) reproducibly when present above the cmc.

134

Double chained surfactants, e.g.

didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB), form a bilayer structure in the capillary
(Figure 2.1B). DDAB has been used to separate cationic proteins with an efficiency of
1.05 million plates/m and run-to-run reproducibilities of 0.6 – 0.8% RSD.135
Biologically-derived alternatives to double chained surfactant coatings have been
reported, wherein self-assembled zwitterionic phospholipid bilayers (PLBs) are deposited
directly onto the fused silica capillary wall.3,6,136,138 Phosphorylcholine (PC)-based planar
supported PLBs have been studied extensively and possess high resistance to nonspecific protein adsorption,83,91 properties that are maintained when planar PC-PLBs are
formed on fused silica capillary walls.3,136,138 PC-PLB coatings are effective at masking
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the charge of the capillary surface, allowing for high efficiency protein separations,
reproducible migration times and enhanced protein recoveries.3

Additionally, the

zwitterionic headgroup of PC lipids allows for the separation of protein mixtures
containing either cationic or anionic proteins.3 Further, PC-PLB coatings present the
potential capability to tune the surface chemistry of the PLB structures to create surfaces
with engineered surface charge or binding capabilities by doping the PC-PLB with
varying headgroup chemistries.32
The primary drawback to PC-PLB coatings is the need to frequently regenerate
the coating, typically every one to three separations, due to a lack of PLB stability.3
Furthermore, fluid PLBs are fragile and are readily damaged by brief exposures to
common chemical and physical insults that may be encountered in CZE protein
separations, including air bubbles, exposure to surfactants and/or elevated temperatures.
Moreover, a key impediment to realizing tailored PLB surface chemistries in CZE has
been the mobility of charged lipids in electrophoretic fields,79,82,139 leading to migration
of charged lipids throughout the capillary, and alteration of the capillary surface
chemistry during the time course of the separation. Thus, the ability to chemically and
physically stabilize the PLB for long term stability of the coating would be expected to
significantly enhance the analytical capabilities and widespread utilization of this
biocompatible coating technology.
A number of strategies have been employed to increase the stability of PLBs, in
both vesicle and planar geometries.6,9,13,14,121,136,138,140,141

Most often stabilization is

achieved via addition of biological components to the PLB, e.g. cholesterol.140 Enhanced
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stability can also be attained via polymerization of reactive monomers, e.g. n-butyl
methacrylate (BMA) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA), incorporated into
the PLB, though this approach is laborious and has not yet been demonstrated on planar
silica substrates.11,13,14,121,141
Alternatively, direct polymerization of the phospholipid monomers used to
construct the PLB increases PLB stability for native and synthetic PC-PLBs.4-6,104,142-144
Highly cross-linked vesicles and planar PLBs have been prepared using a range of PCbased polymerizable phospholipids.4,5,32,101,104,106,121

Diacetylenic phosphorylcholine

phospholipids (DAPC) stabilize PLB vesicles143,144 and planar PLBs against a variety of
destructive insults (e.g. drying, and surfactant dissolution) via formation of extensive
cross-linked polymer networks,101,104,142 though assembly of DAPC requires the use of
deposition techniques that are incompatible with fully enclosed, curved surfaces, for
example,

fused

silica

capillaries.

Recently,

sorbyl-based

polymerizable

phospholipids,46,98,145 most notably bis-SorbPC (1,2’-bis[10-(2’,4’-hexadienoyloxy)
decanoyl]-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), were used to prepare planar, self-assembled
PC-PLBs that resist non-specific adsorption of proteins and are stabilized against a
variety of chemical and physical insults,4,5,32 suggesting the utility of such a PLB as a
stabilized capillary coating.
Here, we show the preparation and characterization of polymerized bis-SorbPC
PLB coatings within fully enclosed fused silica capillaries via self assembly and radical
polymerization. The resultant poly(bis-SorbPC) PLBs show increased stability compared
to non-polymerized PLBs while also allowing for the separation of both cationic and
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anionic proteins. The polymerization of these PLBs stabilizes the membrane against
desorption from the surface and migration in an electric field, while still preserving the
native non-specific protein adsorption resistance of unpolymerized PLBs.
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2.2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.2.1 Materials
Fused silica capillary was obtained from Polymicro Technologies (Phoenix,
AZ).

DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), DLPC (1,2-dilauroyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine), EggPC (L-α-phosphatidylcholine) and rhodamine-DPPE
(1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(Lissamine

Rhodamine

B

Sulfonyl)) were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Bis-SorbPC (1,2bis[10-(2’,4’-hexadieoyloxy)decanoyl]-sn-glycero-2-phosphocholine) was synthesized as
previously described.145
(Eugene, OR).

FM 1-43 was obtained from Invitrogen Molecular Probes

Insulin chain A (ICA), bovine serum albumin (BSA), α-

chymotrypsinogen A (α-chymo) and fluorescein isothiocyanate, isomer I (FITC), MOPS
buffer, sodium hydrogensulfite and potassium persulfate were obtained from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO). Trypsin inhibitor (TI) was obtained from Gibco (Carlsbad,
CA).

Six-histidine tagged enhanced green fluorescent (6xHis-EGFP) protein was

purified in-house using Ni-NTA metal affinity chromatography from transfected E. coli.
All H2O was obtained from Barnstead EasyPure UV/UF water purification system at a
purity of 18.0 MΩ or better.

2.2.2 Capillary Preparation
Phospholipids were dried of organic solvent using a stream of Ar then dried
under vacuum for four hours.

The dried phospholipid films were hydrated to a

concentration of 1 mg/mL in water and sonicated in a bath sonicator to clarity to prepare
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small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) ca. 50-70 nm in diameter.

Prior to coating, the

capillaries were cleaned with piranha solution for one hour (70% H2SO4, 30% H2O2),
then rinsed with water. Vesicle solutions were introduced into the capillary via gravityinduced flow and allowed to fuse with the capillary surface for 30 minutes. Radical
initiator solutions were prepared by mixing 22 mM NaHSO3 and 65 mM K2S2O8 in
degassed H2O and introduced to the capillary via gravity-induced flow for a minimum of
3 hours to generate cross-linked poly(bis-SorbPC) films.
Patterned capillaries were prepared via UV-irradiation of self assembled bisSorbPC films (prepared as described above, minus radical polymerization) using a lowpressure Hg pen lamp (UVP, Inc., Upland, CA) through a stainless steel mask placed
directly onto the bis-SorbPC coated capillary.32 The UV source was placed 10 cm from
the capillary, which was irradiated for 10 minutes.

Unpolymerized bis-SorbPC

monomer, from the regions not irradiated through the photomask, was removed using 1%
(v/v) Triton X-100 surfactant and water after UV-polymerization.32

2.2.3 Capillary Imaging
Fluorescent images were collected on a Nikon Eclipse TE300 inverted
epifluorescence microscope with a 4x/0.13 N.A. objective. Images were collected using
a Cascade 650 front illuminated CCD camera or MicroMAX 512BFT back illuminated
CCD camera (Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ). MetaVue software (Universal Imaging,
Downingtown, PA) was used to capture and analyze all images.
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2.2.4 Protein Adsorption Studies
Bare silica capillaries were prepared by cleaning the capillary with piranha
solution for one hour, and then rinsing with water for 1 hour. DOPC capillaries were
coated by introducing a 1 mg/mL solution of unilamellar DOPC vesicles to the capillary
and allowing the vesicles to fuse for 30 minutes.3 Excess DOPC was rinsed from the
capillary with water, and DOPC coated capillaries were incubated with 6xHis-EGFP.
Poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries were prepared as described and rehydrated from dry storage
conditions with water for 30 minutes prior to incubation with 6xHis-EGFP.

All

capillaries were incubated with a 100 μM solution of 6xHis-EGFP for 30 minutes, then
rinsed thoroughly with 10 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 before analysis.

2.2.5 Gradient Formation
Patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries were rehydrated from storage with water.
Vesicle solution containing 1% w/w rhodamine-DPPE in 1 mg/mL DOPC was
introduced into a capillary containing a poly(bis-SorbPC) pattern for 30 minutes to allow
fusion into the bare regions of the pattern. Excess lipid was rinsed from the capillary
using electrophoresis buffer.

An electric field of 10 V/cm was applied across the

capillary. Fluorescence images of the capillary were obtained to visualize the gradient
formation.
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2.2.6 Atomic Force Microscopy
Topographical studies of polymerized lipid films and bare capillaries were
conducted with a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III Atomic Force Microscope (AFM).
Tapping mode imaging was performed on samples that were obtained by fracturing bare
or poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated 100 μm i.d. fused silica capillaries. With the use of an
optical microscope, capillary fragments were positioned on double stick tape with the
concave surface of the capillary interior facing outward and imaged.

2.2.7 Protein Separations
Insulin chain A (ICA), trypsin inhibitor (TI), bovine serum albumin (BSA), and
α-chymotrypsinogen A (α-chymo) were hydrated in 10 mM NaHCO3, pH 9.2, buffer.
Solutions were labeled with FITC at a 1:1 mole ratio of FITC:protein at room
temperature for 3 hours. Solutions were diluted in 10 mM MOPS, pH 7.4, prior to
separation to a final concentration of 49 nM ICA, 125 nM TI, 31 nM BSA and 45 nM αchymo. The 488 nm line of a 100 mW argon ion laser (177-G12, Spectra-Physics) was
focused into the interior of a 50 μm i.d capillary with a biconvex lens (f = 2 cm, Thor
Labs, Newton, NJ).

The fluorescence signal was collected with a 20x, 0.4 NA

microscope objective (Melles Griot, Irvine, CA), passed through a 495 nm long pass filter
(Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ) and 488 nm holographic notch filter (HNF-488.0-1.0,
Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc. Ann Arbor, MI). The signal was detected with a PMT
(H8249, Hamamatsu Photonics, Bridgewater, NJ) and collected with an A/D converter
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(PCI-MIO-16E-4, National Instruments, Austin, TX) using Labview software written inhouse (National Instruments). Samples were injected hydrodynamically for 5 sec at a
height of 10 cm. Separations were performed at +24 kV using a Spellman CZE1000R
power supply (Hauppauge, NJ).
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2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.3.1 Lipid Coatings for Capillary Electrophoresis
PLB coatings are very promising for improving protein and peptide separations
due to the high quantitative recovery and reproducibility, coupled with the native
resistance to non-specific protein adsorption of these materials.3,136 However, the limited
long-term stability of PLB coatings precludes widespread use and likely prevents
coupling with MS detectors as desorption of lipids occurs when the network of relatively
weak non-covalent interactions between the surface and the lipid and those between
individual lipid monomers breaks down. The instability of PLBs in the presence of the
organic additives needed to perform ESI-MS and/or potential residual surfactants from
protein solubilization may further limit the utility of these promising materials. Recently,
oligomerized DOPC PLB coatings were prepared that demonstrated substantial
stabilization compared to unpolymerized PLB coatings, with ex situ polymerization
increasing the stability of the coating significantly compared in situ polymerization,
likely due to increased oligomerization efficiency.6
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A
B
C
Figure 2.2: Schematic of polymeric PLB capillary coating procedure. (A) SUVs are used to form
PLBs on the capillary walls via vesicle fusion, resulting in a bilayer on the capillary surface. (B)
Radical initiators are introduced to the capillary to initiate polymerization of the PLB, resulting in a
cross-linked PLB on the capillary wall (C).

With the goal increasing the stability of PC-PLB coatings, we have explored the
use of phospholipids that form highly cross-linked, polymeric PLBs. Polymeric PLBs
were fabricated on the walls of fused silica separation capillaries in situ, as shown in
Figure 2.2. SUVs prepared using bis-SorbPC, a reactive phospholipid that forms protein
resistant bilayers on silica substrates,4,5,32 were allowed to fuse onto cleaned silica
capillary surfaces to form PLBs. Once formed, bis-SorbPC PLBs were polymerized via
radical initiated polymerization followed by removal of radical initiator solutions with
H2O. The resulting poly(bis-SorbPC) coated capillaries were flushed with air and stored
dry until use.

2.3.2 Lipid Coating Verified Through FM 1-43 Staining
To characterize the continuity of the lipid film within the capillary, a fluorogenic
membrane probe (FM 1-43) was used to stain the PLB coatings assembled onto the
capillary walls.32 Figure 2.3 shows fluorescence images of (A) bare, (B) DOPC-coated,
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and (C) poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillaries. The interior walls of the bare fused silica
capillary are not fluorescent (Figure 2.3A), an observation that is consistent with a clean,
membrane-free silica surface. In capillaries where PLBs were formed on the capillary
walls (Figure 2.3B, 2.3C), fluorescence resulting from FM 1-43 is observed via uniform
staining throughout the capillary, indicating that the vesicle fusion procedure produces a
PLB along the length of the capillary, with no obvious large scale defects. Figure 2.3D
shows a series of line scans corresponding to the fluorescence intensity along a 1 mm
length of capillary.

Figure 2.3: Uniformity of PLB coatings formed in situ. Fluorescence images were collected following
introduction of the fluorogenic membrane stain, FM 1-43, into (A) bare capillary, (B) DOPC-coated
capillary, and (C) poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillary. (D) Line scans obtained from along the top
capillary wall, showing the relative fluorescence intensities as a function of position along the (i)
DOPC capillary, (ii) poly(bis-SorbPC) capillary, and (iii) bare capillary. All capillaries are 50 μm i.d.

Though only 1 mm sections are shown in the images (Figures 2.3 A-C), uniform
fluorescence was observed along the entire length (40 cm) of the capillary (data not
shown). DOPC-coated capillaries and poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillaries show similar
fluorescence levels, with the difference in fluorescence intensities between DOPC-coated
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capillaries and poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillaries likely due to differences in FM 1-43
intercalation into the polymerized PLB compared to the unpolymerized PLB.

Further,

the staining with FM 1-43 confirms that the poly(bis-SorbPC)-PLB is stabilized against
rinsing and drying conditions and polymerization conditions, as the poly(bis-SorbPC)
coated capillaries were prepared using these conditions. In the case of poorly coated
capillaries, the coating exhibits patchy staining with FM 1-43. In these capillaries, the
coating is present in patches on the surface, where patch size and shape can vary based on
the quality of the lipid coating on the surface, but shows the presence of large scale
surface defects.

2.3.3 Protein Adsorption
One particularly attractive attribute of zwitterionic PLBs is the native resistance
to non-specific protein adsorption exhibited by the bilayer on a surface.5 To investigate
reduced non-specific protein adsorption by poly-PLB coatings, capillaries with fluid and
polymerized PLB coatings were filled with 100 μM enhanced green fluorescent protein
(EGFP) and evaluated via fluorescence microscopy (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4: Resistence to nonspecific protein absorption on lipid films measured by EGFP in (A) a
bare capillary, (B) DOPC-coated capillary, and (C) redox poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillary. (D)
Mean fluorescence intensity data for bare and coated capillaries following introduction of EGFP (n =
4 for each bar).

When bare capillaries were exposed to EGFP, a uniform, intense fluorescence
was observed throughout the capillary indicating strong adsorption of EGFP (Figure
2.4A). In contrast, DOPC- and poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated (Figure 2.4, panels B and C,
respectively) capillaries show a marked reduction in fluorescence (18% each) relative to
that of a bare capillary (Figure 2.4D) and are indistinguishable from one another,
suggesting substantial reduction in non-specific adsorption of protein.

Poorly

polymerized bis-SorbPC coatings exhibit high fluorescence when exposed to EGFP,
usually 50-100% of the value seen for a bare capillary. The relative similarity in nonspecific protein adsorption levels between DOPC and poly(bis-SorbPC) coated capillaries
is in agreement with previous reports showing similar non-specific protein adsorption on
poly(bis-SorbPC) and DOPC coated planar surfaces.5 Unpolymerized bis-SorbPC has
also been demonstrated to reduce non-specific adsorption of proteins,5 although the
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reduced stability of unpolymerized bis-SorbPC compared to native phospholipids likely
precludes it from use as a capillary coating material.

2.3.4 Protein Separations
To evaluate the utility of stabilized poly(bis-SorbPC) coatings for protein
separations, we performed separations on FITC-labeled cationic and anionic protein
mixtures. Figure 2.5 shows a series of electropherograms obtained for FITC-labeled
protein mixtures in poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillaries (Figure 2.5A) and bare capillaries
(Figure 2.5B). As seen in Figure 2.5, separation of proteins in a poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated
capillary provides increased resolution and allows more protein peaks to be observed
and/or identified compared to separation in a bare capillary. These advantages are most
notable for α-chymotrypsinogen, which was not detected in a bare capillary.
Additionally, the doublet resulting from trypsin inhibitor was not resolved, and the third
peak associated with insulin chain A was not observed in a bare capillary. Though, the
enhanced efficiency, resolution and improved peak recovery are lower than those
reported in other PLB coated capillaries,3,6 the enhanced stability of the film may provide
advantages that temper the compromises in separation parameters.
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Figure 2.5: Protein separation in coated and uncoated capillaries. (A) Poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated
capillary separations of four FITC-labeled proteins: trypsin inhibitor (TI), α-chymotrypsinogen (αchymo), bovine serum albumin (BSA) and insulin chain A (ICA). All proteins are present in the
electropherogram. (B) Bare capillary separation of the same mixture used in (A). In the separation, the
peak due to α-chymo and third peak of ICA are not observed and the TI doublet is not resolved.

Importantly, under these separation conditions, bis-SorbPC capillaries could be
used to separate proteins for up to 10 hours per day with similar results, as well as the
ability to use the same coated capillary for 10 days with no degradation in separation
performance. Migration time reproducibility was measured on day 1 and day 10 in
freshly cut and treated bare capillaries. Additionally, the same protein mixture was used
to assess migration time reproducibility in poly(bis-SorbPC) coated capillaries on day 1
and day 10. Following experiments on day 1, poly(bis-SorbPC) coated capillaries were
rinsed with water and stored dry until use on day 10.
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Figure 2.6: Migration time reproducibility in bare and poly(bis-SorbPC) coated capillaries.

As seen in Figure 2.6, migration time reproducibility is enhanced for most
analytes compared to bare capillaries. Additionally, all peaks in the protein mixture that
were observed on day 1 were also observed on day 10 with poly(bis-SorbPC) coated
capillaries, whereas some peaks are not observed for bare capillaries, supporting the
enhanced protein separation capabilities of the polymer coated capillaries. Further, the
poly(bis-SorbPC) coating was stable to drying and rehydration, conditions that would
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destroy a fluid lipid coated capillary, providing for long term storage and utilization of
the capillaries.

2.3.5 EOF Measurements
In previous reports of PLB-coated capillaries, the presence of lipid bilayers on the
surface was established through shifts in the electroosmostic flow (EOF). EOF values
obtained in (i) bare, (ii) non-polymerizable lipid coated, and (iii) poly(bis-SorbPC) coated
capillaries are shown in Table 2.2. All of the lipid coatings investigated generate reduced
EOF compared to a bare capillary. For non-polymerizable PLB coatings (e.g. DLPC,
EggPC), EOF values below 1.5 x 10-4 cm2/Vs are routinely obtained, agreeing well with
previous reports.3 Poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillaries, however, result in EOF values 23 times larger that those obtained for non-polymerizable lipids. The difference in EOF
values obtained between a DOPC and poly(bis-SorbPC) coatings may result from nonuniform coatings, small film defects (holes) that can occur during the polymerization
process or the shielding capacity of the lipid film itself. Importantly, the enhanced EOF
and similar reduction in non-specific adsorption compared to PC-PLB coated capillaries
allows separation of both cationic and anionic proteins in the same run unlike PC-PLBs
where the polarity must be switched and separations performed differentially.
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Table 2.2: EOF values for PLB-coated capillaries.

EOF
(cm2/Vs)

%RSD

n

Bare

5.0 x 10-4

12

8

DLPC

0.6 x 10-4

Capillary Coating

EggPC
(poly)bis-SorbPC

10

3

-4

6

5

-4

16

10

1.3 x 10
3.4 x 10

In the absence of obvious large scale defects in the fluorescence images, the
presence of pin-hole or small scale defects leading to increased EOF was investigated.
Planar, poly(bis-SorbPC) PLBs form uniform coatings on silica substrates that are defect
free on the spatial scale probed by AFM.4,5 Additionally, we have observed that poly(bisSorbPC) vesicles contain a number of small defects in the membrane,117 likely due to
cleft formation upon polymerization.98,145

A

B

Figure 2.7: Tapping mode AFM images of (A) bare and (B) poly(bis-SorbPC) -coated fused silica
capillaries. A) RMS = 0.25 nm. B) RMS = 0.60 nm.
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To determine if defect free PLB coatings are attainable on capillary walls, AFM
was used to investigate the topography of the polymer lipid film following assembly on
the capillary wall. Sections of capillary were shattered, and samples with suitable surface
area of exposed inner capillary were carefully selected under an optical microscope for
investigation. Figure 2.7 shows representative AFM images collected for bare (Figure
2.7A) and poly(bis-SorbPC) (Figure 2.7B) coated fused silica capillaries. The AFM
image of the bare capillary yielded an rms surface roughness of 0.25 nm, comparable in
roughness to a piranha washed standard glass microscope slide or commercially available
fused silica coverslip (rms surface roughness of 0.13 nm).5 By comparison, the poly(bisSorbPC) film exhibited an increased rms surface roughness (0.60 nm), with a number of
sub-micrometer pits and/or defects apparent, compared to planar silica substrates (rms
surface roughness of 0.13 nm).5 It is unlikely that the geometry of the capillary affects
the polymerization of bis-SorbPC which is routinely polymerized in small unilamellar
vesicles (ca. 100 nm diameter) with markedly higher radius of curvature, though it is
possible that polymerization conditions may play a role in the different topography
observed. Planar polymerizations involve exposure of the bis-SorbPC film to a quiescent
solution of initiators, whereas a steady flow is utilized in capillaries to ensure sufficient
initiator is present for polymerization. It is possible that continuous flow may partially
destabilize an unpolymerized bis-SorbPC film, which is less stable in the unpolymerized
state relative to non-reactive lipids due to the presence of polar groups in the bilayer
center.98,145 The presence of these sub-micrometer defects likely results in the increased
EOF observed due to the increased contact of ions with the charged capillary wall and the
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decreased insulating properties of the bilayer, warranting future investigation of
alternative polymerization methods, and/or lipid structures in future studies. Combined,
these fluorescence and AFM imaging data strongly support the presence of a stabilized,
uniform polymer film, with no observed multilayer structures, large gaps in coverage, or
partially ruptured vesicles.

2.3.6 Coating Stability
The ability to store coated capillaries greatly reduces the timely regeneration
protocol needed for other lipid coatings,3 and allows for direct shelf-to-bench laboratory
use. Storage stability can also lead to increased reproducibility since the polymer lipid
coating does not require daily regeneration. To determine the suitability of poly(bisSorbPC) coatings for extended storage, capillaries were prepared that contained
alternating regions of bare and poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillaries (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Time stability of poly(bis-SorbPC)-coated capillaries. Fluorescent images of the same
capillary were collected on day 1 (A) and after 45 days of dry storage (B) using FM 1-43.

We have also shown that UV-polymerized (poly)bis-SorbPC chemical patterns
are stable when exposed to solutions of 1% Triton, extensive water/buffer rinses, pH
extremes, and drying/rehydration, which allow for long-term storage of the coated
capillaries and increased stability needed for separations.32 Further, Ross et al. and
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coworkers have shown the stability of poly(bis-SorbPC) films to a number of organic
solvents.4,5 Figure 2.8 shows representative FM 1-43 stained poly(bis-SorbPC) coated
capillaries imaged immediately after fabrication and after 45 days of dry storage. The
capillary imaged on day 1 (Figure 2.8A) was rinsed with pH 7.4 buffer postpolymerization and then immediately stained with FM 1-43. Following imaging, the
capillary was rinsed for 5 min with 1% Triton X-100 to remove FM 1-43, rinsed with
H2O, purged with air and stored dry until day 45, when it was stained with FM 1-43 and
imaged (Figure 2.8B). Capillaries containing poly(bis-SorbPC) bilayers are stable in
excess of one year of dry storage (n = 4). Such storage conditions are not possible with
unpolymerized or oligomerized PLB coated capillaries, due to the fragility of fluid PLBs.

A
B
C
Figure 2.9: Electric field stability of poly(bis-SorbPC) regions. (A) 1% rhodamine lipid doped
DOPC prior to application of electric field; (B) after application of 10 V/cm electric field for 10
min; (C) following 10 min relaxation period.

In addition to storage, stability of the poly(bis-SorbPC)-coating under CZE
conditions must be considered. A number of investigations have shown that charged
lipids in PLBs migrate in the presence of an electric field.79,82,139 Though zwitterionic PC
lipids should exhibit limited lateral mobility in an electric field, a primary advantage of
PLB coatings is the ability to add chemical functionality and/or manipulate the surface
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charge via incorporation of chemically-functionalized lipids. To evaluate the lateral
mobility of polymerized lipid films in response to an electric field, a fluid lipid mixture
containing 1% rhodamine-DPPE in 99% DOPC was fused into the bare regions of a
poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillary. Figure 2.9A shows a fluorescence microscopy
image of an alternating pattern of poly(bis-SorbPC) regions (dark) and rhodamine-DPPE
doped DOPC (light).

Prior to the application of an electric field (Figure 2.9A),

rhodamine-DPPE uniformly fills the area between poly(bis-SorbPC) regions. When an
electric field of only 10 V/cm is applied across the capillary (Figure 2.9B), rhodamineDPPE moves through the unpolymerized region via electromigration. Upon reaching the
poly(bis-SorbPC) boundary, the lipid is corralled resulting in the formation of a gradient
of rhodamine-DPPE. The polymerization of bis-SorbPC stabilizes the lipid, allowing it
to remain in place and preventing penetration of the rhodamine-DPPE, which clearly
migrates through the unpolymerized DOPC.

Upon removal of the electric field, the

rhodamine-DPPE laterally diffuses to restore the original uniform fluorescence (Figure
2.9C). Though it is possible to add functionality to fluid lipid PLBs via doping of
varying headgroup chemistries, these data demonstrate the need to stabilize the PLB to
prevent electromigration and non-uniform surface coverage of the doped lipids, an
important first step in the preparation of chemically functionalized PLBs for
electrophoretic separations.
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2.4 CONCLUSIONS
Utilization of highly cross-linked, poly(bis-SorbPC) provides the first example
of highly stabilized PLB capillary coatings for protein separations.

The resulting

coatings display a high degree of resistance to non-specific protein adsorption, coupled
with markedly increased capillary stability to harsh chemical conditions, as well as longterm storage. Minimal reduction in EOF in the coated capillary provides the basis for
simultaneous separation of anionic and cationic proteins.

The stability of poly(bis-

SorbPC) capillaries is clearly an advantage for protein separations and potentially for
multidimensional, post-separation analysis, e.g. CE-MS.

Additionally, the ability to

incorporate functionalized lipids that may be used to modify the charge or binding
capabilities of the surface, without compromising the lipid film, provides a platform upon
which a number of novel chemical separations can be designed. Though separation
efficiencies are lower than previously reported PC-PLB coatings, the results presented
here are promising and warrant further investigation to identify and characterize highly
stable PLB coatings that are highly uniform, possess minimal defect density and to
increase the quality of the separation.
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CHAPTER 3: FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SPATIALLY
DEFINED, MULTIPLE COMPONENT, CHEMICALLY FUNCTIONALIZED
DOMAINS IN ENCLOSED SILICA CHANNELS USING CROSS-LINKED
PHOSPHOLIPID MEMBRANES

3.1 INTRODUCTION
The preparation of spatially defined chemical patterns on planar surfaces is well
established, most notably via the application of microcontact printing or photolithography
with chemical etching.

Microcontact printing has been extensively used to prepare

biocompatible and biologically active chemical patterns using biological components,
e.g. proteins72,73,87,146 and fluid lipid bilayers;70,82 however, microcontact printing is
limited by the stamp feature size and transfer efficiency70,74 and patterns prepared with
microcontact printing are susceptible to a number of deleterious effects, including protein
denaturation and non-specific binding.74 Photolithographic methods have been used to
prepare physical barriers on planar surfaces that: direct photophysical deposition and
attachment of biomolecules;147,148 corral fluid lipid bilayers;69,75,76,80 and enhance
photodegradation of regions within a supported phospholipid bilayer (SPB).149,150
Photolithographic patterning has been used to prepare biomolecular patterns on curved
substrates151,152 and inside microfluidic channels,147,153,154 though preparation of
photolithographic patterns on non-planar (e.g. curved) and completely enclosed surfaces
(e.g. channels) is non-trivial.

In many cases, preparation of chemically patterned
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microfluidic channels results from chemical functionalization of only one surface in the
three-dimensional channel structure. Thus, the application of microcontact printing and
photolithography/etching may be less practical for preparing (bio)chemically
functionalized patterns on three-dimensional and/or completely enclosed substrates.
SPBs have been utilized for a variety of chemical screening and sensing
applications including: ligand-receptor binding assays;155 enzyme kinetics;84 tethering
functional lipid vesicles;156,157 and protein resistant coatings for electrophoresis
capillaries.3,6

SPBs have received considerable attention for the preparation of

(bio)chemical patterns on both planar and curved surfaces where functionalized SPBs
present a number of advantages over traditional covalent attachment or adsorption of
biological components (e.g. proteins, peptides, etc.).84,151,153,158

SPBs are naturally

biocompatible, minimize non-specific protein adsorption, self-assemble via vesicle fusion
on many substrate materials, and can be chemically functionalized using a rich variety of
headgroup chemistries. In particular, self-assembly of SPBs on surfaces increases their
versatility and has been exploited in situations where planar lipid deposition techniques,
such as Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) and Langmuir-Schaefer (LS), can not be used.159
Incorporation of chemically functionalized lipids provides a basis for immobilization of
proteins or other biologically active compounds in SPBs through both covalent and noncovalent interactions.158 Moreover, SPBs support the function and integrity of many
membrane proteins, allowing investigation of ligand-receptor interactions.160-164
While the chemical properties of SPBs are promising, a number of inherent
structural disadvantages limit widespread use of SPBs for creating spatially defined,
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chemically functionalized surfaces. Primarily, lipid bilayers tend to diffuse laterally on
solid supports, leading to expansion of the bilayer area, and mixing of patterned domains
unless lipid resistant barriers have been fabricated.75,76 In most cases, these barriers do
not add chemical functionality to the surface.75,76 Additionally, SPBs are not stable to
drying without introducing a protective layer (e.g. protein, trehalose, PEG-linked lipids,
etc.).7-10 Preparation of (bio)chemically patterned SPBs that are chemically and
environmentally stabilized may help to alleviate these limitations.

A

number

of

approaches have been explored for stabilizing SPBs including: preparation of hybrid
bilayers;55 covalent attachment of lipids to the surface;165 and adsorption of a protective
protein layer on top of the SPB.9 The most robust lipid structures are prepared through
stabilization of SPBs via polymerization of the lipids themselves, increasing the stability
of the SPB against physical and chemical challenges, while maintaining the desirable
attributes of the SPB. This approach has been used most commonly with diacetylene–
functionalized phosphorylcholine (DAPC) lipid.103,104 Preparation of SPB patterns via
formation of polymerized lipid boundary regions using DAPC has been accomplished on
planar surfaces101 and has proven particularly useful for surface plasmon resonance
imaging applications where fluid lipids are corralled within the poly(DAPC) barriers.
Though useful, poly(DAPC) barriers are limited to planar surfaces as DAPC requires LB
or LS deposition rather than self-assembly.100,101
Sorbyl-functionalized reactive lipids developed by O’Brien and coworkers
provide an attractive alternative for developing polymer lipid patterns.4,46 Cross-linked
sorbyl lipids have increased mechanical stabilization relative to unpolymerizable lipids,
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yield less rigid structures following polymerization, can be polymerized via UV
irradiation or thermal and/or redox radical initiators, and self-assemble on a variety of
solid substrates. For example, bis-SorbPC (1,2-bis[10-(2’,4’-hexadieoyloxy)decanoyl]sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), forms smooth, continuous SPBs on planar substrates.4,5
Following polymerization, the resultant films are stable to drying/rehydration and
surfactant rinses, and retain the resistance to non-specific protein absorption seen in fluid
SPBs.5 Furthermore, at least one transmembrane protein has been demonstrated to retain
function in a polymerized bis-SorbPC film.23
Here, we present an expanded characterization of the resulting self-assembled,
bis-SorbPC polymer patterns and demonstrate that the resultant cross-linked bis-SorbPC
polymer networks are chemically and environmentally stabilized to a number of physical
and chemical challenges that typically destroy SPBs, and can be stored for over a year
without compromising the patterned structures.

We also demonstrate the spatially

defined, functional immobilization of an enzyme and fluorescent protein via covalent
linkage chemistry using polymer lipid patterning. Further, we demonstrate the capacity
of this patterning approach for preparing multiple component polymer lipid patterns
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL
3.2.1 Materials
Bis-SorbPC was synthesized by a modification of the procedure reported by
Lamparski et al.4,145 DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), maleimide lipid
(1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[maleimide(polyethylene
2000]

(ammonium

salt)),

phosphoethanolamine-N-(Cap

biotin-DPPE

Biotinyl),

Rh-DPPE

glycol)

(1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3(1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) (ammonium salt)) and NBDDOPE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoxadiazol4-yl) (ammonium salt)) were from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). DOPE-PEGpNP (p-nitrophenylcarbonyl-PEG-1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine) was
synthesized and purified following published procedures.166,167 FM 1-43, biotin-DHPE
(N-(biotinoyl)-1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine,
triethylammonium salt), streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin (SA-RPE), streptavidin-fluorescein
conjugate and 3-(2-furoyl)quinoline-2-carboxaldehyde (FQ) were from Molecular Probes
(Eugene, OR). Ribonuclease A, streptavidin, goat anti-mouse IgG biotin conjugate,
tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP), β-galactosidase from E. coli, and
fluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Penta-His biotin
conjugate antibody (anti-6xHis) was from Qiagen (Valencia, CA). MAb to insulin Cterminal was obtained from Biodesign International/Meridian Life Sciences (Saco, ME).
Fused silica capillaries (360 µm o.d., i.d. as indicated in text) were from Polymicro
Technologies (Phoenix, AZ). Six-histidine tagged enhanced green fluorescent (6xHis-
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EGFP), TAT-modified 6xHis-EGFP (TAT-6xHis-EGFP), six-histidine tagged Cerulean
(6xHis-Cerulean) and six-histidine tagged DsRed (6xHis-DsRed) protein was purified
using Ni2+-NTA metal affinity chromatography from transfected E. coli. The TAT6xHis-EGFP cell lysate was prepared by filtering the bacterial cell lysate through a low
protein binding 0.2 μm syringe filter to remove large debris. A Barnstead (Dubuque, IA)
EASYpure UV/UF was used to prepare all H2O used in this work.

3.2.2 Instrumentation
Fluorescent images were acquired on a Nikon Eclipse TE300 Quantum inverted
microscope using a 4x/0.13 N.A. objective. Fluorescence images were obtained using the
following filter sets: rhodamine (λex = 540/25 nm; λem = 620/60 nm), fluorescein/NBD
(λex = 480/30 nm; λem = 535/40 nm) and Cerulean (λex = 425/40 nm; λem = 480/30 nm).
Images were collected using a Quantix 57 back illuminated CCD camera (Roper
Scientific, Tucson, AZ). MetaVue software (Universal Imaging, Downingtown, PA) was
used to capture and analyze all images.
Fluorescence intensities in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.11 were calculated by
averaging the intensity over the entire area of an individual region of the capillary (Figure
3.1A) or individual patterned feature (light or dark, Figure 3.1B).
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A
B
Figure 3.1: Definitions of regions used for fluorescence intensity measurements as used in Figure 3.6
and Figure 3.11. A) Capillary from Figure 3.6 where the area shown in red is defined as an “area”
on the capillary. The fluorescence intensity within this region was averaged and multiple areas are
used for the bar plots. B) Capillary from Figure 3.11A where the areas outlined are defined as
“features.” The fluorescence intensity within a feature is averaged, then the fluorescence intensities
of all features of a type (dark or light) are plotted in the bar graphs.

The mean intensities of each individual area/feature were then averaged to
obtain the mean fluorescence intensity for the compiled “light” regions and “dark”
regions of the capillary presented the plots.

Images are background corrected by

subtracting an image taken under the same conditions (light settings, integration times,
etc.) without a capillary present.

3.2.3 Preparation of Polymerized bis-SorbPC Patterns
Polymerized bis-SorbPC coated capillaries were prepared similarly to the
method previously described in brief.32 Detailed preparation protocols were as follows.
Illumination windows were formed by removing the polyimide capillary coating using a
butane lighter. Capillaries were first washed with 70% piranha solution (70% H2SO4,
30% H2O2) and rinsed thoroughly with H2O. Following overnight vacuum removal of
solvent (benzene), a solution of 1 mg/mL bis-SorbPC was prepared in H2O.

The

resulting aqueous lipid solution was sonicated to form small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs)
ca. 50-70 nm in diameter. The vesicle solution was then introduced into the capillary
using a modified vial that allowed gravity-driven flow of the vesicle solution into the
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capillary. Upon introduction to the capillary, vesicles fuse along the capillary wall
leading to a solid supported bilayer membrane.3

UV-induced polymerization was

initiated by irradiation from a low-pressure mercury pen lamp with a rated intensity of
4500 µW/cm2 (UVP Inc, Upland, CA) at 254 nm for 10 min through a photomask (Photo
Etch Technologies, Lowell, MA) (Figure 3.2).168 Following irradiation, unpolymerized
lipid was removed from the capillary by exposure to alternating rinses with 1 % Triton X100 and H2O. Capillaries were rinsed at 25 μL/min for 10 seconds, followed by a 7 min
equilibration before the next rinse cycle. The resulting lipid patterned capillaries were
allowed to dry at room temperature and stored until further use.

Prior to use,

polymerized lipid structures were hydrated with H2O or 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH
7.4).
Control capillaries coated with DOPC were prepared following a previously
published procedure.3

3.2.4 Chemical Functionalization of Phospholipid Patterns
Chemical functionalization of phospholipid patterns was performed by
deposition of doped SUVs into the bare silica regions of the pattern.

SUVs were

prepared from DOPC doped with 0.5 – 20 % (w/w) functionalized lipid and allowed to
self-assemble onto the capillary walls. Excess lipid was removed prior to use via a series
of H2O washes.
Alternatively, in the case of multifunctionalized phospholipid patterns, doped
bis-SorbPC SUVs were deposited onto the capillary surface. Doped bis-SorbPC SUVs
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were prepared by vacuum drying bis-SorbPC with either 2% Rh-DPPE or 10% biotinDHPE. The resulting lipid mixture was hydrated to 1 mg/mL total lipid concentration
with 20 mM MOPS buffer, pH 7.4, and sonicated to clarity. Capillaries were patterned
and rinsed as described above. Capillaries were stored dry until use.

3.2.5 Poly(lipid) Pattern Stability Studies
Feature sizes, visualized via FM 1-43 staining, of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned
domains were measured before and after addition of surfactant, drying/rehydration cycles
or chloroform. In each case, the same features were measured before and after the
addition of the chemical or physical challenge.

Triton X-100 or chloroform was

introduced to the patterned capillary at 25 μL/min, followed by ≥ 10 min equilibration
time. Following exposure, the capillary was rinsed with H2O followed by addition of FM
1-43. For drying/rehydration, the capillary was dried via air purges for > 2 min. FM 143 was introduced upon rehydration and the feature size was measured following each of
10 drying/rehydration cycles. A minimum of three capillaries was used for each series of
conditions.

3.2.6 Non-Covalent Attachment of Proteins
Polymerized bis-SorbPC patterned capillaries were prepared as described.
Following completion of the patterning process, the void regions in the capillaries were
filled with either a 10% biotin-DOPE/90% DOPC or 10% NTA-Ni2+/90% DOPC SUVs.
Functionalized SUVs were fused for 30 minutes then excess SUVs were rinsed from the
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capillary.

For biotin functionalized capillaries, fluorescein labeled streptavidin was

introduced to the capillary (0.04 mg/mL) for 30 minutes. Excess streptavidin is rinsed
from the capillaries with buffer prior to imaging. For NTA-Ni2+ functionalities, 6xHistagged EGFP (1 μm) was introduced to the capillary for 30 minutes, then excess protein
was rinsed prior to imaging.

3.2.7 Covalent Attachment of Proteins
Polymerized bis-SorbPC chemical patterns were prepared as described.
Following surfactant wash and buffer rinse, the void regions in the polymer lipid
chemical patterns were back filled with binary mixtures of DOPC containing either 20%
w/w maleimide functionalized lipid for covalent linkage through thiol groups or 5% w/w
DOPE-PEG-pNP lipid for attachment via primary amine coupling.

For covalent

attachment via free thiol coupling, a solution of ribonuclease A was first labeled with the
amine-reactive fluorogenic dye FQ to allow fluorescence visualization.

For this, a

solution containing 200 nmol FQ in methanol was dried of solvent then reacted at 40ºC
with 18 μL 0.40 mM ribonuclease A and 2 μL 25 mM KCN for 20 minutes. After the
reaction was complete, 100 μL TCEP was added to a final concentration of 28 mM to
reduce disulfide bonds. Reduced FQ-ribonuclease A-SH was injected into capillaries and
allowed to react for 30 min at room temperature.169 For amine linkage, a solution of 1
μM 6xHis-EGFP in 10 mM borate buffer, pH 10, was introduced to the DOPE-PEG-pNP
functionalized patterned capillary and reacted for 30 min at room temperature.166,167
Excess 6xHis-EGFP was removed via rinsing prior to use.
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3.2.8 Evaluation of β-Galactosidase Activity
Poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillaries were prepared as described with the void
regions filled with either DOPC or 20% w/w maleimide functionalized lipid.

All

capillaries were rinsed with a blocking buffer of 100 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, and 2%
w/v BSA, pH 7.4.

For covalent attachment, β-galactosidase (0.33 μM in 50 mM

phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 with 2 mM MgCl2) was introduced to the capillary and allowed
to react for 30 minutes. Excess enzyme was rinsed from the capillary with H2O. A 200
nM solution of fluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside was introduced the capillary
immediately prior to imaging.

3.2.9 Immobilization of Analytes Through Immunobinding Events
Patterned capillaries (50 μm i.d.) were rehydrated with 20 mM Tris buffer pH
7.4 for 30 min prior to use. SUVs doped with biotinylated lipid (10% Biotin-DPPE/90%
DOPC) were allowed to fuse in the void regions of bis-SorbPC patterned capillaries for
15 minutes. Streptavidin (1 mg/mL), penta His biotin conjugate (200 ng/mL), and 6xHisEGFP (1 μM) were introduced into the capillary sequentially for 15 minutes, with a 20
mM Tris buffer pH 7.4 rinse in between each reagent. Capillaries were rinsed with buffer
prior to imaging.
For two antibody binding events, SUVs (10% biotin-DPPE/90% DOPC) were
allowed to fuse in the void regions of bis-SorbPC patterned capillaries for 15 minutes.
Streptavidin (0.5 mg/mL), goat anti-mouse IgG biotin conjugate (3.4 μg/mL), MAb to
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insulin (0.16 μM) and insulin-FITC conjugate (0.2 μM) were introduced into the
capillaries successively and incubated for 15 minutes each. The capillaries were rinsed
thoroughly with 20 mM Tris, pH 7.4, between each step and prior to imaging.

3.2.10 Microscale Bacterial Affinity Purification
Capillaries (50 μm i.d.) were patterned with bis-SorbPC according to usual
methods. Prior to use, capillaries were rehydrated 30 min with water. SUVs of 15%
biotin-DHPE/85% DOPC at a concentration of 1 mg/mL were fused in the void regions
of the patterned capillary. DOPC vesicles were used as a control. Streptavidin (1
mg/mL) was introduced to the capillaries, followed by TAT-6xHis-EGFP cell lysate.
TAT-6xHis-EGFP cell lysate was prepared by growing transfected E. coli bacteria
overnight in LB broth. Reagents obtained from Pierce’s B-Per 6xHis Fusion Protein
Purificiation Kit (Rockford, IL) was used to lyse the bacteria. Cell lysate buffer was
exchanged to 10 mM phosphate, pH 7.4 buffer by centrifuging the lysate in a 10K spin
tube (10,000 rpm, 10 minutes, 6 cycles). Cell lysate solution was then introduced to the
capillary and allowed to bind for 30 minutes. Excess lysate rinsed from the capillary
prior to imaging. Capillaries containing 100% DOPC with the rest of the assay were used
as controls.
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.3.1 Preparation and Evaluation of Cross-Linked Phospholipid Bilayer Patterns

A

Fuse

B
C
D
Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of polymerized phospholipid patterning process. A) SUVs
prepared using doped or undoped bis-SorbPC are fused to the capillary surface in situ to create a
uniform SPB within the capillary. B) The coating is polymerized via UV irradiation through a
photomask placed over the capillary. C) Unpolymerized lipid is removed from the capillary to yield
patterned regions containing the stabilized SPB. D) SUVs comprised of other lipid compositions are
then deposited into the bare silica regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) structures, generating
chemically-functionalized spatial patterns.

Spatially defined poly(bis-SorbPC) patterns inside fused silica capillaries were
prepared as follows.32

SUVs prepared from bis-SorbPC were introduced into the

capillary at low flow rates and allowed to fuse to the capillary surface to yield a bisSorbPC bilayer on the capillary walls (Figure 3.2A). After 30 min, excess lipid was
removed by a series of rinses and the resulting bis-SorbPC coated capillary was
polymerized via UV-irradiation through a photomask (Figure 3.2B).

Following
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irradiation, unpolymerized lipid, residing in the non-illuminated regions of the pattern
was removed using two rinsing cycles of surfactant and H2O, leaving the polymerized
lipid patterns (Figure 3.2C). Following removal of the unpolymerized lipid, the void
regions between poly(lipid) barriers were back-filled by vesicle fusion using chemicallyfunctionalized SUVs (Figure 3.2D) comprised of either DOPC or bis-SorbPC as the
primary lipid constituent.
A potential application for this chemical patterning approach is the fabrication
of high density, low-volume functionalized arrays for chemical assays. In small i.d.
channels, the large surface area-to-volume ratios provide an efficient environment for
enhancing contact between surface bound species and subsequent ligands residing in free
solution. As the volume of the patterned feature increases with the square of the channel
radius, it is desirable to prepare patterns in small i.d. channels. For example, when
phospholipid patterns of 150 μm feature length are prepared in 150 μm i.d. fused silica
capillaries, the volume is ca. 2.65 nL, whereas this volume can be reduced to ca. 12 pL in
10 μm i.d. capillaries. The volume of the pattern can also be reduced by reducing the
feature length, which is dependent on the features of the mask.

A
B
C
D

150 μm
75 μm
50 μm
10 μm

Figure 3.3: Dependence of channel size on poly(bis-SorbPC) pattern formation. Fluorescent images
were collected for: A) 150 μm i.d. capillary stained with FM 1-43. B) 75 μm i.d. capillary stained
with FM 1-43. C) 50 μm i.d. capillary with 2% Rh-DPPE/98% DOPC fused into void regions
between poly(bis-SorbPC) regions. D) 10 μm i.d. capillary with 2% Rh-DPPE/98% DOPC fused
into void regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) regions.
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To investigate the dependence of capillary size on pattern formation, a series of
fused silica capillaries ranging from 10-150 μm i.d. were used as substrates for lipid
assembly and pattern formation (Figure 3.3). Following polymerization of the lipid
pattern and removal of unpolymerized lipid, the resulting poly(bis-SorbPC) patterns were
developed to determine pattern quality. Figure 3.3A and 3.3B show fluorescent images
collected using FM 1-43, a fluorogenic membrane probe that experiences a marked
increase in quantum yield upon insertion into the outer leaflet of the lipid bilayer. Based
on FM 1-43 development, stable poly(bis-SorbPC) films with well-defined, spatiallydiscrete patterns were obtained in 95% of patterned capillaries, making this a robust,
reproducible method for preparing chemical patterns in situ in enclosed environments. In
the cases where poorly patterned capillaries (ca. 5% of patterned capillaries) were
obtained, non-uniform staining was observed.

Additionally, staining of uncoated

capillaries resulted in no detectable FM 1-43 fluorescence, while staining of unpatterned
bis-SorbPC or DOPC-coated capillaries resulted in uniformly high fluorescence
throughout the length of the capillary.33
Figures 3.3C and 3.3D show fluorescence images of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned
capillaries developed via introduction and fusion of Rh-DPPE. SUVs prepared from
DOPC containing 2% Rh-DPPE were deposited in regions devoid of polymerized lipid.
Interestingly, there is little incorporation of functionalized lipid into the preformed
poly(bis-SorbPC) regions, suggesting that the poly(SPB) presents few defects or that the
defects are small enough to inhibit fusion of functionalized vesicles. In capillaries with
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well defined, spatially discrete patterns, lipid fusion occurs with minimal incorporation of
fluorescent lipids in the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions.

Figure 3.4: Poorly polymerized patterned bis-SorbPC capillaries filled with 5% Rh-DPPE/95%
DOPC. The capillaries have a mottled appearance with poorly defined barriers (top) or absent
borders (bottom) for the patterned regions due to insertion of rhodamine lipid. This mottled
appearance could be due to lipid inserting into large defects in the patterned regions or incomplete
removal of the bis-SorbPC after polymerization.

In most poorly patterned capillaries (<5 % of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned
capillaries), Rh-DPPE fluorescence throughout the capillary is uniform, further
supporting the lack of a uniform poly(bis-SorbPC) structure and providing a basis for
quality control of the resulting capillary patterns. Rarely, it was observed that Rh-DPPE
deposits inconsistently on the surface, creating a mottled pattern (Figure 3.4), most likely
a result of incomplete rinsing of unpolymerized lipids and indicative of large micron
scale defects on the surface (<1 % of total pattern capillaries). The appearance of the
mottled pattern will vary from batch to batch and can either appear in regions that
resemble (Figure 3.4, top) a pattern or have a uniform surface throughout (Figure 3.4,
bottom). This ability to deposit lipids into defined regions within the pattern provides the
basis for preparing multi-functionalized chemical patterns.
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3.3.2 Stability of Poly(bis-SorbPC) Patterns in Fused Silica Capillaries
Implementation of fluid SPBs for biosensing and chemical patterning may be
limited by the general fragility of non-covalent lipid structures which affects long-term
storage or use in applications requiring surfacants or repeated rinsing and washing
steps.4,10,46

Polymerization markedly stabilizes the SPB through the creation of a

covalent bond network within the bilayer membrane.4,22

To determine if poly(bis-

SorbPC) regions of the chemical patterns are suitably robust, we evaluated the physical
and chemical stability of a series of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterns upon exposure to common
chemical and physical insults, including drying/rehydration, exposure to organic solvents
and surfactants and long-term storage, each of which may be expected to be endured by
stable and reusable biosensing devices.

A
B
Feature Size (µm)
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Figure 3.5: Chemical and physical stability of patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries. A)
Fluorescence image of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillary (50 μm i.d.) following one year of dry
storage. B) The stability of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterns was evaluated following exposure to 10
drying/rehydration cycles, 1% Triton X-100 or chloroform by measuring the pattern feature size
before (gray bar) and after (white bar) exposure. Patterns were developed using FM 1-43.
Differences in initial feature size are due to different polymerization batches being used for analysis.
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Figure 3.5 summarizes the stability of a series of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned
capillaries which have been subjected to various chemical and physical challenges. The
capability to prepare and store large batches of patterned capillaries is an important
consideration for wide scale application of the technique. The long-term stability of
poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillaries was evaluated to determine the potential for
preparing stable, spatially defined polymer lipid regions.

Figure 3.5A shows a

fluorescence image of a poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillary which had been prepared
and stored dry in excess of one year. Upon rehydration of the dried lipid film and
development with FM 1-43, an image representative of the original pattern is observed.
Similar images were obtained for 4 of 4 capillaries stored under the same conditions.
Stability of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterns to drying/rehydration is a key requirement
for preparing multifunctionalized patterns and long-term storage since multiple
rinse/wash/dry cycles are required for addition of each different chemical functionality.
The stability of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterns was evaluated by measuring the size of the
features patterned on the surface (Figure 3.5B), as the features in poorly polymerized
poly(bis-SorbPC) regions rapidly decrease in size upon exposure to common chemical
and physical challenges. Using FM 1-43 fluorescence to visualize the polymerized lipid
membrane, no measurable change in the length of the poly(bis-SorbPC) pattern features
was observed following ten drying/rehydration cycles within a single capillary (110 ± 2
μm before vs. 110 ± 3 μm after, n = 8 regions per capillary over 10 cycles). Poorly
polymerized poly(bis-SorbPC) patterns are readily identified, as the poly(bis-SorbPC)
regions desorb from the surface beginning with the first drying cycle, resulting in
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significantly smaller features and poorly defined domain boundaries.

Additionally,

poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillaries were subjected to commonly used membrane
disrupting conditions that prove destructive to unpolymerized SPBs, including exposure
to chloroform and 1% Triton X-100, respectively. Fluid lipid bilayers are unstable in the
presence of organic solvents and readily desorb from the surface; however, poly(bisSorbPC) is stable in the presence of most common laboratory solvents.4
Additionally, stability against zwitterionic surfactants is important as these
compounds are commonly used to integrate hydrophobic analytes and membrane proteins
into SPBs. The pattern boundaries are maintained and no significant change in poly(bisSorbPC) feature length is observed upon one exposure to organic solvent (150 ± 3 μm
before vs. 150 ± 8 μm after exposure to chloroform; n = 10 regions/capillary, n = 3
capillaries) or surfactant (210 ± 24 μm before vs. 220 ± 7 μm after exposure to 1% Triton
X-100; n = 13 regions/capillary, n = 3 capillaries). Thus, the enhanced chemical and
physical stability of the poly(SPB) allows for the capillaries to be reused for a variety of
assays, whereas unpolymerized, chemically functionalized fluid bilayers can be destroyed
and rinsed from the capillary without harming the poly(bis-SorbPC) barriers.

3.3.3 Evaluation of Protein Adsorption
A key difficulty in using chemically patterned surfaces for biological and
chemical sensing and screening is the non-specific adsorption of proteins and other
contaminants to the substrate and patterned materials.

SPBs terminated with

phosphorylcholine have been utilized extensively to minimize non-specific adsorption of
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proteins and other analytes on planar surfaces,5,84,153 as well as within enclosed silica
capillaries and channels.3 Though some polymerized lipid films may minimize nonspecific adsorption of proteins (e.g. DAPC), planar SPBs prepared using redox initated
poly(bis-SorbPC) reduce protein adsorption to levels comparable to native phospholipids
(e.g. DOPC).5 Further, we have shown that redox initiated poly(bis-SorbPC) coated
capillaries, in which the coating was assembled and polymerized in situ, reduce nonspecific adsorption of protein at levels equivalent to DOPC.33 While reduction of nonspecific protein adsorption using redox initiated polymerization of bis-SorbPC is
established,5,33 less is known regarding UV-initiated poly(bis-SorbPC).
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Figure 3.6: Non-specific protein staining of silica capillary surfaces. A) SA-RPE was introduced to:
I) Bare capillary, II) DOPC coated capillary, III) Poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillary in which the
void regions were filled with DOPC, IV) Poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillary with void regions left
bare. N = 3 capillaries of each type. B) Mean fluorescence intensity (± 1 s.d.) vs. wall coating is
shown.
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To evaluate the feasibility utilizing UV-initiated poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned
capillaries for monitoring protein-ligand and protein-protein interactions, we evaluated
the degree of non-specific protein adsorption in a series of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned
capillaries. Fused silica capillaries with differing lipid coatings were examined following
30 min exposure to 0.04 mg/mL SA-RPE, a fluorescent protein conjugate (Figure 3.6).
Prior to imaging, SA-RPE was removed by thorough rinsing with phosphate buffer. In
bare silica (uncoated) capillaries (Figure 3.6A, I), uniform fluorescence was observed
throughout the length of the capillary due to non-specific adsorption of SA-RPE onto the
capillary walls. When a DOPC coated capillary was exposed to SA-RPE (Figure 3.6A,
II), the observed fluorescence was reduced by 83% (± 2%), n = 3 capillaries (Figure
3.6B). These results are in agreement with those obtained using both planar silica
surfaces and fused silica capillary surfaces.3,5 We next evaluated the potential of UVinitiated poly(bis-SorbPC) for preparing protein resistant SPBs in fused silica channels.
For poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillaries, in which the void regions were filled with
DOPC prior to exposure to SA-RPE, the fluorescence is minimized throughout the
capillary (Figure 3.6A, III), to a level where regions containing DOPC and poly(bisSorbPC) are indistinguishable. Following exposure of a poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned
capillary in which the void regions were left bare to SA-RPE and subsequent removal of
excess protein, a series of dark and bright regions corresponding to low and high nonspecific adsorption of the fluorescent protein were observed (Figure 3.6A, IV), where the
dark regions correspond to poly(bis-SorbPC) domains and the bright regions correspond
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to bare silica domains resulting from removal of unpolymerized lipids. The nature of the
reduced non-specific adsorption to bare silica regions observed in Figure 3.6A, IV is
unclear, but consistently occurs in patterned capillaries. It is not likely due to incomplete
removal of the bis-SorbPC, as fluorophore-doped poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries show no
fluorescence after removal of the excess lipid with surfactant in these regions. Overall, a
79% (± 3%), n = 3 capillaries, reduction in fluorescence was observed for poly(bisSorbPC) coated capillaries compared to bare silica capillaries (Figure 3.6B), suggesting
that non-specific adsorption of proteins can be reduced using poly(bis-SorbPC) to levels
comparable to DOPC, though with the added benefit of markedly enhanced chemical and
physical stability of the phospholipid pattern.

3.3.4 Non-Covalent Functionalization of Poly(lipid) Patterned Capillaries
Fabrication of chemically functionalized, spatially defined molecular patterns
provides the potential for multi-analyte biomolecular sensing and screening platforms. A
key requirement for realizing this potential is the capability to immobilize chemically and
biologically active molecules, while retaining native structure and activity. Non-covalent
interactions provide a method to immobilize biological molecules with high affinity, but
in a reversible fashion.
A commonly used non-covalent immobilization chemistry is the binding
between biotin and avidin or streptavidin. As one of the strongest non-covalent binding
interactions known, the binding between biotin-streptavidin has a binding constant of
1013 M-1.170 Each streptavidin has four binding sites for biotin, and streptavidin is often
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used over avidin because it is less likely to non-specifically bind. Vesicles containing a
mixture of 10% biotin-DOPE/90% DOPC were fused to the void regions of the pattern.
Upon addition of fluorescein labeled streptavidin (SA-F), alternating bright (biotin
containing) and dark (poly(bis-SorbPC)) regions are observed (Figure 3.7A). When
patterns are created using 0% biotin-DOPE, the alternating pattern was not present and
negligible fluorescence was observed, demonstrating reduction of nonspecific binding by
poly(bis-SorbPC) and the specific binding between biotin and streptavidin. Due to the
reliability and specificity of biotin/avidin interactions, a growing number of products are
available in a biotinylated form to aid in the detection or immobilization of molecules.
The non-covalent immobilization to a phospholipid surface through biotin functionality
allows for the development of patterns in which biomolecules can be specifically
patterned in defined regions, but remain protected from the interactions with a negatively
charged surface.

A
B
Figure 3.7: Functional chemical patterning in fused silica capillaries using UV polymerized bisSorbPC. A) Fluorescence image of 50 μm i.d. capillary containing alternating regions of biotinylated
DOPE (bright regions) and bis-SorbPC (dark regions) following introduction of FITC-streptavidin.
B) Fluorescence image of 100 μm i.d. containing alternating regions of polymerized bis-SorbPC
(dark regions) and DOGS-NTA (bright regions) following introduction of 6xHis-EGFP.

Another common non-covalent immobilization chemistry is binding of histidine
tagged proteins using Ni2+-NTA. Figure 3.7B demonstrates the generation of chemical
patterns using Ni2+-charged DOGS-NTA to introduce the capacity to bind and/or capture
6xHis-tagged proteins and peptides. We have used this strategy to tether enhanced green
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fluorescent protein (6xHis-EGFP) into spatially localized domains, demonstrating the
ability to produce biofunctional patterns that are readily extended to a variety of
recombinant proteins and enzymes. Figure 3.7B shows the specific binding of 6xHisEGFP to 10% DOGS-NTA/90% DOPC domains. The attachment of a 6xHis-tag to
proteins has been a modification that allows for affinity purification with NTA-Ni2+
without compromising protein function. Microscale affinity binding interactions could
allow for the attachment of 6xHis proteins to the surface to monitor specific events in
spatially discrete regions within the microchannel, then allow for the release of these
proteins to make an adaptable sensing platform.

3.3.5 Immunobinding with Primary Antibodies
The binding of antibodies provides the basis for detection of a variety of
analytes. The major difficulty in biological assays is finding a method to tether an
antibody which does not inhibit the function and structure of the antibody. Biotinylatedantibodies provide a method to tether an antibody to the surface and are commercially
available in many cases. Antibodies can also be modified with biotin through published
techniques or commercially available kits. The specific, non-covalent immobilization of
the antibody prevents many problems that occur from more common immobilization
techniques, such as physisorption. The lipid bilayer circumvents many problems which
may occur due to the proximity of an antibody to a non-biocompatible surface.
Physisorption and other non-specific techniques can lead to non-specific adsorption of
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the molecule on the surface which can lead to denatured antibodies or improper
orientation of the antibody, preventing binding to analytes in solution.

6xHis-EGFP

A

Biotin Anti-6xHis
Streptavidin
Biotin-DHPE
Poly(bis-SorbPC)

B
Figure 3.8: Immunoimmobilization of 6xHis-EGFP. A) Schematic of immobilization of 6xHisEGFP. 10% biotin-DHPE SUVs are used to fill the void regions between poly(bis-SorbPC).
Streptavidin and biotin anti-6xHis are used to immobilize the 6xHis-EGFP to the surface. B)
Fluorescence image of a capillary after completion of the assay shown in (A). The bright regions of
the capillary are regions where 6xHis-EGFP is bound to the surface. The dark regions are poly(bisSorbPC) regions of the capillary. Capillary is 50 μm i.d.

The immobilization of an antibody, for the specific immobilization of an
antibody to the surface was achieved in the void regions of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned
capillaries through the binding of 6xHis-EGFP to a biotinylated anti-6xHis antibody.
The biotin anti-6xHis antibody was used to capture 6xHis-EGFP from solution. Figure
3.8A shows a schematic drawing of the binding assay. Biotin-DHPE was used to fill the
void regions in a patterned bis-SorbPC capillary, followed by rinses of streptavidin,
biotin anti-6xHis, and 6xHis-EGFP. Upon rinsing excess 6xHis-EGFP, the pattern can
be developed within the capillary.

Figure 3.8B shows the binding of 6xHis-EGFP
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(bright) to biotinylated lipid regions and poly(bis-SorbPC) regions (dark) which have
minimal non-specific adsorption of the 6xHis-EGFP. The immobilization of 6xHisproteins through this method can be achieved to immobilize other 6xHis proteins, such as
6xHis-DsRed.
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Figure 3.9: Immunobinding with two antibodies. A) A schematic of the immunobinding system for
the detection of insulin. Biotin-DHPE SUVs are allowed to fuse in the void regions of a bis-SorbPC
patterned capillary. Streptavidin, biotin anti-mouse IgG, mouse anti-insulin MAb, and insulin-FITC
are introduced successively into the capillary. B) The product of an assay as outlined in the
schematic detected through fluorescence microscopy. There are two regions of increased
fluorescence where the insulin-FITC can be detected. C) An intensity profile of the capillary shown
in (B) as a function of position along the capillary. The raised regions between 75 – 175 μm and 545
– 645 μm are due to the binding of insulin-FITC in the assay regions between poly(bis-SorbPC).
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Single antibody systems are limited to the detection of one analyte. In order to
develop a more adaptable platform for capture of analytes, an antibody can be used to
anchor the system to the patterned regions and another one can be used for detection.
The ultimate goal is to develop sandwich ELISAs (enzyme linked immunosorbent
assays) for sensitive detection on the pL scale. An assay using two antibodies for the
detection of insulin was used as an example (Figure 3.9) and was accomplished by
allowing 10% biotin-DHPE/90% DOPC SUVs to fuse in the regions between poly(bisSorbPC). Streptavidin, goat anti-mouse IgG biotin conjugate, and mouse anti-insulin IgG
were introduced into the system successively. The pattern was developed by allowing
insulin-FITC to be captured by the antibody. An image of a capillary with the complete
assay is shown in Figure 3.9B. The bright regions in this capillary are where insulinFITC is bound to the surface and the dark regions are poly(bis-SorbPC). The antibody
binds human insulin and the insulin used for detection is bovine derived, which makes
the regions of this capillary difficult to discern. A fluorescence intensity scan (Figure
3.9C) was taken through the entire width of the capillary. The intensities between 75-175
μm and 545-645 μm are due to the binding of insulin-FITC to the assay between the
poly(bis-SorbPC) regions.

The linescan shows significant background due to non-

specific adsorption within the capillary (ca. 1100 I.U.) with an increase during binding to
ca. 1450 I.U. for the first region and 1300 I.U. for the second region. There is an overall
decrease in fluorescence intensity across the capillary from 0 μm to 700 μm. Decreases
of this nature have been observed and are due to either high intensity rinses from one end
of the capillary, causing a gradient, or due to uneven fluorescence illumination intensity
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along the length of the capillary. A correlation of a gradual decrease of this nature to
concentrations of analytes or any other aspect of the assay assembly process has not yet
been found. The resolution/signal intensities in this capillary are poor from region to
region, as compared to other binding experiments. Antibodies in some systems studied
are found to be especially prone to non-specific adsorption (i.e. glycophorin A detection
shown in Chapter 4), which could contribute to non-specific adsorption and could
potentially be minimized by rinsing with blocking buffers after the introduction of each
assay step. The low signal intensity could also result from the cross-reaction between
bovine insulin and a human insulin antibody is being observed, rather than the preferred
reaction of human insulin to anti-human insulin IgG. The cross-reactivity of the antibody
with bovine insulin is 30% for this antibody.
In the case of two antibody systems, the first antibody acts as an anchor,
tethering the second antibody to the surface. The second antibody is the functional
antibody used to capture the analyte from solution. In this particular configuration,
tethering a “generic” anti-animal (i.e. anti-goat, anti-rabbit) IgG to the surface through
biotin modifications allows for the second antibody to be adjusted to fit the needs of the
system, provided that the second antibody is derived from the corresponding animal (i.e.
goat anti-insulin, rabbit anti-parathyroid hormone). Detection of fluorescent analytes
through immunobinding can be accomplished following the methods used for Figure 3.9
as an example. By introducing another primary antibody (i.e. anti-insulin IgG from
rabbit) that is either itself enzyme-linked (i.e. anti-insulin IgG horseradish peroxidase), or
can be bound to an enzyme-linked antibody (i.e. anti-rabbit IgG horseradish peroxidase),
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the assay can be used in a sandwich ELISA format to detect non-fluorescent analytes (i.e.
insulin). The biocompatible phospholipid surface ensures the non-specific adsorption of
the analyte will be minimized and could lead to minimized detergent/blocking buffer
rinse steps in between steps of the assay. The quantification in patterned regions could
lead to high-sensitivity immunoassays in small volumes. The adaptability of the system
ensures patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries are not limited to a single assay.

3.3.6 Affinity Purification of Bacterial Cell Lysate
Capture of proteins or analytes from solution requires specific binding
interactions and control over non-specific adsorption of other analytes. The samples used
for bioassays can be a complex matrix of proteins and other analytes which could
interfere with signal processing. Since the isolation of a single protein species from a
complex mixture may be necessary for clinical and diagnostic testing, the ability to
capture proteins from complex mixtures was performed by introducing E. coli cell lysate
containing TAT-6xHis-EGFP into patterned capillaries.

A
B
Figure 3.10: Capture of 6xHis-EGFP in patterned regions from bacterial cell lysate. A) Capillary
with 10% biotin-DHPE in the void regions between poly(bis-SorbPC). Streptavidin and biotin anti6xHis are immobilized on the surface. 6xHis-EGFP was immobilized by the antibody from the cell
lysate solution (bright) in the biotin lipid areas and the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions remain dark. B) A
capillary with DOPC in the void regions between poly(bis-SorbPC). The rest of the immobilization
elements (streptavidin, biotin anti-6xHis, E. coli cell lysate containing 6xHis-EGFP) were completed,
as in (A), but are not immobilized to the surface because of the lack of biotin-DHPE lipid.
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Immobilization of the biotin-anti-6xHis was performed as described above, with
biotinylated lipid, streptavidin and biotin-anti-6xHis introduced into the capillary
successively. The cell lysate was filtered through a 0.2 μm i.d. filter to prevent large
particles from blocking the capillary.
capillaries and allowed to bind.

The filtered lysate was introduced into the

In capillaries containing biotinylated lipid (Figure

3.10A) the immobilization of TAT-6xHis-EGFP is apparent in the biotin regions, with
little non-specific protein adsorption in the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions of the capillary.
TAT-6xHis-EGFP cell lysate was introduced to a DOPC coated capillary lacking biotin,
but containing all other assay components (Figure 3.10B). The DOPC and poly(bisSorbPC) prevent the non-specific protein adsorption in this capillary to yield a nonfluorescent surface after the introduction of all the assay components.

The

immobilization of TAT-6xHis-EGFP is not inhibited by the presence of other proteins
from the bacterial cell lysate in quantities that prevent the specific binding of the protein.
Ideally, this work could be extended further to include the release of the protein from the
surface through the introduction of an imidazole solution, allowing for the purification of
a protein from a cell lysate on the picoliter scale.

3.3.7 Covalent Functionalization of Poly(lipid) Patterned Capillaries
Proteins and other biologically active compounds are most commonly
immobilized via covalent linkages.

In

addition

to

these

non-covalent

immobilization chemistries, we have explored the potential for covalent attachment of
proteins. In this approach, chemical patterns functionalized with amine- or thiol- reactive
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lipid headgroups were fabricated using poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillaries followed
by vesicle fusion and self-assembly of doped SUVs. The data presented in Figure 3.11
illustrates the capability of attaching proteins to functionalized regions of the molecular
pattern. Functionalization was performed via introduction of 20% maleimide-doped
DOPC or 5% w/w DOPE-PEG-pNP-doped DOPC SUVs that were used to fill the void
regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) regions. FQ-labeled ribonuclease A, which had been
reduced to expose free thiol linkages (Figure 3.11A) or FQ-labeled ribonuclease A that
was unreduced (Figure 3.11B) was introduced into the maleimide functionalized
capillary.
Linescans taken along the length of the capillary at the wall are shown in (Figure
3.11C). These data illustrate that the presence of free thiols is required in order to
generate a pattern, thereby supporting the specific, covalent nature of the attachment. In
addition, 6xHis-EGFP fluorescent protein was immobilized via covalent primary amine
linkage with the pNP moiety. Fluorescence images of the resulting protein functionalized
patterns were obtained following incubation and removal of excess protein and the
fluorescence intensity of the corresponding regions measured. As a comparison, SUVs
comprised of DOPC with no dopant lipid were fused into the bare regions of the poly(bisSorbPC) pattern. Figure 3.11D summarizes the fluorescence intensity of the protein
functionalized regions of the pattern. In both cases, the fluorescence in the DOPC
containing regions (white bars) is significantly lower than that seen in the maleimide or
DOPE-PEG-pNP functionalized regions (gray bars).

Figure 3.11 Covalent functionalization of poly(lipid) patterned capillaries. A) Fluorescence image of a poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillary
in which the void regions were filled with maleimide-doped DOPC SUVs, followed by covalent immobilization of FQ-labeled, reduced
ribonuclease A. Scale bar = 60 μm. B) Fluorescence image of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillary with maleimide-doped DOPC, followed
by introduction of FQ-labeled unreduced ribonuclease A. C) Linescans showing the fluorescence intensity of capillaries shown in Figure 5A
(ii) and Figure 5B (i) as a function of position along the capillary (pixel number). The linescans were taken along the inner capillary wall. D)
Relative fluorescence intensity versus functionalization (± 1 s.d.), n=3 for each capillary type. Bare regions of the pattern were functionalized
using DOPC (white bars) or DOPC doped with headgroup functionalized lipid (gray bars). E) Fluorescent image of poly(bis-SorbPC)
patterned capillary with the void regions filled with DOPC following introduction of β-galactosidase and fluorescein di(β-D)
galactopyranoside (FDG) (t = 3 min). F) Fluorescent image of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillary containing β-galactosidase immobilized
via 20% maleimide-doped DOPC following introduction of FDG (t = 30 s). G) Fluorescent image of poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillary
containing β-galactosidase immobilized via 20% maleimide-doped DOPC following introduction of FDG (t = 3 min). Images in E, F and G
are shown on the same scale. H) Linescans through the center of capillaries shown in Figure 5E (i), Figure 5F (ii), and Figure 5G (iii).
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To evaluate whether covalently immobilized proteins may retain function
following immobilization, β-galactosidase from E. coli was covalently immobilized to
the lipid pattern. β-galactosidase from E.coli presents a high cysteine content that is
useful for immobilization.171
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of β-galactosidase covalently linked to a maleimide functionalized lipid. The
immobilized β-galactosidase is used to hydrolyze fluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside (FDG, nonfluorescent) to the highly fluorescent product, fluorescein for detection.

β-galactosidase was immobilized into poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillaries
filled with 20% maleimide-doped DOPC or DOPC in the void regions.

Following

immobilization, fluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside (FDG) was introduced and enzyme
activity was visualized via fluorescence imaging. Upon hydrolysis by the enzyme, FDG
yields a fluorescent product (Figure 3.12).

When no maleimide functionality was

present, introduction of FDG yielded weak fluorescence as seen in Figure 3.11E and
Figure 3.11H (i).

Introduction of FDG to capillaries containing maleimide

functionalities, and thus β-galactosidase results in rapid, time-dependent increases in
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fluorescence. Images collected at t = 30 s and t = 3 min are shown in Figure 3.11F and
3.11G, respectively. Linescans obtained along the length of the capillaries are shown in
Figure 3.11H (ii) and (iii). In the capillary lacking maleimide functionalization little
fluorescence can be seen (i), while a clear pattern was observed in the maleimidefunctionalized capillary at 30 s (ii). The pattern was less obvious at 3 min (iii), due
primarily to diffusion of the fluorescent substrate.

3.3.8 Poly(lipid) Patterns with Multiple Binding Functionalities
A key potential advantage of this platform is the capacity to prepare poly(lipid)
capillary patterns containing multiple, spatially-discrete binding functionalities, thereby
opening the door to multicomponent sensor arrays and assays. To realize this potential,
chemical functionalization of the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions is required.

Successful

polymerization of bis-SorbPC with other non-polymerizable lipids has been achieved in
poly(bis-SorbPC) vesicles117 and poly(bis-SorbPC) SPBs.4
To evaluate the feasibility of functionalizing poly(bis-SorbPC) regions, biotin
lipid was dried together with the bis-SorbPC to form doped-SUVs, which were used for
pattern formation. The functionality of the biotin within the patterns was verified via
biotin-streptavidin binding (Figure 3.13A). A poly(bis-SorbPC) capillary in which the
void regions were filled with 10% biotin lipid-doped DOPC in the non-polymer regions
was also evaluated as a control (Figure 3.13B). Following pattern formation, streptavidin
was introduced into the capillaries to bind available biotin sites. Following removal of
excess streptavidin, biotinylated anti-6xHis antibody was introduced to the capillary and
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allowed to fuse to the streptavidin. After removing excess antibody, 6xHis-EGFP was
introduced allowing the regions containing biotin to be readily identified using
fluorescence microscopy (Figure 3.13A and 3.13B).

As expected, orthogonal

fluorescence regions are observed for functionalized poly(bis-SorbPC) (Figure 3.13A)
and functionalized DOPC (Figure 3.13B) regions, which are readily identified by feature
size resulting from the photomask. Further, copolymerization of biotin lipid with bisSorbPC markedly stabilizes the biotin lipid allowing exposure to surfactant and drying, as
these capillaries were rinsed with Triton X-100 and H2O following polymerization, and
stored dry until use.

Figure 3.13: Introduction of multiple functionalities via polymerization of doped bis-SorbPC. A)
Poly(biotin lipid/bis-SorbPC) with DOPC fused into the void regions. B) Poly(bis-SorbPC)
patterned capillary with 10% biotin lipid/90% DOPC lipid fused into the void regions. For A) and
B), patterns were developed via consecutive introduction of streptavidin, biotin-anti-6xHis, and
6xHis-EGFP. C) Poly(Rh-DPPE/bis-SorbPC) (red) with NBD-DOPE-doped DOPC fused into void
regions (green). D) Poly(biotin-DHPE/bis-SorbPC) with NTA-doped DOPC fused into the void
regions. Streptavidin-fluorecein conjugate and 6xHis-DsRed are introduced into the capillary to
develop the regions containing biotin (green) and Ni2+-NTA (red). E) Poly(Rh-DPPE/bis-SorbPC)
(red) and poly(NBD-DOPE/bis-SorbPC) (green). F) Poly(Rh-DPPE/bis-SorbPC) (red), poly(NBDDOPE/bis-SorbPC) (green), and NTA-Ni-6xHis-Cerulean (blue). All capillaries are 50 μm i.d.
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To further explore multiple functionalization, patterns were prepared using
doped SUVs containing 2% Rh-DPPE in bis-SorbPC. The void regions of the resulting
pattern were then filled using 5% NBD-DOPE-doped DOPC SUVs. As seen in Figure
3.13C, the poly(Rh-DPPE/bis-SorbPC) regions (red) are orthogonal to the NBDDOPE/DOPC regions (green), demonstrating the capability of introducing two spatially
adjacent functionalities.
The capacity to localize binding functionalities, whether they be covalent or
non-covalent, in adjacent features within a patterned capillary was explored using
biotin/streptavidin chemistry coupled with Ni2+-NTA/6xHis chemistry, wherein the biotin
was colocalized within the poly(bis-SorbPC regions. To these capillaries, 10% DOGSNi2+-NTA-doped DOPC SUVs were used to fill the void regions within a poly(biotinDHPE/bis-SorbPC) pattern. A mixture, containing the complementary ligands for each
headgroup functionalized lipid, was introduced to the capillary. Following removal of
excess ligand, fluorescence images were collected using fluorescein and rhodamine filter
cubes, corresponding to the detection of FITC-streptavidin and 6xHis-DsRed,
respectively. Fluorescence from 6xHis-DsRed (red) and FITC-streptavidin (green) are
localized in adjacent regions of the pattern, with no significant overlap (Figure 3.13D).
The potential for fabricating high density, multiple functionality poly(lipid)
patterned capillaries requires the ability to dope individual functionalities into discrete
poly(lipid) regions with high feature density. This step requires copolymerization of
adjacent regions containing varying functionality yielding a surface comprised primarily
of doped-poly(bis-SorbPC) regions. To evaluate this process, a two component pattern
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was prepared with alternating regions of poly(Rh-DPPE/bis-SorbPC) and poly(NBDDOPE/bis-SorbPC) using multiple fusion and polymerization steps. Fluorescence images
were collected of the resultant two component patterned capillaries using rhodamine and
fluorescein filter cubes.

The poly(Rh-DPPE/bis-SorbPC) regions (red) are readily

distinguished from the poly(NBD-DOPE/bis-SorbPC) regions (green), with only slight
overlap at the boundary regions (Figure 3.13E).
To demonstrate higher density patterning, capillaries containing three distinct
regions were prepared using sequential deposition and polymerization cycles (Figure
3.13F). In the first cycle, poly(Rh-DPPE/bis-SorbPC) regions were fabricated on the
capillary wall. After removal of excess unpolymerized lipid, the pattern was remasked
and NBD-DOPE/bis-SorbPC was deposited and polymerized. After removal of excess
polymerized lipid, the bare capillary regions between poly(NBD-DOPE/bis-SorbPC) and
poly(Rh-DPPE/bis-SorbPC) regions were backfilled with 5% NTA-Ni/DOPC.

The

resulting 3 component pattern was visualized via fluorescence imaging. Fluorescence
images were obtained individually then combined to produce a three color image. An
alternating pattern of poly(Rh-DPPE/bis-SorbPC) (red), poly(NBD-DOPE, bis-SorbPC)
(green) and NTA-DOPC/6xHis-Cerulean (blue) can be seen within the same capillary
(Figure 3.13F). Some spatial overlap of the individual fluorophores is observed in Figure
3.13F, though this likely results from imprecise registration of the photomask due to the
lack of a high precision mask aligner, and not from mixing poly(lipid) regions. Thus,
preparation of more complex, higher density patterns can be readily envisioned via
multiple deposition and polymerization steps using suitably registered photomasks.
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS
We have prepared and characterized functional, self-assembled, chemically
functionalized patterns inside completely enclosed fused silica capillaries using
polymerized phospholipid bilayers.

The patterned polymerized lipid features

demonstrate resistance to non-specific protein adsorption and stability to physical and
chemical challenges, such as surfactant and organic solvent rinses, drying/rehydration
and long-term storage, while retaining chemical function. The resulting chemical pattern
can be functionalized using fluid lipids or polymerized lipids to monitor biological
binding interactions through non-covalent or covalent attachment of molecules, which
retain their activity after surface immobilization. We have further demonstrated the
capacity of this patterning approach for preparing multiple component polymer lipid
patterns with adjacent chemically functionalized polymer lipid regions, thereby providing
the potential for preparing high density patterns. The unique combination of stability,
biocompatibility, reduction in non-specific protein adsorption and the availability of
numerous chemically functionalized headgroups suggests the utility of this approach for
preparing a universal platform for high-throughput chemical sensing and screening
applications.
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CHAPTER 4: PATTERNING OF MEMBRANE PROTEINS IN MICRON-SIZED
CHANNELS WITH SUPPORTED PHOSPHOLIPID BILAYERS

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Membrane proteins are targeted by > 60% of current pharmaceutical products,
with 20-30% of genes within the genome predicted to encode integral membrane
proteins.162,172 While membrane proteins provide a significant advantage for disease
targeting therapies, more information about this diverse class of proteins and the
interactions with corresponding ligands is necessary. The majority of membrane proteins
can not be functionally isolated from the membrane, which requires investigation in
complex cellular environments or model membrane systems; fewer still have been
structurally resolved.

Most membrane proteins are involved in complex cellular

signaling pathways, in which the membrane protein serves as a gateway for cellular
response to stimuli through docking a ligand, opening a channel or providing support to
the cellular membrane. Isolation of membrane proteins from the cellular environment
may allow for new insights into individual protein function in response to stimuli without
conflicting/linked responses from other cellular processes.

The ability to examine

multiple membrane proteins at once without convoluted signals would allow for highthroughput screening of membrane proteins.
Artificial phospholipid bilayers provide a structural architecture that can be used
to incorporate membrane proteins in such a way as to mimic the cellular environment
while allowing analysis of purified membrane protein preparations.

Phospholipid
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bilayers have been used to incorporate membrane proteins in a variety of planar
configurations, including black lipid membranes (BLMs),106,163 supported phospholipid
bilayers (SPBs),90,164,173-178

and tethered and polymer-supported phospholipid

bilayers,89,162,179 each with distinct advantages and disadvantages as reviewed in Chapter
1. BLMs are lipid bilayers suspended between two solid supports and allow access to
both sides of the membrane.

BLMs have been particularly useful for conductivity

measurements across ion channels.

The suspended BLM maintains fluidity and

incorporated transmembrane proteins diffuse through the membrane relatively
unconstrained, which helps maintain activity. While BLMs are attractive for the study of
membrane proteins, they have limited lifetimes due to the lack of stability provided by
the supports and can often be lysed by aggressive flux of ion currents.43 The methods
used to study BLMs are often limited to conductivity and simple microscopic
techniques.43 SPBs overcome many of the stability problems seen in BLMs and can be
studied by a range of techniques (e.g. quartz crystal microbalance, surface plasmon
resonance, microscopy, electrochemistry). The largest disadvantage of SPBs is that the
small (10 Å) water layer between the solid support and the lipid bilayer does not allow
for incorporation of membrane proteins with large protruding domains on both sides of
the membrane, which has been circumvented by the development of tethered and/or
polymer supported phospholipid bilayers that incorporate extra space between the solid
support and the bilayer.43 Inclusion of a “cushion” between the lipid bilayer and the solid
support allows integration of membrane proteins into the bilayer without distortion
caused by the close proximity to the solid support. In all cases, the stability of the
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phospholipid bilayer still limits the system, as the weak interactions between the lipids
ultimately leads to fragility of the platform when subjected to harsh chemical,
environmental and/or physical conditions.
Incorporation of membrane proteins into stabilized phospholipid bilayers
presents a significant challenge, as membrane fluidity is often necessary for membrane
protein activity and polymerization strategies (e.g. redox initiators, UV irradiation) may
denature or inactivate the membrane protein. The ability to stabilize bilayers is of
considerable interest and membrane proteins have been encapsulated into stabilized
bilayers successfully.23,105,106,163

Stabilization of BLMs has been achieved by

encapsulation of the lipid membrane with a single membrane protein pore of αhemolysin in an agarose protective layer (Figure 4.1).163

Figure 4.1: Schematic of a chip containing an encapsulate α-hemolysin pore in a BLM. The
membrane is then encapsulated in an agrose gel to improve the stability of the system. From Kang,
X.; Cheley, S.; Rich-Ficht, A.C.; Bayley, H.; J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2007, 129, 4701-4705. Reprinted with
permission from ACS.
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The agarose provides a protective environment for the system and upon
assembly, the bilayer/protein/agarose system can be stored for 3 weeks at 4°C with a 30%
failure rate.163

Stabilization of BLMs with enclosed membrane proteins was also

achieved by polymerization of the phospholipids themselves.106 While the phospholipids
were polymerized, leading to enhanced stability, the construction of the BLM and the use
of the Teflon support ultimately limit widespread use. Rhodopsin, a G-protein coupled
receptor, has been successfully incorporated into planar supported polymerizable bilayers
wherein the bilayer has been cross-linked to stabilize the system,23,105 e.g. diacetylene and
bis-SorbPC bilayers. Ahl and coworkers reported the insertion of bacteriorhodopsin into
pre-polymerized diacetylenic bilayers,105 in order to avoid denaturing or inactivating the
protein with high intensity UV irradiation,23 required for the polymerization.

By

inserting a non-polymerizable phospholipid (dinonanoylphosphatidylcholine) into the
bilayer, defects in the polymerized films were inserted, which were sufficiently large to
allow for the insertion of bacteriorhodopsin, which was confirmed through UV/visible
spectroscopy, though the function of the membrane protein was not established.105 The
function and copolymerization of bacteriorhodopsin with bis-SorbPC was recently
reported.23

Formation of a planar supported

rhodopsin/bis-SorbPC bilayer and the

polymerization of these bilayers was achieved via UV irradiation with short pass filtering
to remove wavelengths harmful (>450 nm) to the membrane protein. Activation of
rhodopsin in the poly(bis-SorbPC) membrane was studied using planar waveguide
resonance to confirm activity of the protein following polymerization of the membrane.23
Yellow light activation of rhodopsin results in an orthogonal stretch of the membrane
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protein, which the poly(bis-SorbPC) lipids were able to accommodate due to the low
degree of polymerization (Xn = 3 – 9) in which the membrane remains stabilized, but
elastic enough to support function.23 These experiments suggest UV polymerization can
be successfully employed in bis-SorbPC/membrane protein system, to provide crosslinked membranes with functional membrane protein.
We have expanded on this approach to form bis-SorbPC patterns (Chapter 3)
with incorporated membrane protein patterned channels is described. The membrane
proteins described below (α-hemolysin, glycophorin and Fcγ receptor) were chosen as
model membrane proteins based on their high water solubility, which eliminates the need
for complex incorporation into phospholipid systems. Glycophorin and α-hemolysin are
pore-forming membrane proteins which have been well characterized in artificial bilayer
systems. FcγRI was chosen as a model membrane receptor with the binding region in the
extracellular matrix and a small cytoplasmic tail, which decreases the possibility of
problem associated with the proximity of protruding transmembrane domains to the
surface. The individual functions of these proteins are described in more detail below.
One of the most widely studied membrane proteins in supported phospholipid
bilayers is α-hemolysin,163,180-191 a pore-forming membrane protein secreted from
Staphylococcus aureus. In solution, α-hemolysin is a 33.2 kDa water-soluble monomer
which self-assembles to a cytotoxic, channel-forming heptamer in the cellular membrane
(Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: Ribbon representation of α-hemolysin. A) View of α-hemolysin as it would be inserted in
the membrane plane. The assembled heptamer is approximately 100 Å in height, and consists of the
stem portion (52 Å tall) and cap (70 Å) tall. The stem portion of the molecule assembles in the
phospholipid membrane. B) View from the top of the structure, showing the sevenfold axis (each
domain is shown in a different color). The aqueous pore exists in the center of the molecule and
measures 26 Å in diameter. The overall diameter of the heptomer is 100 Å. From Song, L.;
Hobaugh, M.R.; Shustak, C.; Cheley, S.; Bayley, H.; Gouaux, J.E.; Science 1996, 274(5294), 18591866. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

Incorporation of α-hemolysin into the phospholipid bilayer can be performed by
the addition of α-hemolysin to an aqueous solution of phospholipid vesicles or in the
presence of a supported phospholipid bilayer, where α-hemolysin spontaneously inserts
into the bilayer. The final 232.4 kDa structure resembles a mushroom with a solventfilled channel approximately 100 Å in height and a radius that varies from 15 to 46
Å.183,191

The transmembrane portion of α-hemolysin is the “stem” portion of the

molecule, with the outer “cap” area protruding into the extracellular environment.183 The
α-hemolysin pore has been widely investigated as a biosensing element.182,186,188,190 The
inner pore has been modified through structural engineering techniques to introduce
binding sites for divalent metal ions,190 introducing sequence specific DNA binding,186
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and covalent modifications that modulate α-hemolysin activity.188 In most cases, the
activity of α-hemolysin, or the binding of biological molecules to engineered αhemolysin, is measured by conductance.182,184-186,190
Glycophorin A is a transmembrane glycoprotein with a high density of sialic
acid residues, obtained from human erythrocytes.192,193 Glycophorin A is a water soluble
pore-forming membrane protein that can be incorporated into liposomes,193-196
erythrocytes,192 and planar lipid bilayers. Glycophorin A has a molecular weight of
approximately 50 kDa and consists of 60% carbohydrate and 40% protein.193 The sialic
acid residues, which commonly present themselves on the surface of glycoproteins and
glycolipids, are negatively charged sugar molecules, which give the membrane a net
negative charge. Sialic acid residues are the key step by which glycophorin A acts as the
erythrocyte influenza virus receptor193 and provide the binding site of other molecules,
e.g. wheat germ agglutinin.192 Though the overall function of glycophorin A is unknown,
it is thought to be structurally related to the erythrocyte internal structural network.193
The majority of these studies are aimed at elucidating protein structure and function.
Fc receptors are a class of membrane associated receptors that bind IgG to
regulate the immune system. Upon binding IgG, Fc receptors trigger a cellular response,
inducing phagocytosis, endocytosis, release of cytokines, superoxide production, and
antibody-dependent cellular cytolysis.197,198 Of the members of the Fc receptor class,
FcγRI, (also called CD64) has the highest affinity for monomeric IgG (Kd = 10-8-9 M),
while FcγRII and FcγRIII have lower affinity for monomeric IgG (Kd = 10-5 to 10-7
M).197,198 FcγRI has three extracellular IgG-like domains that are used to bind IgG, a
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hydrophobic transmembrane domain, and a short cytoplasmic tail.197-199 FcγRI, typically
expressed in monocytes and macrophages, requires the presence of an accessory chain
called the γ chain, to activate the cells.198 It has been suggested that FcγRI could be
targeted as a therapeutic site for malignancies and immune responses,200,201 could
enhance MHC class I and II antigen presentation,201 and potentially be relevant in the
study of infectious diseases. While FcγRI has been widely studied in cells through in
vivo and in vitro experiments, FcγRI has not yet been studied in planar lipid bilayers or
vesicles.
The insertion of the three transmembrane proteins presented here into planar
lipid bilayers in poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillaries was investigated as an initial step
towards patterned membrane-supported membrane protein arrays. The incorporation of
membrane proteins into the DOPC regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) was explored with
protein insertion were detected via antibody and ligand binding events. Insertion of
membrane proteins into the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions was also investigated.
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL
4.2.1 Materials
Bis-SorbPC was synthesized by a modification of the procedure reported by
Lamparski et al.4,145 DOPC (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) was obtained
from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Anti-α-hemolysin, α-hemolysin, goat antirabbit IgG FITC conjugate, glycophorin, MAb to glycophorin A,B, goat anti-mouse IgG
biotin conjugate, FITC lectin, bovine serum albumin, mouse IgG, and anti-mouse IgG
TRITC conjugate were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and used without further
purification. Fcγ receptor I (FcγRI) was obtained from R&D Systems (Minneapolis,
MN). Goat anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin conjugate and streptavidin R-phycoerythrin
conjugate was obtained from Invitrogen Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). Fused silica
capillaries (360 μm o.d., 50 μm i.d.) were obtained from InnovaQuartz (Phoenix, AZ). A
Barnstead (Dubuque, IA) EASYpure UV/UF was used to prepare all H2O.

4.2.2 Incorporation of α-Hemolysin in DOPC Regions through Vesicle Fusion
Patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries (50 μm i.d.) were prepared as described
in Chapter 332,45 and were rehydrated with water for 30 min prior to use. A solution of αhemolysin was made by hydrating 0.5 mg (15 nmol) of α-hemolysin with 20 mM Tris
buffer containing 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM CaCl2 at pH = 7.4 (1 mL).

DOPC (1 mg)

was hydrated with 20 mM Tris buffer containing 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM CaCl2 at pH
= 7.4 to a concentration of 1 mg/mL and sonicated to clarity in a bath sonicator for 30
minutes. Following vesicle formation, 65 μL (32.5 μg, 0.98 nmol) of α-hemolysin
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solution was added and allowed to incubate with the vesicles for 1.5 hr. After incubation,
DOPC-α-hemolysin solution was fused into poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries for 30 minutes,
then was rinsed from the capillary with buffer. A solution of 1 mg/mL DOPC vesicles in
the same buffer was introduced into poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries for 30 minutes as a
control.
Rabbit anti-α-hemolysin was introduced to the capillary and allowed to bind for
30 minutes. Excess antibody was rinsed from the capillary with buffer. FITC labeled
goat anti-rabbit IgG (11 μg/mL) or goat anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin conjugate (40
μg/mL) was introduced to the capillary for 30 minutes. Excess was rinsed with water
prior to imaging.

4.2.3 Incorporation of α-Hemolysin in DOPC Regions After Bilayer Assembly
Patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries (50 μm i.d.) were rehydrated with water
30 minutes before use. DOPC vesicles (1 mg/mL) were introduced into rehydrated
capillaries for 30 minutes to allow fusion and excess was removed with buffer. Upon
DOPC bilayer assembly, 2 μM α-hemolysin in 20 mM Tris buffer with 150 mM NaCl
and 10 mM CaCl2, pH = 7.4 was introduced and incubated for 2 hours. Excess αhemolysin was rinsed from the capillary with buffer.
The presence of α-hemolysin was detected by developing the capillary with
anti-α-hemolysin from rabbit and goat anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin conjugate (40
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μg/mL) for 30 minutes each. The capillary was rinsed with buffer between each step and
prior to imaging.

4.2.4 Copolymerization of α-Hemolysin with bis-SorbPC
Bis-SorbPC (1 mg) was dried of organic solvent under a stream of argon, then
placed under vacuum for 4 hours. The dried lipid was rehydrated with a solution of
buffer and sonicated to clarity for 30 minutes in a bath sonicator. After sonication, αhemolysin was spiked into the bis-SorbPC solution at a concentration of 1.89 μM (in 20
mM Tris buffer containing 150 mM NaCl and 10 mM CaCl2 at pH = 7.4) and incubated
for 2 hours. After 2 hours, the solution was introduced into piranha cleaned 50 μm i.d.
capillaries where vesicles were allowed to fuse for 30 minutes to form a supported
phospholipid bilayer. UV-induced polymerization was initiated by irradiation from a
low-pressure mercury pen lamp with a rated intensity of 4500 μW/cm2 (UVP Inc,
Upland, CA) at 254 nM for 10 minutes through a photomask (Photo Etch Technologies,
Lowell, MA) and 330 nM UV bandpass filter (Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ). After
polymerization was complete, capillaries were rinsed at 25 μL/min for 10 seconds with
alternating cycles of 1% Triton X-100 and H2O, with a 7 minute equilibration time
between rinses.
Following polymerization, capillaries were observed for the presence of αhemolysin by fusing a 1 mg/mL solution of DOPC vesicles into the capillaries to block
the void regions between the poly(bis-SorbPC/α-hemolysin) regions. The capillaries
were then exposed to rinses of anti-α-hemolysin from rabbit and goat anti-rabbit IgG R-
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phycoerythrin conjugate to develop the pattern. The capillary was rinsed with buffer
between each solution and prior to imaging.

4.2.5 Preparation and Analysis of Glycophorin in DOPC Regions
Glycophorin (0.5 mg) was dissolved in 1 mM HEPES buffer pH = 7.4, to a
concentration of 2 mg/mL. DOPC (1 mg) was dried of organic solvent, then rehydrated
to a concentration of 10 mg/mL in 1 mM HEPES buffer, pH = 7.4. Glycophorin (10 μL
of 2 mg/mL) and DOPC (100 μL of 10 mg/mL) were mixed and sonicated until clear in a
bath sonicator at 35°C. The elevated temperature was chosen to encourage incorporation
of glycophorin into DOPC vesicles. The solution was diluted to a final concentration of 1
mg/mL DOPC (20 μg/mL glycophorin A) with 1 mM HEPES after clear.
Glycophorin-DOPC vesicles were introduced into rehydrated 50 μm i.d.
poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries and allowed to fuse for 30 minutes. Solutions of antiglycophorin MAb (5 μg/mL, diluted in 1 mM HEPES, pH = 7.4), anti-mouse IgG from
goat biotin conjugate (3.4 μg/mL) and streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin (40 μg/mL) were
introduced to the capillary for 30 min each, with a buffer rinse after each solution and
prior to imaging.
Glycophorin was also detected in capillaries through the binding of FITC-lectin.
After bilayer assembly, the capillary was rinsed with buffer. FITC-lectin (0.2 mg/mL)
was introduced into the capillary for 30 minutes. Excess FITC-lectin was rinsed from the
capillary with buffer prior to imaging.
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4.2.6 Preparation and Analysis of Fcγ Receptor I in DOPC Regions
DOPC (1 mg/ml in 20 mM Tris buffer with 150 mM NaCl and 20 mM CaCl2)
was sonicated to clarity to form single unilamellar vesicles. Bovine serum albumin
(0.1% w/v) was added to the vesicle solution to limit non-specific adsorption of the
membrane protein to the storage container. Fcγ receptor I (50 μg) was rehydrated with
DOPC vesicle solution and incubated for 30 minutes.
FcγRI-DOPC vesicle solution was introduced into rehydrated 50 μm i.d.
poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries and allowed to fuse for 30 minutes. Excess FcγRI-DOPC
solution was rinsed from the capillary and mouse IgG (0.1 mg/mL in 85% saline) was
incubated in the capillary for 30 minutes. Excess was rinsed from the capillary with
buffer. The pattern was developed with anti-mouse IgG-TRITC conjugate (40 μg/mL).
Prior to imaging, capillaries were rinsed with water.

4.2.7 Imaging Conditions
Fluorescent images were acquired on a Nikon Eclipse TE300 Quantum inverted
microscope using a 4x / 0.13 N.A. objective. Images were collected using a Quantix 57
back illuminated CCD camera. MetaVue software (Universal Imaging, Dowingtown,
PA) was used to capture and analyze all images. Fluorescence intensity was measured by
averaging the intensity over the area of an individual region of the pattern (light or dark).
These individual area averages were averaged to get fluorescence intensities for the
“light” regions and “dark” regions of the capillary, as described in Chapter 3.
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.3.1 Incorporation of α-Hemolysin Into Patterned Poly(bis-SorbPC) Capillaries
Fabrication of membrane protein patterns in micron-sized capillaries may allow
development of multi-membrane protein pattern arrays where proteins reside in areas
immediately adjacent to one another. Previous work on SPBs and BLMs has shown that
α-hemolysin, a pore-forming membrane protein, can be easily incorporated by first
adding to vesicles, then fusing to surfaces.184,185

Inclusion of α-hemolysin in

phospholipid bilayers is well established, but inclusion into patterned surface regions
remains an emerging area. Patterning of α-hemolysin was accomplished in poly(bisSorbPC) capillaries by incorporating α-hemolysin into fluid lipid regions.
α-hemolysin was introduced into pre-formed DOPC vesicles, that were allowed
to fuse into bare regions of patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries (Chapter 3). After
excess α-hemolysin functionalized vesicles were rinsed from the capillaries, membrane
bound α-hemolysin was detected by fluorescence microscopy via the binding of rabbit
anti-α-hemolysin and goat anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin conjugate (Figure 4.3A).
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Figure 4.3: α-hemolysin in patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries. A) Schematic of α-hemolysin in
membrane with detection antibodies. Poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillaries (red) are filled with
DOPC/α-hemolysin vesicles (green lipid with yellow membrane protein). Anti-α-hemolysin (teal
antibody) and anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin conjugate (blue antibody) are used for detection; B)
Poly(bis-SorbPC) capillary with the void regions filled with a DOPC/α-hemolysin lipid layer. Rabbit
anti-α-hemolysin was added to the capillaries, followed by goat anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin
conjugate for detection. The bright regions are DOPC/α-hemolysin regions and the dark regions are
poly(bis-SorbPC). C) Poly(bis-SorbPC) capillary with DOPC fused in the void regions between
poly(bis-SorbPC). Following lipid fusion, rabbit anti-α-hemolysin and goat anti-rabbit IgG Rphycoerythrin conjugate were added to the capillary. The uniform surface within the capillary
shows no preferential binding to the DOPC or poly(bis-SorbPC) regions. All capillaries are 50 μm
i.d.

In capillaries containing α-hemolysin, the membrane protein was localized to
the fluid lipid regions of the capillary with minimal non-specific adsorption of the
detection antibodies or incorporation of the membrane protein into the poly(bis-SorbPC)
regions (Figure 4.3B). In control capillaries where DOPC vesicles lacked α-hemolysin,
uniform non-specific adsorption of the detection antibodies throughout the capillary
(Figure 4.3C) and the regions of poly(bis-SorbPC) and DOPC are indistinguishable.
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Figure 4.4: Average fluorescence intensity measured in α-hemolysin functionalized capillaries. The
void regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) in patterned capillaries were filled with α-hemolysin/DOPC
mixture. The presence of a-hemolysin was detected through the binding of rabbit anti-α-hemolysin
and anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin conjugate. The average intensities in the DOPC/α-hemolysin
regions and poly(bis-SorbPC) regions were measured and plotted. The regions within control
capillaries (with DOPC fused without including α-hemolysin) the fluorescence of the DOPC regions
could not be distinguished from the bis-SorbPC regions. The average fluorescence intensity in
multiple regions within the capillaries is plotted. N = 3 capillaries, 24 regions each capillary.

When fluorescence intensity in these capillaries was measured (Figure 4.4), a
36.4% increase in fluorescence intensity due to the presence of α-hemolysin in the
patterned regions was observed. The fluorescence intensity of the poly(bis-SorbPC)
regions in the α-hemolysin capillary (60.9 ± 31.7) was found to be indistinguishable from
the DOPC/bis-SorbPC regions (74.5 ± 62.6) (P < 0.0013, N = 115). Thus α-hemolysin
was incorporated into the fluid lipid regions of the capillary through vesicle fusion.
Linescans along the center of the capillaries in Figure 4.3 demonstrate varying bright
(DOPC) and dark (poly(bis-SorbPC)) regions for the capillary loaded with α-hemolysin
(Figure 4.5, I) and uniform fluorescence throughout the length of the capillary when α-
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hemolysin was not introduced (Figure 4.5, II). The nature of the downward slope in the
dark regions (Figure 4.5, I) is unknown, but could be increased non-specific adsorption of
the detection antibodies to this region. The directionality of the slope indicates this could
be an artifact of rinsing the capillary, either during the polymerization process or during
the assay for α-hemolysin.
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Figure 4.5: Linescans for capillaries with α-hemolysin inserted in the DOPC regions. In capillaries
where α-hemolysin was introduced along with DOPC vesicles into the void regions of the poly(bisSorbPC) patterned capillary (I), the fluorescence varies along the capillary alternating between
bright (DOPC) and dark (poly(bis-SorbPC)) regions. In control capillaries, where α-hemolysin was
not introduced (II), the background fluorescence is similar to that of the dark regions of the capillary
containing α-hemolysin.

Since α-hemolysin is a water-soluble membrane protein, it may insert into the
fluid lipid membrane after assembly of the phospholipid bilayer on the solid support
(Figure 4.6). DOPC vesicles were introduced into patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries
to form a supported phospholipid bilayer of alternating bis-Sorb/DOPC regions.

A

solution of α-hemolysin was introduced into the capillary and incubated with the
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supported phospholipid bilayers. After incubating 2 hours to ensure insertion of the αhemolysin, excess α-hemolysin was rinsed away and the detection antibodies were
introduced into the capillary.

A
B
Figure 4.6: Capillaries containing α-hemolysin inserted after DOPC bilayer was assembled on
capillary wall. A) α-hemolysin was introduced into a capillary with alternating poly(bis-SorbPC)
and DOPC regions and allowed to insert into the lipid bilayer. Excess α-hemolysin was rinsed from
the capillary and the presence of α-hemolysin remaining in the phospholipid bilayer was detected
through the binding of rabbit anti-α-hemolysin and anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin conjugate.
The capillary has dark regions (poly(bis-SorbPC) and bright regions (DOPC/α-hemolysin). B)
Control capillary with alternating DOPC and poly(bis-SorbPC) regions in which α-hemolysin was
not introduced. Rabbit anti-α-hemolysin and anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin conjugate were
introduced to the system. No fluorescence is seen in this capillary in comparison to the capillary
containing α-hemolysin. All capillaries are 50 μm i.d.

Figure 4.6A shows an image of a capillary in which α-hemolysin was
introduced after DOPC bilayer assembly. The membrane protein inserted into DOPC
regions, with some potential inclusion into the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions.

The

fluorescence in the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions could be due to increased adsorption of the
membrane protein onto the poly(bis-SorbPC), whether to defect sites in the polymer lipid
regions or due to increased adsorption of the membrane protein or antibodies to the
poly(bis-SorbPC). When α-hemolysin solution was not introduced into the capillary
(Figure 4.6B), there is uniform fluorescence throughout the capillary, again suggesting
the non-specific adsorption to the poly(bis-SorbPC) and DOPC is similar. Linescans
through the center of these capillaries are shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Linescans for capillaries with α-hemolysin inserted post-DOPC bilayer assembly. In
capillaries where α-hemolysin was introduced into the capillaries (i), the fluorescence varies along
the capillary alternating between bright (DOPC) and dark (poly(bis-SorbPC)) regions. In control
capillaries (ii) where α-hemolysin was not introduced, there is minimal background fluorescence.
Linescans were taken through the center of the capillary along the length of the capillary.

While insertion of α-hemolysin into the DOPC layer was anticipated, the high
background in the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions suggests surface defects large enough for αhemolysin to insert into the bilayer or for antibodies to non-specifically adsorb to the
capillary walls via holes in the bilayer. The average fluorescence intensity of the DOPC
regions versus the bis-SorbPC regions is given in Figure 4.8. There is a significant
increase in the fluorescence intensity of the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions of the capillary
containing α-hemolysin versus the capillaries in which α-hemolysin was not introduced,
which is also apparent in the linescans for these capillaries (Figure 4.7), supporting the
possibility for defects in the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions. The dimensions of an antibody
and α-hemolysin would be comparable, with both approximately 10 Å in diameter. The
lack of adsorption of the antibody to the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions in the control capillary
(Figure 4.6B) could indicate that it is more likely that the α-hemolysin has inserted into
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the lipid bilayer, rather than the non-specific adsorption of the IgGs. Another cause of
increased adsorption could be the possibility that the anti-α-hemolysin antibody is not
only specific for the assembled heptamer, but could also react with single subunits also.
The observed sloped borders between poly(bis-SorbPC) and DOPC regions are due to
masking and orientation during polymerization and is not due to insertion of α-hemolysin
in the border regions. This was confirmed for the batch of capillaries used.
6000
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Figure 4.8: Average fluorescence intensity measured in capillaries where α-hemolysin was inserted
post-bilayer assembly. The presence of α-hemolysin is detected through the binding of rabbit anti-αhemolysin and anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin conjugate. The average fluorescence intensities
within the regions are plotted.

4.3.2 Incorporation of Glycophorin A Into Patterned Poly(bis-SorbPC) Capillaries
Glycophorin is similar to α-hemolysin, as it is a porin protein with high water
solubility, though it participates in interesting biochemical binding events via sialic acid
residues. SUVs of DOPC/glycophorin A were fused into patterned poly(bis-SorbPC)
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capillaries (Figure 4.9) The pattern was developed via mouse anti-glycophorin A IgG,
anti-mouse IgG biotin conjugate, and streptavidin R-phycoerythrin.

A
B
Figure 4.9: Patterned capillaries containing glycophorin A: A) A poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned
capillary with the void regions filled with DOPC/glycophorin A. The pattern was developed with
mouse anti-glycophorin A, anti-mouse IgG biotin conjugate and streptavidin R-phycoerythrin. The
DOPC regions (bright) are fluorescent due to the binding of glycophorin A, while the poly(bisSorbPC) regions are dark. There is evidence of non-specific adsorption/binding in the poly(bisSorbPC) regions of the capillary. B) Control capillary of patterned bis-SorbPC with DOPC in the
void regions. Mouse anti-glycophorin A, anti-mouse IgG biotin conjugate and streptavidin Rphycoerythrin were rinsed through the capillary. Non-specific adsorption of the antibodies is
apparent in the DOPC regions of the capillary. All capillaries are 50 μm i.d.

Figure 4.9A shows an image of a capillary containing glycophorin A in the
DOPC regions.

The light regions indicate the binding of the detection assay to

glycophorin A in the capillary, while the dark regions are the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions of
the capillary. In the control capillary in which glycophorin A was not introduced (Figure
4.9B), binding of streptavidin-RPE was observed on the capillary walls, which could also
be the source of the bright spots seen in the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions of Figure 4.9A.
The presence of glycophorin, defects in the poly(bis-SorbPC) films, or aggregates could
contribute to the increased bright spots seen in Figure 4.9A.
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Figure 4.10: Fluorescence intensity of antibody binding in DOPC and glycophorin patterned regions
within bis-SorbPC patterned capillaries. Detection of glycophorin was achieved through the binding
of mouse anti-glycophorin A, anti-mouse IgG biotin conjugate, and streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin.
All images were background corrected prior to analysis. N = 3 capillaries of each type, N = 43 DOPC
light regions, 37 DOPC dark regions, 48 glycophorin light regions, 50 glycophorin dark regions.

Figure 4.10 shows a plot of average fluorescence intensities for capillaries
loaded with glycophorin A, similar to those shown in Figure 4.9. In capillaries with
glycophorin present in the DOPC region, the bis-SorbPC regions have 30% of the
fluorescence in the DOPC/glycophorin regions, indicating a stronger binding of mouse
anti-glycophorin A, anti-mouse IgG biotin conjugate and streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin to
the regions containing glycophorin A. The fluorescence intensity due to specific binding
to glycophorin (Figure 4.10) is 410% greater than the fluorescence due to non-specific
binding in a DOPC capillary. For this assay, the antibodies tend to non-specifically
adsorb to the surface more than those seen in the α-hemolysin assays.

This high

adsorption can potentially be resolved using different antibodies/proteins for detection of
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glycophorin A or through the use of blocking buffers.

The level of non-specific

adsorption in this assay could potential be problematic at lower glycophorin loading
concentrations.

4.3.3 Observation of Ligand Binding to Glycophorin A in Patterned bis-SorbPC
Capillaries
Antibody binding shows the presence of a membrane protein in the case of αhemolysin and glycophorin A. The long term goal of this technology is the capability to
monitor protein/ligand binding.

The interaction between sialic acid residues on

glycoproteins and lectins is well established, particularly the interaction of wheat germ
agglutinin (WGA) and glycophorin A192,202 and can be used to detect glycophorin A in
the patterned regions. To monitor the binding interaction of glycophorin A with lectin, a
fluorescent lectin conjugate (FITC-lectin) was introduced. SUVs containing DOPC and
glycophorin A were fused in the void region of patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries.
For control capillaries, SUVs containing DOPC were introduced into the capillary.

A
B
Figure 4.11: Patterned bis-SorbPC capillaries with glycophorin A detected through the binding of
FITC-lectin. SUVs containing DOPC/glycophorin A (A) and DOPC (B) were fused in the void
regions of patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries. The capillaries were then loaded with 0.2 mg/mL
FITC-lectin, rinsed with buffer, and imaged. A) Capillary containing DOPC with glycophorin A.
This capillary has DOPC regions (bright) where the glycophorin A is bound to FITC-lectin and dark
regions containing poly(bis-SorbPC). B) Capillary containing DOPC without glycophorin A. The
non-specific adsorption of FITC-lectin can be seen uniformly throughout the capillaries. All
capillaries were 50 μm i.d.
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In capillaries containing glycophorin A, FITC-lectin fluorescence was seen only
in the DOPC/glycophorin A regions (Figure 4.11A, bright), indicating the membrane
protein was in the expected regions in the capillary and the wheat germ agglutinin could
bind immobilized glycophorin A.

In capillaries lacking glycophorin A, uniform

fluorescence was observed throughout the capillary (Figure 4.11B), similar to that seen in
α-hemolysin capillaries. Based on the even distribution and low intensity, fluorescence
was likely due to the non-specific adsorption of FITC-lectin to the lipid surfaces. When
fluorescence intensities are compared (Figure 4.12), the intensity of the bright regions
(430 ± 110) of glycophorin are statistically different from the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions
(210 ± 90) (P = 0.0000, N = 97). The DOPC control capillary shows an average
fluorescence intensity of 100 ± 60. The control capillary has approximately 50% of the
fluorescence intensity as the bis-SorbPC regions of the glycophorin A containing
capillary.
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Figure 4.12: Average fluorescence intensities in glycophorin A-loaded and DOPC-loaded patterned
poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries with FITC-lectin. All images were background corrected prior to
analysis. N = 3 capillaries.
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4.3.4 Insertion of Fcγ Receptor in Poly(bis-SorbPC) Patterned Capillaries
While pore-forming membrane proteins are useful, the goal of this research is to
prepare a versatile platform for incorporating membrane proteins of all types. To expand
to physiologically relevant receptors, Fcγ receptor, was investigated. It was anticipated
that the hydrophobic nature of the transmembrane region would allow for incorporation
of the protein into preassembled DOPC vesicles with incubation. After incubation,
DOPC/Fcγ receptor SUVs were fused into patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries. The
presence of Fcγ receptor in the patterned DOPC membrane was observed using mouse
IgG, followed by anti-mouse IgG (Fab fragment)-TRITC conjugate. Fcγ receptor binds
the Fc fragment of the mouse IgG and the detection takes place at the Fab portion of the
antibody. The orientation of FcγRI is not known in the patterned regions, although
binding to the receptor indicates a portion of the receptors are oriented with the
extracellular domain towards the interior of the capillary rather than towards the capillary
wall.

A
B
Figure 4.13: Fcγ receptor in poly(bis-SorbPC) patterned capillaries. A) Capillary with Fcγ receptor
in the DOPC regions between poly(bis-SorbPC). The Fcγ receptor is detected through the binding of
mouse IgG and anti-mouse IgG TRITC conjugate. Fcγ receptor is detected in the DOPC regions
(bright) while non-specific adsorption of Fcg and/or the detection antibodies is apparent in the bisSorbPC regions. B) Capillary with DOPC bilayers assembled in the void regions. Mouse IgG and
anti-mouse IgG TRITC conjugate were introduced into the capillary. Isolated regions of non-specific
adsorption are observed within the capillary. All capillaries are 50 μm i.d.
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Figure 4.13 shows capillaries in which Fcγ receptor was incorporated (Figure
4.13A) and in which Fcγ receptor was absent from the DOPC regions of the capillary
pattern (Figure 4.13B). Strong binding to the Fcγ receptor is seen in the DOPC regions
(Figure 4.13A, bright) and non-specific adsorption is present throughout the capillary
(Figure 4.13A, dark). The ability to detect the Fcγ receptor in DOPC regions indicates
that the short cytosolic tail of the protein does not pose a problem when immobilized in
the bilayer, indicating there is a possibility for the membrane to compensate for the small
aqueous layer, at least around the membrane protein sites. In this orientation, there may
still be the potential for higher non-specific adsorption than that seen in DOPC control
capillaries. The receptor may be also oriented with the cytosolic tail in solution, with the
bulk of the receptor towards the capillary wall, potentially leading to large defects in the
membrane and increased non-specific adsorption to the capillary wall. The increased
non-specific adsorption of proteins in the bis-SorbPC regions could potentially be
attributed to the small size of this cytoplasmic tail, which would allow for insertion into
small defects, large scale defects from a mis-oriented receptor, or a combination of the
two.

4.3.5 Incorporation of α-Hemolysin Into Poly(bis-SorbPC) Bilayers
To prepare versatile, multi-membrane protein patterns, proteins must be
incorporated into the polymerized regions of the capillary, in addition to the fluid lipid
regions. Since the polymerization of α-hemolysin has previously been established in
other lipid systems,106 α-hemolysin was the first protein to be incorporated into bis-
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SorbPC vesicles prior to polymerization. SUVs containing bis-Sorb and α-hemolysin
were introduced into the capillary.

The bis-SorbPC/α-hemolysin bilayer was

polymerized through a stainless steel mask and unpolymerized lipid was rinsed from the
capillary. DOPC vesicles were fused in the void regions to block non-specific adsorption
to the exposed silica regions of the capillary, then α-hemolysin was detected through the
binding of rabbit anti-α-hemolysin and anti-rabbit IgG R-phycoerythrin conjugate
(Figure 4.14).

A
B
100 RFU
156 μm
Figure 4.14: Poly(α-hemolysin/bis-SorbPC) capillary with linescan. A) Capillary with α-hemolysin
copolymerized with bis-SorbPC. DOPC was used to fill the void regions between the poly(αhemolysin/bis-SorbPC) regions. Solutions of rabbit anti-α-hemolysin and anti-rabbit IgG Rphycoerythrin conjugate were introduced into the capillary to detect the α-hemolysin. B) Linescan
through the center of capillary in A. The fluorescence intensity is high in the bis-SorbPC regions and
decreased in the DOPC regions. The imaged capillary is 50 μm i.d.

A linescan of the fluorescence intensity throughout the capillary shows increases
in fluorescence intensity in the α-hemolysin/bis-SorbPC with decreased fluorescence in
the DOPC regions. The lack of clear borders is likely due to the presence of α-hemolysin
and antibodies within the capillary, as the ragged borders are not typically seen in bisSorbPC capillaries. It is possible the pattern within the capillary could lack the clear
borders seen in poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries without additives to contribute to the gradual
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increase/decrease in fluorescence intensity. The exact nature of the border discrepancy
however, is unknown.
The average fluorescence intensity in the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions of 150 ± 60
(N = 3 capillaries, 81 regions) can be compared to the fluorescence intensity of 70 ± 20 in
DOPC regions (N = 3 capillaries, 72 regions) (P < 0.0000, N = 153). The fluorescence
level is approximately 70% of that seen when α-hemolysin was introduced into the fluid
DOPC region of the capillary. The reduced intensity could be due to either an incomplete
heptomeric structure of α-hemolysin being formed in the polymerized region, which may
not be detected through antibody binding, or through a disruption to the membrane
protein structure upon irradiation. While UV polymerization has been used on lipid/αhemolysin polymerization, this does not guarantee the preservation of all membrane
proteins within a region. Copolymerization of α-hemolysin and previous reports of
bacterial rhodopsin23 indicate the polymerization conditions of bis-SorbPC are gentle
enough to preserve protein structure and allow for the incorporation of membrane
proteins to polymerized lipid bilayers to develop multifunctional channels. Additional
protective steps through filtering and polymerization conditions could be taken to ensure
protein activity in other membrane proteins.
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4.4 CONCLUSIONS
The development of multi-membrane protein patterns inside micron-sized
channels can be realized through the use of polymerized bis-SorbPC regions in
capillaries. Filling the regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) with a fluid lipid, membrane
proteins can be introduced to the capillary in spatially discrete regions. Membrane
proteins, such as α-hemolysin, glycophorin A and FcγRI, have been successfully
incorporated into the DOPC regions between poly(bis-SorbPC). The membrane proteins
can be detected through antibody binding events and the binding of ligands can be
monitored in discrete regions within the channel. Copolymerization of α-hemolysin,
along with previously reported copolymerization of membrane proteins with bisSorbPC,23 indicate there is potential for incorporating membrane proteins into the
poly(bis-SorbPC) regions to allow for membrane proteins to reside in regions
immediately adjacent to one another in multi-membrane protein microchannels.
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CHAPTER 5: PATTERNING OF NON-POLYMERIZABLE LIPIDS THROUGH THE
POLYMERIZATION OF MONOMER ADDITIVES

5.1 INTRODUCTION
Photopolymerization of monomer units within phospholipid or surfactant
vesicles has been investigated to stabilize the fragile structure of the vesicle into more
robust, self-assembled macromolecular materials.14,118-121,203-205

The self-assembled

vesicles act as templates for directed polymerization of the hydrophobic monomer units
introduced into the bilayer. Polymerization of monomers within the bilayer requires
compatibility of the polymer product and bilayer matrix; miscibility after polymerization
appears to be the major contributor of compatibility to consider in these systems.203,204
Once stabilized, polymerized phospholipid bilayers can withstand conditions which
would be detrimental to non-polymerized phospholipid bilayers, including drying and
surfactant exposures.203 Translation of this research from the surfactant vesicle format to
supported phospholipid bilayers may open new opportunities for stabilized bilayer
systems. Stabilized phospholipid materials that allow for a highly cross-linked polymer
network that leaves the phospholipid headgroup exposed, but immobilizes the
phospholipid through the polymerization within the hydrophobic region of the molecule
would be useful.
Not all available photopolymerizable monomers incorporate into phospholipid
bilayers to yield stabilized products with a uniform cross-linked network.

The

polymerization of styrene monomers within a bilayer leads to phase segregation between
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the polymer and the bilayer, characterized by the formation of a polystyrene bead
encapsulated within the bilayer and a “parachute” morphology of the vesicle.204 In
contrast, the polymerization of divinylbenzene monomers within amphiphilic systems has
been successful at cross-linking vesicle networks, providing stability under a variety of
challenging conditions,119,203 as well as stabilizing black lipid membranes.118
Polymeth(acrylates) have been investigated since the polymer product may be more
compatible within the alkyl chains of the bilayer than the aromatic structures of
polystyrene and polydivinylbenzene.205

The copolymerization of BMA (butyl

methacrylate) and EGDMA (ethylene glycol dimethyacrylate) with styrene or
divinylbenzene systems203,205 decreases phase separation, but minimally alleviates the
formation of insoluble polymer side products.

Vesicles11,13-15,117

and black lipid

membranes12,120,121,206 containing BMA and EGDMA have been stabilized via formation
of a cross-linked network within the bilayer, without the phase segregation effects seen
with other monomer systems.
Nanospheres polymerized through the addition of BMA and EGDMA to
surfactant13 and lipid11,14 vesicles have been characterized. The nanoshells have been
stabilized with different mole ratios of BMA: EGDMA (reported as 1:1,13, 10:111 and
2:114).

The polymerization of monomers in the nanospheres is initiated via UV

irradiation with Irgacure 907,11 AIBN,13 or without the presence of photo- or thermalinitiator present14 to yield a highly cross-linked polymer matrix encapsulated within the
bilayer. In the presence of surfactants11,14 or methanol and tetrahydrofuran rinses,13 the
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“template” surfactants/phospholipids can be extracted, leaving behind a nanoscaffold of
BMA/EGDMA polymer void of the “template” molecule.
Stabilized lipid vesicles prepared through the copolymerization of BMA and
EGDMA with non-polymerizable phospholipids15 and polymerizable phospholipids117
have been characterized. DOPC vesicles were stabilized through the copolymerization of
2:1 (mol/mol) BMA:EGDMA with DEAP (2,2-diethoxyacetophenone) as the
photoinitiator for UV irradiation.15 After surfactant exposure, vesicles can be stabilized
up to molar ratios of Triton X-100: lipid of 25, with the phospholipid encapsulated in the
polymer matrix.15 DOPC/methacrylate/DEAP nanoshells were used as oxygen sensors
and prevent biofouling of the sensing system by providing an isolated environment for
sensing dyes. Through the copolymerization EGDMA with bis-Sorb,117 a polymerizable
phospholipid, vesicles could be cross-linked with higher efficiency withstanding greater
than 16 mol equivalents of Triton X-100, which has previously been described as a
sufficiently cross-linked, stabilized state for polymerized systems.98

Without the

copolymerization with EGDMA, UV polymerization of bis-Sorb yields vesicles
stabilized to mole ratios of [Triton X-100]:[lipid] of 5.5.117
The translation of the work done on BMA/EGDMA vesicle systems to planar
supported

phospholipid

bilayers

is

supported

by

successful

polymerizations

methacrylates in black lipid membranes. Black lipid membranes reported in the literature
by Nikolelis and coworkers are stabilized lipid systems with the ability for
biofunctionalization of the membrane.12,120,121,206 To accomplish a stabilized film, BMA,
EGDMA,

AIBN

(2,2’-azo-bis-(2-methylpropionitrile,

a

thermal

initiator)

and
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phospholipid were mixed in acetonitrile, placed on a microfilter and incubated at 60°C
for 12 hours to complete the polymerization. Raman spectroscopy was used to monitor
the polymerization of the monomers and confirm the presence of the phospholipid within
the microfilter before/after polymerization.206 The microfilter was placed in a chamber to
allow for access to both sides of the filter for the study of receptors. Fluorescence spectra
confirmed the presence of the lipid/monomer films and the function of the filters as
possible devices for fast detection of ephedrine.120 The stability of these membranes was
reported to be on the order of months and for multiple uses and drying/rehydration
cycles.15,120,121
Stabilized black lipid membranes indicate there may be a future for stabilized
supported phospholipid bilayers based on non-polymerizable phospholipids and
methacrylate monomers. Here, stabilized non-polymerizable lipids are copolymerized
with methacrylate monomers to develop patterned structures within enclosed
microchannels. The nature of the polymer on the capillary wall is characterized for
stability and resistance to chemical and physical insults. The potential use of patterned
non-polymerizable phospholipids for bioassay applications is explored.
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5.2 EXPERIMENTAL
5.2.1 Materials
L-α-phosphatidylethanolamine (Egg, Chicken) (EggPC), DOPC (1,2-dioleoylsn-3-glycerophosphocholine)

PEG-2000-PE

phophoethanolamine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene

(1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

glycol)-2000]

and

Rh-DPPE

(1,2-

dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl)
(ammonium salt)) were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL).

Butyl

methacrylate (BMA) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) monomers were
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and passed through an inhibitor removal
column prior to use.

Irgacure 907 was obtained from Ciba Specialty Chemical

(Tarrrytown, NY). DEAP (2,2-diethoxyacetophenone), Triton X-100 and BSA-FITC
(bovine serum albumin, FITC conjugate) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO). FM 1-43 was obtained from Invitrogen Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). A
Barnstead (Dubuque, IA) EASYpure UV/UF was used to prepare all H2O used in this
work.

5.2.2 Preparation of Polymerized EggPC Patterns
Fused silica capillaries (50 μm i.d. 360 μm. o.d.) were obtained from
InnovaQuartz (Phoenix, AZ). Capillaries were cleaned with 70% piranha solution (70%
H2SO4, 30% H2O2) and water. Illumination windows were formed by removing the
polyimide capillary coating using a butane lighter. Ten mg of EggPC was dried of
solvent (chloroform) overnight, and then rehydrated with water to a concentration of 2
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mg/mL. The aqueous lipid suspension was sonicated to clarity to form small unilamellar
vesicles (SUVs) approximately 50-70 nm in diameter. In a separate vial, BMA, EGDMA
and photoinitiator (Irgacure 907 hydrated in MeOH then dried of solvent or DEAP added
neat) were added, and then spiked into the EggPC SUV suspension at concentrations
shown in Table 5.1. Lipid, monomers, and photoinitiator were stirred 12 hours at room
temperature to maximize partitioning of the monomers into the vesicle lamella (Figure
5.1A).
Vesicle solution was introduced into the capillary using a modified vial to allow
gravity-driven flow of the solution into the capillary. Vesicles fused along the capillary
wall forming a supported bilayer membrane for 30 minutes (Figure 5.1B).32,33,45,207 UV
induced polymerization was initiated by irradiation for 1 h using a 200 W mercury arc
lamp with a 330 ± 180 nm bandpass filter or a low-pressure mercury pen lamp with a
rated intensity of 4500 µW/cm2 (UVP Inc, Upland, CA) at 254 nm through a photomask
(Photo Etch Technologies, Lowell, MA). When using DEAP as the photoinitiator, the
capillaries are aligned underneath the pen lamp for irradiation (Figure 5.1C).32,45 When
Irgacure 907 was used as the photoinitiator, the capillaries were polymerized with a
mercury arc lamp and were irradiated while mounted perpendicular to the surface (Figure
5.1D). After polymerization, capillaries were rinsed with two cycles of 1% Triton X-100
and water. Capillaries were stored dry until needed.
Copolymerized lipids (2% Rh-DPPE, 0.5% or 2% PEG-2000-PE) were mixed
with EggPC from chloroform stock solutions, and then dried of solvent. BMA, EDGMA
and photoinitiators were added in the same fashion and polymerization was performed
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following standard procedures. Unpolymerized capillaries were imaged after rinsing
excess lipid from the capillary with ultrapure water.

5.2.3 Qualitative Analysis and Protein Adsorption In Phospholipid/Methacrylate
Patterned Capillaries
Patterned capillaries were rehydrated for 30 minutes with water prior to use. A
solution of 5 μM FM 1-43 was introduced into the capillary and incubated 10 minutes.
The capillary was imaged via fluorescence microscopy and evaluated for pattern quality
by looking for the presence of stained areas with sharp borders. A solution of 2% RhDPPE/98% DOPC SUVs was introduced into fresh rehydrated capillaries and vesicles
were fused for 30 minutes. Excess lipid was rinsed from the capillary with water prior to
imaging.
Non-specific protein adsorption was measured by introducing 10 μM BSA-FITC
into the capillaries and incubating for 30 minutes. Excess protein was rinsed from the
capillary with buffer (pH = 7.4) prior to imaging.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of EggPC/methacrylate polymerization process. A) Small unilamellar EggPC
vesicles were loaded with BMA, EGDMA and photoinitiator. B) Vesicles were then fused to the
capillary wall to form supported phospholipid bilayers. C) When DEAP was used as the
photoinitiator, capillaries were polymerized under a UV pen lamp with a stainless steel mask to
crosslink regions of the capillary. D) When Irgacure 907 was the photoinitiator, the capillaries were
polymerized perpendicular to the surface under a UV photomask. A 330 ± 90 nm bandpass filter is
placed between the mercury arc lamp and the capillaries to control the illumination wavelengths.
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5.2.4 Stability Studies on Phospholipid/Methacrylate Patterned Capillaries
All capillaries used for stability studies were selected from one polymerization
batch. Control capillaries were stained with FM 1-43 and imaged to provide a basis of
comparison for feature length. Other capillaries were rinsed with 1% Triton X-100 for 15
minutes. Triton X-100 was rinsed with copious amounts of water and the capillary was
stained with FM 1-43 prior to imaging. Capillaries taken through drying/rehydration
cycles were flushed with air for 5 minutes, filled with ultrapure water, and stained with
FM 1-43 prior to imaging. Each cycle of drying/rehydration consisted of air/water/stain
rinses to replenish FM 1-43 rinsed from the bilayer during drying/rehydration.
Capillaries examined for the effect of polymerization time on pattern stability
were coated through the use of a modified vial for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes, the
capillaries were placed under the mask and exposed for the appropriate duration (0 to 90
minutes), then immediately rinsed with alternating cycles of 1% Triton X-100 and
ultrapure water to remove excess unpolymerized lipid.

As a basis of comparison,

unpolymerized capillaries (0 min polymerization time) were coated for 30 minutes, and
rinsed with Triton X-100 and ultrapure water to remove unpolymerized lipid.

All

capillaries were stained with FM 1-43 and 2% Rh-DPPE/98% DOPC SUVs to examine
pattern quality.
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5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.3.1

Patterning of Supported Phospholipid Bilayers of EggPC/Acrylate

Copolymers
The stabilization of non-polymerizable phospholipid architectures through the
addition of methacrylate monomers has been successful in liposome and black lipid
membranes for biosensing applications.

The movement of the technology into a

supported phospholipid bilayer format requires development of a polymerization method,
as well as investigations into the combinations necessary for stabilization of the lipid
bilayer, while maintaining the resistance to non-specific adsorption and self-assembling
properties attributed to SPBs. To stabilize patterned SPBs of EggPC and DOPC, BMA
and EGDMA monomers were partitioned into the hydrophobic portion of the lipid bilayer
after vesicle formation, vesicles were allowed to fuse in silica capillaries and the resulting
supported phospholipid bilayer was polymerized via UV irradiation through a photomask
(Figure 5.1). Unpolymerized lipid was rinsed from the capillary to yield stabilized
polymer regions and exposed bare silica.
The optimum concentrations of monomers, lipids and photoinitiators reported in
the literature vary based on the phospholipid structure (liposome, black lipid membrane)
and the application.

The experimental concentrations of BMA, EGDMA and

photoinitiator used for stabilization and pattern formation of SPBs were explored (Table
5.1) to elucidate a combination of photoinitiator, monomers and lipids to form patterns,
that could be developed through staining with FM 1-43 and through assembling
rhodamine-labeled bilayers on the surface, as used in bis-SorbPC patterned capillaries to
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develop the pattern.32,45 In particular, patterned regions that resist insertion of other
phospholipids was necessary, for later biosensing experiments.
The initial concentrations for polymerization of bilayers were based on
conditions that were effective for the polymerization of DOPC in the vesicle format (2:1
BMA:EGDMA),15 but these were unsuccessful when it came to the polymerization of
SPBs, as the capillaries could not be developed by FM 1-43 staining, nor by fusing 2%
rhodamine-DPPE/98% DOPC vesicles in the void regions.

Interestingly, the most

stabilized and well-patterned capillaries have mole ratios of 4.5:1 for BMA:EGDMA, but
do not necessarily require the presence of a photoinitiator for polymerization (Table 5.1,
rows 10 and 11), although capillaries with photoinitiator could be stained with FM 1-43.
The optimal combination of reagents, determined experimentally through these trials, was
found to follow the following equations:

moles lipid = (moles BMA + moles EGDMA)
4.5 moles BMA = 1 mole EGDMA
moles photointiator = 8 % (moles BMA + moles EDGMA)

Two methods to introduce monomers to the solution were tried: a) monomers
were added to pre-made vesicle solutions (add/stir); b) monomers/photoinitiators were
added to the lipid prior to drying, and then rehydrated to form vesicles (dried). Due to
the volatile nature of BMA (b.p. = 162 – 165°C) and EGDMA (b.p. = 98 – 100°C), it was
expected that drying the monomers with the lipid might lead to evaporation of the
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monomers under vacuum and decreased quantities of monomers in the final vesicle
solution.

Solutions of monomers in methanol were measured by absorbance

spectroscopy to determine the concentration of the monomers before and after vacuum
drying.

Table 5.1: Polymerization Conditions For Poly(EggPC) Capillaries
Moles
DOPC

EggPC

Irgacure

DEAP

Ratio
BMA

EGDMA

BMA:EGDMA

Method

FM 143

Rh
lipids

Stabilized

Lamp,
Time

1

1.27E-05

7.15E-06

3.55E-06

2:1

Add/stir

Yes

No

2

6.36E-06

9.93E-06

3.16E-06

1.59E-06

2:1

Add stir

No

No

No

Pen, 10 min

3

1.27E-05

9.93E-06

7.15E-06

3.55E-06

2:1

Add/stir

No

No

No

Pen, various

4

1.27E-05

1.11E-06

Pen, various

1.32E-06

2.63E-05

2.63E-06

10:1

Dried

Yes

No

Hg, 1 hr

5

1.31E-05

1.32E-06

2.63E-05

2.65E-06

10:1

Add/stir

Yes

No

Hg, 1 hr

6

1.31E-05

1.32E-06

1.32E-05

1.32E-06

10:1

Dried

Yes

Hg, 1 hr

7

1.31E-05

1.32E-06

1.32E-05

1.32E-06

10:1

Dried

8

1.31E-05

1.35E-06

1.26E-05

1.32E-06

10:1

Add/stir

1.15E-05

2.54E-06

4.5:1

Add/stir

No

No

Hg, 1 hr

9

1.31E-05

10

1.31E-05

1.15E-05

2.54E-06

4.5:1

Add/stir

No

Yes

11

1.31E-05

1.17E-06

1.27E-05

2.65E-06

4.5:1

Add/stir

Yes

Yes

Hg, 1 hr

12

1.31E-05

1.17E-06

1.27E-05

2.65E-06

4.5:1

Add/stir

Yes

Yes

Hg, 1 hr

13

1.31E-05

1.06E-06

1.27E-05

2.65E-06

4.5:1

Add/stir

14

1.31E-05

3.16E-06

1.32E-06

2:1

Add/stir

No

No

Pen, various

4.97E-07

5% Rh-DPPE

Hg, 1 hr
No

No

Special
Lipids

Yes

Hg, 1 hr
Yes

2%PEG-2000

Hg, 1 hr

0.5%PEG-2000

Hg, various

Note: Empty boxes indicate reagent was not added or stability was not investigated.
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Table 5.2: Absorbance and concentrations of BMA and EGDMA before and after exposure to 4
hours vacuum. The experimentally determined concentration after vacuum is given.

BMA
EGDMA

Before
Abs
[M]
2.71
12.7 mM
2.09
2.6 mM

After
Abs
N/A
N/A

[M]
0
0

N/A: No measurable absorbance.

Table 5.2 shows a decrease in absorbance after exposing monomer solutions to
vacuum for 4 hours.

A 100% reduction in concentration for BMA and 100% for

EGDMA was observed. Based on these results, it was determined method A provided
the better approach for assembling reactive bilayers. Experiments using the dry-together
method resulted in unstable patterned structures, or lack of patterns, within the capillary,
due to the lack of reactive monomer.

5.3.2 Qualitative Analysis of Poly(EggPC) Patterns
Pattern quality was qualitatively analyzed using similar approaches as for bisSorbPC patterned capillaries.32,45 FM 1-43 was introduced into the capillaries. Figure
5.2A shows a patterned capillary prepared with EggPC then stained with FM 1-43. The
pattern has sharp boundaries, as previously seen with bis-SorbPC capillaries (Chapter 3
& 4) suggesting that the lipid bilayer is present, based on FM 1-43 has fluorescence in the
lipid containing regions.
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Figure 5.2: Polymerized EggPC capillaries with linescans. A) Poly(EggPC) capillary stained with
FM 1-43 with sharp borders distinguishing the lipid regions from the bare regions of the capillary.
B) Poly(EggPC) capillary with 2% Rh-DPPE/98% DOPC deposited in the void regions between the
poly(EggPC). Rhodamine-DPPE incorporates into the polymer lipid regions, as well as the bare
regions of the capillary. C) Poly(EggPC) capillary with FITC labeled BSA added to compare to a
plain EggPC capillary with no pattern to monitor non-specific protein adsorption. Non-specific
adsorption is the poly(EggPC) regions is significant. D) A 0.5% PEG-2000-PE/99.5% EggPC
copolymerized capillary, stained with FM 1-43 to develop the pattern. Distinct regions of
polymerized lipid and bare regions can be distinguished. All capillaries are 50 μm i.d.

To determine the porosity of this polymerized lipid bilayer and the ability to
resist insertion of other lipids, a poly(EggPC) capillary was exposed to 2% RhDPPE/DOPC SUVs (Figure 5.2B). As in bis-SorbPC capillaries, it was expected the RhSUVs would fuse into the void regions between the poly(lipid) providing a strong
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contrast. However, there seems to be an increase in rhodamine lipid inserted into the
poly(lipid) regions, decreasing the expected contrast.

The increase in fluorescence

intensity in the poly(EggPC) regions could be attributed to an increase in the
incorporation of Rh-DPPE into defect sites in the EggPC film. It was unclear whether the
defects sites arise from the rinsing process, in which lipid was removed from the polymer
matrix, or from pores introduced during the polymerization process, analogous to those
seen when polymerizing vesicles of DOPC with methacrylates or vesicles of bis-SorbPC.
The combination of the two sources for defect sites could ultimately lead to the observed
incorporation of the fluorescent lipid.
The stabilization of phospholipid bilayers in the vesicle format vary according to
research group and polymerization conditions and are the subject to debate. In both cases
(Meier/Winterhalter and Cheng/Aspinwall), similar data was obtained through dynamic
light scattering experiments, showing a bimodal distribution after the addition of
surfactant to polymerized vesicle systems. The distribution before and after surfactant
addition is interpreted to be a stabilized lipid/polymer nanoshell when studied by Cheng
and Aspinwall15,117 while Meier and Winterhalter interpret the data to support
phospholipid extraction from the polymer matrix.11,14 Both experiments occur under
similar concentrations of surfactant to measure stability, although Cheng and Aspinwall
show stability to a higher concentration than those presented by Meier and Winterhalter.
Meier and Winterhalter further support the loss of surfactant from the polymeric
nanoshell with 1H NMR when the system is rinsed with methanol and tetrahydrofuran,
rinsing the system until void of surfactant.13 The conflicting reports in the literature of
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the nature of the product after the polymerization of BMA and EGDMA leave room for
interpretation of the results of the cited papers, as well as the supported phospholipid
bilayer discussed here.
The ability of the bilayer to resist non-specific adsorption would require a
defect-free supported phospholipid bilayer, with sufficient exposure of the headgroups.
A patterned poly(EggPC) capillary was exposed to 1 μM FITC-labeled BSA to examine
the non-specific adsorption to the capillary walls (Figure 5.2C). In poly(bis-SorbPC)
capillaries, the lipid film protects the surface and proteins non-specifically adsorb to the
exposed silica void regions, with minimal adsorption to the bis-SorbPC regions.32,45
EggPC capillaries, in contrast, show similar adsorption properties between the exposed
silica and poly(lipid) regions of the capillary when exposed to BSA-FITC. The nonspecific adsorption of proteins is most likely occurring at large defect sites within the
film, which were large enough for lipid insertion. To the author’s knowledge, attempts to
make defect-free films of DOPC copolymerized with methacrylate monomers have not
been successful.
PEG lipids resist non-specific adsorption of proteins, protecting the surface with
the long polymer chain of the headgroup. PEG lipids can protect lipid bilayers from
destruction when crossing the air-water interface. The structure the PEG lipid coating
assumes on a surface is important and is dependent on the surface density and length of
the PEG chain.10 In low surface coverage conditions, the PEG chain tends to fold on
itself, creating a globular mushroom-like structure on the surface. If present in higher
surface densities, it is favorable for the polymer chain to extend out into solution,
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unfolding to form a brush-like structure along the surface. Both structures provide extra
surface protection and lead to decreased non-specific adsorption. PEG-2000-PE was
doped into EggPC SUVs at 0.5% and 2% w/w resulting in a globular mushroom structure
on the surface, as the mushroom-to-brush transition occurs at 1.4 mol %.10 The bilayer
was polymerized and rinsed according to the procedure for EggPC without further
modifications. Poly(PEG/EggPC) capillaries were stained with FM 1-43 to examine the
pattern (Figure 5.2D) and were found to have well defined borders.

5.3.3 Stability of Poly(EggPC) Patterns in Fused Silica Capillaries
Poly(EggPC) capillaries were examined to determine if they were acceptably
robust for stabilized lipid applications.

Patterned capillaries were prepared, then

subjected to chemical and physical challenges to determine robustness, as previously
described for bis-SorbPC.45 Stability in EggPC capillaries was measured as a function of
feature length throughout the capillary, as this was found to be dependent on the stability
of the pattern, and not a result of an exterior source that could give false results.
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A
B
C
D
E
F
Figure 5.3: Stability Images of Poly(EggPC) Capillaries. Patterned capillary stained with FM 1-43
after A) 1 drying cycle, B) 2 drying cycles, C) 3 drying cycles, D) 4 drying cycles, E) 5 drying cycles.
All capillaries show similar pattern qualities and pattern quality does not degrade upon drying. F)
An EggPC capillary with destabilized lipid regions after 3 dry/rehydration cycles. Polymer lipid
regions have broken up and traveled through the capillary to form spotty regions of discontinuous
lipids on the surface.
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Figure 5.4: Linescans corresponding to stability images of poly(EggPC) capillaries in Figure 5.3.
From top to bottom, linescans correspond to FM 1-43 stained capillaries after A) 1 drying cycle, B) 2
drying cycles, C) 3 drying cycles, D) 4 drying cycles, E) 5 drying cycles, F) an EggPC capillary with
stabilized lipid regions after 3 drying/rehydration cycles.

Patterned capillaries with EggPC were evaluated via drying/rehydration cycles
with FM 1-43 used to develop the pattern after each cycle (Figure 5.3 A-E). Figure 5.3F
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shows an image of destabilized regions within a poly(EggPC) coated capillary, which
occurred after 3 dry/rehydration cycles in a poorly polymerized capillary. The linescans
corresponding to the images in Figure 5.3 A - F are given in Figure 5.4. Prior to this
particular dry/rehydration cycle, the capillary imaged in Figure 5.3F looked similar to
those presented in Figure 5.3 A - E, with clean borders and well-defined regions.
Destabilization is likely due to the lower concentration of EGDMA compared to
capillaries in Figure 5.3 A - E, leading to less cross-linking and less stabilization.
Linescans for the capillaries in Figure 5.3 A – E show similarities between the capillaries
during the rinsing cycles. The linescan for a destabilized capillary (Figure 5.4 bottom)
shows no distinct pattern within the capillary. The average lengths of the dark regions
(bare silica) were measured in each image and this length was used to calculate an overall
average for the capillaries after each cycle (Figure 5.5). As seen in the plot, the average
length of the capillaries is approximately the same after the first drying/rehydration cycle
and does not vary significantly over the course of the stability tests.
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Figure 5.5: Average length of poly(EggPC) patterned capillary regions after exposure to
drying/rehydration cycles. The average length of each region was measured after rinses for 5
minutes with air, 5 minutes of ultrapure water and after being restained with FM 1-43. For each
capillary, the length of the polymerized lipid region does not change significantly over the
drying/rehydration cycles and capillaries within a polymerization batch are all within error of one
another.

The lengths of bare silica regions of patterned capillaries were measured after
exposure to Triton X-100 and 5 drying/rehydration cycles by rinsing with FM 1-43. Prior
to insults past the initial patterning process, the average length of a region was 180 ± 4
μm. Capillaries were subjected to a rinse with 1 % Triton X-100, rinsed thoroughly with
water, then restained with FM 1-43. After the Triton X-100 rinse, the average length of a
region was measured to be 180 ± 5 μm, with no significant change in size due to
surfactant exposure.
conditions

including

Once stabilized, capillaries could be subjected to aggressive
successive

rinsing

with

20

%

Triton,

methanol

and

drying/rehydration without a loss of pattern quality (as defined by sharp, distinct borders,
ability to stain with FM 1-43, and acceptable pattern lengths). While these experiments
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show the coatings are stabilized to chemical and physical insults, stability does not
guarantee coatings are able to resist insertion of other phospholipids into the polymer
regions and/or protein adsorption.

0 min
15 min
30 min
45 min
60 min
90 min
Figure 5.6: Poly(EggPC) patterned capillaries stained with FM 1-43 after polymerization with a
mercury arc lamp for different time intervals. Capillaries polymerized for 15 - 90 min have a stained
visible pattern of good quality with sharp borders. Capillaries polymerized for 0 min have a mottled
appearance of lipid leftover on the surface. All capillaries are 50 μm i.d.

Pattern development as a function of polymerization time was also examined by
polymerizing EggPC under a mercury arc lamp for 0, 15, 30, 45, 60 and 90 minutes to
determine the impact of polymerization time on the porosity of the phospholipid surface.
After polymerization, lipids were stained with FM 1-43 to determine pattern quality
(Figure 5.6). Linescans for the capillaries in Figure 5.6 are given in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Linescans for poly(EggPC) capillaries in Figure 5.6. Linescans were taken through the
center of each capillary. A) 0 min polymerization time, B) 15 min polymerization time, C) 30 min
polymerization time, D) 45 min polymerization time, E) 60 min polymerization time, F) 90 min
polymerization time.

Capillaries polymerized under the mask for 15 or more minutes have well
established patterns with clear borders, which stained well with FM 1-43 which appear to
be macroscopically similar to those of higher polymerization times. From the linescans,
it appears the capillary polymerized for 45 minutes gives the most defined pattern with
sharp borders and a high fluorescence intensity, which indicates the pattern stains well
with FM 1-43. The capillary polymerized for 0 minutes had a mottled appearance which
indicates there is lipid present on the surface of the capillary wall. This could be due to
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inadvertent polymerization of the phospholipids/monomers within the capillary after
coating, incomplete rinsing of the phospholipids from the capillary after polymerization,
or residual surfactant left in the capillary after the rinsing of the capillary. The source of
this lipid could not be determined but is consistent with all capillaries of
EggPC/methacrylates which are not polymerized.
It is expected that the lipids with longer polymerization times would have a
more stabilized, cross-linked product, which might prevent insertion of fluorescent
phospholipids, due to increased polymerization efficiencies. Upon exposure to 2% RhDPPE/98% DOPC, images of the capillaries were collected and the average fluorescence
intensity over the regions was measured.
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Figure 5.8: Fluorescence intensity in regions of poly(EggPC) capillaries when exposed to 2% RhDPPE/98% DOPC. Capillaries were exposed for polymerization for 15 – 90 min. The RhDPPE/DOPC SUVs should fuse in bare silica regions, with increased fluorescence in those regions.
In all cases, the fluorescence intensity in the poly(EggPC) regions is greater than the bare silica
regions.
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It was found that the polymerized lipid regions were brighter the nonpolymerized lipid regions in which rhodamine lipid should have deposited. The degree
of insertion of the phospholipids into the poly(lipid) was not dependent on the
polymerization time of the lipid bilayer, as the lipids inserted equally into capillaries
polymerized for 15 minutes as those polymerized for 90 minutes (capillaries polymerized
for 0 minutes were not measured). The insertion of fluorescent lipids into the poly(lipid)
regions preferentially over non-poly(lipid) regions, shows the defects in the lipid film are
substantial, encouraging favorable insertion of phospholipids.

5.3.4 Lipid Content in Poly(EggPC/methacrylate) Patterns
The presence of the lipid in vesicles after methacylate polymerization is
contested in the literature, as the presence and absence has been reported under similar
conditions. On patterned surfaces, it is likely there are defects (both macroscopic and
microscopic) in the poly(EggPC) patterns that could lead to extracted lipid from the
patterned structures. To understand the nature of lipid loss on the surface, EggPC was
copolymerized with 2% Rh-DPPE and methacrylate monomers. The fluorescent lipid
was introduced prior to lipid drying and taken through the polymerization process.
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A
B
C
Figure 5.9: Fluorescent EggPC/methacrylate capillaries. A) An unpolymerized capillary coated with
a 2%Rh-DPPE/98% EggPC methacrylate bilayer, and rinsed with ultrapure water. B) A patterned
capillary coated with 2%Rh-DPPE/98% EggPC methacrylate bilayer, rinsed with Triton and
ultrapure water after polymerization. C) Capillary patterned with 2% Rh-DPPE/98% EggPC
methacrylate bilayer, then polymerized. This capillary was not rinsed after polymerization to
determine the effects of photobleaching.

Capillaries coated with unpolymerized 2% Rh-DPPE/98% EggPC/methacrylate
SUVs were imaged after bilayer formation and rinsing to determine the initial intensity of
Rh-DPPE prior to the polymerization process (Figure 5.9A). Capillaries were patterned,
as described for poly(EggPC/Rh-DPPE/methacrylate) capillaries and imaged after rinsing
with alternating cycles of 1% Triton X-100 and water (Figure 5.9B).

After

polymerization, the fluorescence intensity from the lipid bilayer drops from 1200 ± 140
A.U. (4 capillaries, 10 regions each) to 70 ± 20 A.U.(5 capillaries, 8 regions each)
(Figure 5.10). The dark, rinsed regions of the capillary have a background fluorescence
of 20 ± 7 A.U. (5 capillaries, 4 regions each).
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Figure 5.10: Fluorescence intensity of poly(EggPC/Rh-DPPE/methacrylate) capillaries. The nonpolymerized capillaries are rinsed with water prior to imaging. Polymerized capillaries were rinsed
with Triton X-100 and water to reveal a pattern of lipid containing regions (light) and exposed fused
silica capillary (dark).

This decrease in fluorescence intensity could be due to the lipid extraction from
the patterned region, through the polymerization process or the rinsing steps. It could
also be due to photobleaching of the rhodamine lipid throughout the polymerization
process. Figure 5.9C shows an image of a capillary exposed to the UV light for one hour
under a photomask.

The fluorescence intensity dropped from 1200 ± 70 A.U. (5

capillaries, 10 regions) in the unexposed regions to 550 ± 40 A.U. (5 capillaries, 10
regions) in the exposed regions. Based on this, approximately half of the intensity loss
could be attributed to photobleaching. The remainder of the loss is most likely a result of
the rinsing of the capillary post-polymerization (Figure 5.11).

Poly(bis-SorbPC)

capillaries can be rinsed with excess water after polymerization to rinse unpolymerized
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lipid from the capillary which yields patterns similar to those obtained with Triton X-100
and air rinses.

A
B
Figure 5.11: Poly(EggPC) capillaries copolymerized with 2% Rh-DPPE. Capillaries were rinsed
with water (top) and Triton X-100/water (bottom). A and B are at different points along the
capillary. Because of the decreasing pattern used, the polymer regions should change size, while the
rinsed, bare silica regions should remain the same size. In both A and B, it can be observed that the
top capillary is the reverse of the pattern that should be observed.

For poly(EggPC/Rh-DPPE/methacrylate) capillaries, rinses with water postpolymerization often reveal a reverse pattern within the capillary (Figure 5.11, top
capillary in A and B). Those regions which contain unpolymerized lipid can not be
rinsed clean with water, but there is still a significant loss in intensity due to the
photobleaching in the polymerized regions. This leads to images in which the bright
regions are unpolymerized lipids and the polymerized regions are dark, a reverse pattern
from those capillaries rinsed with Triton X-100 (Figure 5.11, bottom capillary in A and
B). In this case, the loss of lipids via rinsing with Triton X-100 can not be avoided.
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5.4 CONCLUSIONS
Supported phospholipid bilayers without polymerizable moieties included in the
structure can be polymerized through the addition of hydrophobic methacrylate
monomers and photoinitiators. This product can be stabilized on the surface in patterned
regions, but the final product is unsuitable for bioassay applications. While the product is
stabilized against surfactant rinses, solvent rinses, and drying / rehydration, there is little
resistance to non-specific adsorption and/or incorporation of fluid phospholipids into the
stabilized regions, possibly indicating a porous network of polymer remains on the
surface after patterning, but the overall structure and composition of this network has yet
to be determined.
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1 SUMMARY
The use of phospholipids for biosensing and separations applications has great
potential due to the inherent biocompatibility of these structures, the ability to minimize
protein adsorption, and the potential to support the function and integrity of membrane
proteins. Supported phospholipid bilayers, however, are fragile structures and can be
damaged under many chemical and physical challenges often encountered for biosensing
and separations applications. A wide variety of polymerizable moieties have been added
to the phospholipid structures to stabilize lamellar phases. Polymerized phospholipids
are well characterized for their biophysical attributes and the research has expanded to
more applications-based approaches. The primary focus of this dissertation was the
utilization of stabilized phospholipid membranes for separations and bioassay
applications.
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a fast, efficient method for separating small
volume samples. At near neutral pH values, the capillary wall has an overall negative
charge due to the silanol groups. CE separations of proteins have proven to be difficult
due to noncovalent interactions between the capillary surface and the proteins including
electrostatic interactions, van der Waals interactions and hydrogen bonding to name a
few. The challenges of separating proteins by CE may be overcome through coating the
capillary to prevent adsorption of proteins. Phospholipid bilayers are effective coatings
for the separation of proteins, yielding separations of over one million theoretical plates
per meter for common cationic proteins.3

Separations of proteins in PLB coated
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capillaries, however, are limited by the stability of the phospholipid coating, which
requires regeneration after every two to three runs.3 In this work, we employed poly(bisSorbPC) coatings to stabilize the phospholipid coating and eliminate the need to
regenerate the coating. Lipid coatings were verified on the surface through fluorescence
microscopy to ensure a macroscopically uniform coating of lipid on the surface.
Poly(bis-SorbPC) was found to minimize protein adsorption to levels similar to that
observed in other phospholipid coatings and coatings can be used to separate protein
mixtures, although the efficiency is lower than that seen in other phospholipid coatings.3
EOF measurements indicated defect sites were present in the poly(lipid) coating and
AFM confirmed the presence of small defects on phospholipid films from inside the
capillary, which could potentially lead to increased protein adsorption and decreased
efficiency within poly(bis-SorbPC) coatings. The coating, despite these problems, could
be stored for an excess of 45 days and was stabilized against degradation over the course
of a separation.
Bis-SorbPC can be polymerized via UV irradiation which allows for the
fabrication of spatially and chemically distinct patterned structures on three-dimensional
substrates (e.g. fused silica capillary walls). While the potential for bis-SorbPC coatings
on planar surfaces and vesicles is well established, the application of these materials into
microchannels as surface coatings for low-volume, high-throughput techniques had not
been approached.

Patterned microfluidic channels allows for increased throughput

allowing enhanced screening and sensing capabilities as the microchannel presents
advantages including small volumes, straightforward transport of materials throughout
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the device, and high surface area to volume ratios for efficient mass transport. In this
work, we employed bis-SorbPC as a biocompatible material to pattern microfluidic
channels to develop patterned micron-sized channels for biosensing applications. The
void regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) were filled with functionalized phospholipids as
the support for bioassays constructed via complex networks of non-covalent interactions.
The presence of the poly(bis-SorbPC) pattern was established on the surface
through staining with FM 1-43, a fluorogenic membrane probe, which allowed for
examination of patterned regions for macroscopic uniformity. The pattern was also be
established by filling the void regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) with fluid fluorescent
phospholipids to yield the reverse pattern on the surface. This ensured the phospholipid
pattern was present and the scale of the defects in the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions were
sufficiently small to prevent insertion of other phospholipids. Poly(bis-SorbPC) coatings
were subjected to conditions that might be encountered in sensing applications, many of
which are detrimental to unpolymerized phospholipid coatings. The patterned structures
on the surface were found to be stable to drying/rehydration, surfactant rinses, and
organic solvent exposures. Patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) coated capillaries were stable on
the capillary surface for over one year in dry storage.
Patterning of the phospholipids on the surface provided a means to examine
biomolecular binding interactions in spatially discrete regions on the surface.
Functionalized fluid phospholipid bilayers were assembled in the void regions between
poly(bis-SorbPC) for binding interactions and/or fluorescence viewing of the patterned
regions. Non-covalent binding interactions (e.g. biotin-avidin, NTA-Ni2+-6xHis protein)
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were used to isolate proteins in spatially discrete regions.

These non-covalent

interactions could be used to tether molecules to the surface, and provide a multifaceted
support for bioassay applications. Through immobilization of antibodies to the surface
with biotin functionalities, immunodetection was used to capture 6xHis-proteins and
insulin-FITC, demonstrating the potential for future immunoassay applications. Biotinanti-6xHis antibodies were used to immobilize 6xHis-EGFP on the surface from cell
lysates, showing potential for future affinity purification of small volume samples, and
the potential to immobilize proteins from complex mixtures with high affinity.
Immobilization of molecules was also demonstrated in the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions of
the capillary demonstrating the ability to functionalize the polymer lipid regions of the
capillary. Functionalities within the poly(bis-SorbPC) regions promote the development
of multi-functionalities in adjacent regions, and will lead to high throughput
functionalized microchannels, as demonstrated in Chapter 3.
As a complement to the non-covalent interactions, phospholipids with
functionalities that promote covalent linkages to molecules were also used. DOPE-PEGpNP and maleimide lipids were doped into the void regions between poly(bis-SorbPC) to
allow for the covalent immobilization of proteins in patterned regions. DOPE-PEG-pNP
lipid bound to exposed amines in EGFP and maleimide was used to bind free thiols in βgalactosidase.

The enzymatic function of β-galactosidase post-immobilization was

demonstrated by introducing fluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside, a fluorogenic
substrate into the capillaries, which was transformed to the highly fluorescent product,
fluorescein in the presence of β-galactosidase.
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Phospholipid bilayers are particularly attractive due to the capability to provide
a suitable environment for membrane proteins. Patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) capillaries
were used to corral regions of fluid lipid bilayers, in which α-hemolysin, glycophorin A,
and FcγRI were incorporated. The presence of α-hemolysin and glycophorin A was
detected through the binding of antibodies. Glycophorin A was also detected through the
binding of FITC-lectin to the exposed sialic acid residues on the protein surface. FcγRI is
a physiologically significant membrane protein that has not been studied in supported
phospholipid bilayers. FcγRI was incorporated into DOPC regions within patterned
capillaries, demonstrating binding to membrane proteins beyond the porin proteins αhemolysin and glycophorin A. The potential for the patterning of membrane proteins was
demonstrated through the copolymerization of α-hemolysin with bis-SorbPC. Through
modifications to the polymerization process, α-hemolysin could be patterned into
stabilized regions on the surface.

This opens the door to multi-membrane protein

patterned microchannels in which differing membrane proteins can be spatially deposited
in adjacent areas.
Translation of the patterning technology to non-polymerizable lipids was
achieved through the incorporation of methacrylate polymers to the hydrophobic region
of the bilayer. The polymerization of these structures was successful, yielding highly
stable patterned regions on the surface which were resistant to chemical and physical
insults including drying/rehydration, surfactant and organic rinses.

The patterned

regions, however, demonstrate high protein adsorption and high incorporation of non-
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polymerized lipids into the patterned structure, preventing the widespread use of this
technology for biosensing applications.
Overall, this work demonstrated the potential of using bis-SorbPC as a stabilized
phospholipid material to minimize non-specific adsorption of proteins and allow for the
separation of proteins by CE or detection of biomolecules via bioassays within
microchannels. Poly(bis-SorbPC) bilayers provide significant stabilization over fluid
phospholipid structures, while maintaining the resistance to non-specific adsorption seen
in other phospholipid systems. The potential for chemical introducing functionality into
the stabilized regions and the incorporation of membrane proteins into the PLB patterns
will allow further advancement for high-throughput screening applications.
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6.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS
6.2.1 Improved Separations Through the Addition of PEG-Lipids to bis-SorbPC
Defects in poly(bis-SorbPC) films have led to decreased separations efficiencies
and possible sources for protein adsorption. The source of defects and the prevalence of
the defect sites within a coated capillary could be a response to the coating process and/or
the polymerization of the phospholipids within the capillary. Since the exact nature of
defect sites in bis-SorbPC films has not yet been determined, the next approach would be
to mask the defect sites through other means and/or characterization of defects and the
defect process to develop defect free coatings.
Polyethylene glycol linked lipids (PEG-lipids) have been successful at
minimizing protein adsorption and stabilizing phospholipid bilayers on surfaces.130,208
Depending on the doping percentage, PEG-lipids can be present in the brush or
mushroom format on a surface. At a high concentration (dependent on PEG chain
length), the PEG chains assume a brush format, in which the PEG chains are extended
out into solution, stabilized by other extended PEG chains. At low concentrations, PEG
chains fold up on themselves, forming a mushroom-like structure on top of a supported
phospholipid bilayer.

PEG-lipids have been successfully used in CE separations

applications through the covalent modification on the capillary surface for separations in
the pH range of 3-5, with plate numbers approximately 80,000-150,000.130

PEG

polymerized modified surfaces have also been studied as possible surfaces for biosensing
and biomaterials applications.209
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Copolymerization of PEG-lipids with bis-SorbPC could lead to stabilized
surfaces with improved protection of the capillary surface from protein adsorption. PEGlipids could provide an additional cushion layer between the solution phase and solid
support, or could obstruct proteins from adsorbing in defect sites. Investigation into the
use of PEG-lipids requires concentration studies to determine if the brush or mushroom
formats are most appropriate for blocking protein adsorption. Because of the globular
nature of the PEG chain in the mushroom format and the possibility that this may not
protect the surface with a uniform density throughout the length of a capillary, or that
protein analytes would interact with these globular structures on the surface and remain
immobilized in regions along the capillary, the brush format may overcome these
challenges. It is anticipated that the brush format may give a more uniform surface while
preventing adsorption by keeping proteins from interacting with the capillary wall.
Appropriate PEG-chain length would also need to be studied to determine the most
appropriate chain length to prevent protein adsorption. The shorter PEG-chains may
have a marginal effect over protein adsorption, as they would allow proteins to get closer
to the capillary surface. Longer PEG-chains could also mask surface charge enough that
the EOF decreases to effectively zero, at which time separation would rely on the
electrophoretic mobility of the analytes.

In this case, the separation time could be

extensive, decreasing the utility of these coatings for high throughput applications.
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6.2.2

Polymerization of Non-Polymerizable PEG-Phospholipids Through the

Addition of Methacrylates for Separations and Bioassay Applications
PEG-lipids have been successfully polymerized with EggPC, as demonstrated in
Chapter 5, although EggPC/BMA/EGDMA polymer systems are not appropriate for
biosensing applications due to the high protein adsorption to these surfaces. The nature
of the detrimental effects in poly(EggPC/BMA/EGDMA) systems that lead to increased
protein adsorption are not known, but could potentially be due to defects in the film, as
with bis-SorbPC, or could be directly related to the presence of the methacrylate polymer
scaffold formed. In both cases, the addition of PEG-lipids could prove to be useful. As
proposed with bis-SorbPC above, PEG-lipids could mask defect sites through the
addition of large polymer chains to the top of the bilayer surface. If protein adsorption is
due to protrusions of the polymer scaffold from the poly(EggPC) layer, the addition of
PEG lipids could also envelop these protrusions, blocking protein adsorption, and making
them more appropriate for biosensing applications.
More investigations into the EggPC/BMA/EGDMA copolymer product
remaining on the capillary surface are necessary to understand the nature of the increased
protein adsorption on the surface and the feasibility of these experiments with PEGlipid/EggPC copolymers. The first step in elucidating the product on the surface would
require surface characterization of the polymer structure on the surface. Initial attempts
for AFM films of poly(EggPC/methacrylate) films have been unsuccessful but this could
be due to differences in polymerization surface and methods for polymerization.
Poly(EggPC/methacrylate) microchannels can be patterned, then the channel can be
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disassembled to obtain a flat patterned substrate for AFM analysis. Through AFM, the
nature of the defect size (pinhole or macroscopic pores) can be determined, along with
the depth of the polymer film on the surface.

The depth of the polymer film could

potentially be used to establish whether a bilayer-thick size film exists or if there is
extensive height, due to a high density of polymeric material on the surface.

6.2.3 Characterization of Components on Patterned Capillary Surfaces: Protein
Adsorption and EggPC/Methacrylate Patterned Structures
The characterization of patterned poly(bis-SorbPC) microchannels has been
accomplished through fluorescence microscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
While these techniques give a broad picture of what is occurring within the capillary, an
understanding of the nature of the type of molecules non-specifically adsorbing to the
surface is not known. Protein adsorption has been investigated using time-of-flight
secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS).210-212

ToF-SIMS has been used to identify protein binding on patterned

substrates, providing information about the protein bound in the top 10-20 Å of the
surface.212 The non-specific adsorption of the proteins lysozyme and fibronectin to the
surface of PEG layers was examined using both XPS and ToF-SIMS. Combined with
AFM, XPS and ToF-SIMS could give a more complete picture of the components on the
surface of a microchannel. Microchannels can be assembled in such a fashion that allows
for the enclosed patterning of these structures, but also so the upper portion of the
channel could be removed to obtain a planar surface that would be appropriate for surface
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analysis techniques.

AFM would be particularly useful in channels patterned with

EggPC/BMA/EGDMA to determine the porosity of these structures, while XPS and ToFSIMS could be used to provide information on the components present on the surface,
confirming the presence of phospholipids or proteins in regions on the surface.

6.2.4 Improvement in Masking and Patterning of Capillaries
The patterning procedures used were effective for the initial characterization and
development of the technology, but the procedure needs to be standardized to eliminate
errors that may arise due to inconsistencies. One major limitation to the patterned
channel technology is the current masking, coating and developing procedures. Each
capillary prepared for patterning experiments (Chapters 3-5) required hand rinsing steps
post-patterning to rinse away unpolymerized lipid. In the case where multiple patterns
within the capillary were desired, one section was patterned, rinsed then the mask was
shifted by hand to the next region on the capillary. These led to overlapped pattern
regions (Figure 3.13F) in which two types of lipid could be incorporated within the same
region.
A standardized rinsing system, preferably robotic, for post polymerization
rinsing would minimize batch-to-batch differences due to incomplete rinsing.

The

incubation times in the current methods are dependent on batch size and the efficiency of
the coater at rinsing the capillary. A system in which controlled pressures and times are
used to introduce each rinse solution to the capillary has the potential to reduce effects
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seen from incomplete rinsing of the phospholipid from the capillary or highly aggressive
rinsing, which could lead to damage of the phospholipid bilayer.
Micromanipulator systems, in which the capillary is mounted within a holder,
and then the mask is precisely moved over the capillary prevent problems with mask
registration. Capillaries could also be mounted and successive masks could be developed
with decreasing alternating patterned regions. Standardized methods for the patterning of
polymerizable lipids would be the only method transferable to industrial settings. Only
through the incorporation of standard techniques could the potential of this technology
and the patterning of multi-protein channels be realized.

6.2.5 Patterned Pre-Separations Applications
Patterned microchannels have been proven to be effective tools for isolating
material from a complex mixture. With the copolymerization of materials, functionalized
phospholipids can be locked into place to capture analytes out of solution.

Under

appropriate conditions, CE can be used for sensitive separations, including single cell
measurements. However, protein signals from prevalent sources could potentially be
detrimental to a separation, as the large signal prevents the detection of low quantity
analytes through tailing or band broadening.

It would be desirable to isolate the

interfering molecule from solution prior to the separations.
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Figure 6.1: Patterned Separations Capillary. Interfering proteins can be captured from solution on
a patterned region, in which functionalized phospholipids (white) are used to capture the analyte of
interest. The remainder of the sample can separate along the column and be detected at the
detection window. The isolated proteins could be released post-separation.

The combination of the separations technology and patterning technology
presented in this dissertation could potentially be used in such an application. A CE
separation capillary could be prepared for patterning applications through the addition of
a patterned area at the beginning of the capillary. Through the polymerization of a
functional lipid, such as biotin-DPPE with bis-SorbPC at this initial point in the capillary,
a bioassay can be developed to capture the specific interfering analyte from solution.
Once the sample is loaded onto the column, a short incubation step could be used to
isolate the biomolecule on the corresponding binding technology (e.g., antibody or NTANi2+).

The remaining proteins in solution can then continue on to the separations

capillary for separation/detection of the proteins. The versatility of the patterned regions
allows for the tailoring of an experiment of this nature for the capture of either one
analyte, or multiple analytes from solution. If appropriate chemistries are used, these
interfering proteins could potentially be released after the completion of the separation.
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6.2.6 Transfer of Patterned Poly(bis-SorbPC) Capillaries to Microfluidic Channels
While the patterning of electrophoresis capillaries provides proof-of-concept for
the patterning of phospholipids in microfluidic channels, the next step requires the
transfer of the current protocols to the coating of microfluidic chips. With patterned
microfluidic channels and arrays of these channels, high-throughput multi-channel
microfluidic arrays can be realized. Ideally, the technology and protocols used for the
patterning of bis-SorbPC on surfaces are readily adaptable to the coating of enclosed
glass microfluidic channels, with minimal modifications. Glass microchips are available
commercially or can be manufactured in clean room facilities. The major difficulties will
be finding appropriate rinsing conditions to ensure unpolymerized lipid and rinse
solutions are flushed through the channel after polymerization. The polymerization and
removal of lipid will be the steps that determine the success of the transfer to microfluidic
systems.
Once in microfluidic systems, the detection technologies could be expanded to
accommodate high-throughput screening of the patterned microchannels. Similar to the
microwell plate readers, chip readers could be developed to allow for high throughput
screening of many channels, with multiple patterned technologies within each channel.
The development of such a system could potentially standardize quantitation of
fluorescence within the microchannels, which could be influenced by focusing and/or
illumination within the capillary.
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6.2.7 Quantitative ELISAs in Microchannel Patterned Regions
A common method for the quantitation and identification of biomolecules from
solution is the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).

The surface area to

volume ratio of microchannels and efficient mass transport makes them attractive for
ELISAs. The initial characterization of immunobinding events on the surface provides a
basis for ELISAs in microfluidic networks. An ELISA for insulin, initially based on the
binding of insulin with two antibodies (Chapter 3) provides the basis for the ELISA in
patterned regions on the surface. Through the addition of two additional antibodies, one
of which is enzyme linked, a sandwich immunoassay can be developed.

Figure 6.2: Sandwich ELISA for insulin. A) The conversion of Amplex Red in the presence of
peroxidase and H2O2 converted to the highly fluorescent product resorufin. B) Schematic of
sandwich ELISA for insulin. Red phospholipid symbolizes poly(bis-SorbPC) regions. The rest of the
components are labeled on the diagram.
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A schematic of the proposed ELISA is shown in Figure 6.2 in which the
detection takes place through a reaction with Amplex Red and the peroxidase conjugated
antibody (Figure 6.2A). Initial experiments show the detection of insulin through these
methods could be successful (Figure 6.3B) when all aspects of the ELISA are present.
There does seem to be reasonable amounts of non-specific adsorption in the poly(bisSorbPC) regions of the capillary however, which needs to be minimized through blocking
buffers.

A
B
C
Figure 6.3: ELISA capillaries. A) Capillary with complete ELISA, all components present, such as
shown in Figure 6.2. B) Capillary with complete ELISA except for goat anti-insulin IgG. C)
Capillary with complete ELISA present, without insulin. All capillaries are 50 μm i.d.

However, through either incomplete rinsing of the capillary or non-specific
adsorption of materials, the controls for this system, without the second anti-insulin IgG
(goat anti-insulin IgG) and without insulin(Figure 6.3 B and C, respectively), show
positive results in the patterned regions. Cross-reactivity could still potentially be a
problem in this system and more work is necessary to fully develop the ELISA for
quantitative purposes.
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APPENDIX A: STRUCTURES OF PHOSPHOLIPIDS
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APPENDIX B: PERMISSIONS
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APPENDIX C: MONOLAYER/PHOSPHOLIPID HYBRID COATINGS

Introduction
Black lipid membranes, free-standing membranes over a small pore, provide a
means for studying the conductivity of ions across a lipid membrane in the presence
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and absence214 of imbedded ion channels. The use of a small nanopore electrode allows
detection of ion flux across the membrane with sufficiently high sensitivity for single ionchannel recordings. Black lipid membranes typically have an associated breakdown
voltage (voltage at which the membrane is destroyed) and are fairly unstable, with
membrane degradation occurring after minutes or hours.213
Recently, stabilized black lipid membranes supported over nanopores were
developed.213,214 The surface of the glass nanopore membrane support was modified with
a –CN terminated chlorosilane, which has recently been shown to resist protein
adsorption.215 After modification, the glass nanopore surface is sufficiently hydrophobic
to allow for the deposition of a phospholipid monolayer, with the hydrophobic tails
oriented toward the –CN modified surface.

The suspended black membrane was

functionalized with ion-channels, after phospholipid assembly. The –CN terminated
coating was found to add a unique stability to the system which increased stability and
lifetime of the black lipid membrane.
Phospholipid coatings have been used to improve protein separations with
capillary electrophoresis. DLPC, a zwitterionic phospholipid with a 12-carbon chain,
was used to coat the capillary surface for protein separations. DLPC coatings can yield
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over 1 million theoretical plates/m for proteins in a cationic protein mixture, with high
reproducibility.

These phospholipid coatings require the surface coating to be

regenerated every 2 to 3 runs, which limits their efficiency.

Attempts to stabilize

phospholipid coatings through oligiomerization6 and the use of polymerized
phospholipids,33 have been marginally successful at stabilizing the bilayer, while
maintaining separation efficiency.
Hybrid coatings, consisting of a –CN terminated covalently linked monolayer,
and a self-assembled phospholipid bilayer, were tested as a method to stabilize the
phospholipid coating for capillary electrophoresis. The capillary was first functionalized
with 3-cyanopropyldimethylchlorosilane monolayer. A solution of phospholipid vesicles
was assembled on the wall through vesicle fusion. EOF measurements of a neutral
marker were used to determine the coating efficiency and the separation of four amino
acids is shown.

Experimental
Materials. All water used was purified to 18 MΩ with a Barnstead EasyPURE UV/UF
(Dubuque, IA). Dry CH3CN was obtained from EMD Biosciences (San Diego, CA) and
kept

dry

over

molecular

sieves.

3-cyanopropyldimethylchlorosilane

(Cl(Me)2Si(CH2)3CN) was obtained from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA) and diluted in dry
CH3CN prior to use. Coumarin 334 was obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and
hydrated to 1 mM in MeOH, with further dilutions into electrophoresis buffer. D,L
arginine, L-aspartic acid, L-glutamic acid, glycine and fluorescein isothiocyanate, isomer
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I (FITC) were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO)

1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) (ammonium salt) (Rh-DPPE) were obtained from
Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Capillary (50 μm i.d., 360 μm o.d.) was obtained
from InnovaQuartz (Phoenix, AZ).

CE Instrumental Conditions. The 488 nm line of a 100 mW argon ion laser (177-G12,
Spectra-Physics) was focused into the interior of a 50 μm i.d. capillary with a biconvex
lens (f = 2 cm, Thor Labs, Newton, NJ). The fluorescence signal was collected with a
20x, 0.4 NA microscope objective (Melles Griot, Irvine, CA) passed through a 520/50
nm bandpass filter (Chroma Technology, Rockingham, VT) and 488 nm holographic
notch filter (HNF-488.0-1.0, Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI). The signal
was detected with a PMT (H8249, Hamamatsu Photonics, Bridgewater, NJ) and collected
with an A/D converter (PCI-MIO-16E-4, National Instruments, Austin, TX) using
Labview software written in-house (National Instruments).

Samples were injected

hydrodynamically for 5 sec at a height of 10 cm. Separations were performed at +24 kV
using a Spellman CZE1000R power supply (Hauppauge, NJ).

Imaging Conditions. Fluorescent images were collected on a Nikon Eclipse TE300
inverted epifluorescence microscope with a 4x/0.13 N.A. objective.

Images were

collected using a Quantix 57 back illuminated CCD camera (Roper Scientific, Tucson,
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AZ). MetaVue software (Universal Imaging, Dowington, PA) was used to capture and
analyze all images.

Covalent Modification of the Capillary Surface with 3-cyanopropyldimethylchlorosilane.
Capillaries (50 μm i.d., 360 μm o.d.) were cut and detection windows were burned.
Capillaries were rinsed with the following solutions for 10 min each step: a) H20, b)
EtOH, c) CH3CN, d) H2O, e) 1 M HNO3, f) H2O, and g) CH3CN. A solution of 2% 3cyanopropyldimethylchlorosilane was prepared in dry CH3CN and introduced to the
capillaries through gravity driven flow overnight. After 12 h, capillaries were rinsed
individually on the syringe pump (1 mL/min) with H2O for 20 min. Capillaries were
stored dry.

Coating –CN terminated capillaries with phospholipid monolayers. Solutions of DOPC
with 2% Rh-DPPE were prepared in chloroform (1 mg/mL) and in ultrapure water (1
mg/mL with sonication to form small unilamellar vesicles). Capillaries coated with
Cl(Me)2Si(CH2)3CN were filled with the lipid solutions and vesicles/lipid was allowed to
fuse. The capillaries with 98% DOPC/2% Rh-DPPE in chloroform were rinsed with
buffer (20 mM Tris with 10 mM CaCl2 and 150 mM NaCl) prior to imaging.
For separations, capillaries coated with monomer were rehydrated with ultrapure
water. A solution of DOPC vesicles was prepared through sonicating 1 mg/mL DOPC
(in water) in a bath sonicator for 30 minutes. Vesicles were introduced to the capillary
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and allowed to fuse to the surface. Excess lipid vesicles were rinsed from the capillary
prior to use with electrophoresis buffer.

Amino Acid Separations. Amino acids were hydrated to 10 mM in 20 mM borate, pH
10.0 buffer. A 10 mM solution of FITC was made in DMF. Solutions were mixed with a
mole ratio of 2:1 FITC:AA for labeling and reacted at room temperature for 3 hours with
occasional stirring, then diluted in 20 mM MOPS pH 7.4 buffer.

Results and Discussion
Optimized Coating Conditions. Because of the nature of the enclosed capillary system,
phospholipids can not be introduced to the surface in the organic phase, followed by the
introduction of the aqueous phase and the removal of the organic solvent.213

The

phospholipid coating procedure was tested to determine if the best method for coating
with phospholipids was through the introduction of a phospholipid in an organic or
aqueous phase. Phospholipid solutions (in chloroform and in water) were introduced the
capillary, following deposition of the –CN terminated monolayer. Excess lipid was
rinsed from the capillary with buffer prior to imaging.

A
B
Figure C.1: -CN modified capillaries coated with fluorescent phospholipids. Capillaries were
modified with a -CN terminated monolayer, followed by 2%Rh-DPPE/98% DOPC introduced in A)
chloroform, B) 20 mM Tris buffer with 10 mM CaCl2 and 150 mM NaCl. Both capillaries were
rinsed with buffer prior to imaging. All capillaries are 50 μm i.d.
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Capillaries coated with phospholipids in chloroform (Figure C.1A) exhibited a
spotty coating throughout the length of the capillary with domains of strong fluorescence
and domains with little-to-no fluorescence. The phospholipid coating did not exhibit a
repeatable pattern in domain formation throughout the imaged length (≈ 2 cm). With
phospholipid introduced in the aqueous phase, a uniform fluorescent coating could be
seen throughout the imaged length of the capillary (Figure C.1B). On the macroscopic
scale, the phospholipid bilayer appeared uniform when coated with phospholipid in the
aqueous phase.

This method was used to introduce phospholipid solutions to the

capillary for separations applications.

The other conditions for coating (pre-rinses,

coating with –CN terminated monolayer) were not explored, as they closely follow the
rinsing procedures published previously.213,216

EOF Measurements. After each coating step, the electroosmotic flow (EOF) was used to
determine the presence of the coating after each step. It was expected that the EOF
would decrease after each coating step to yield progressively lower EOFs. Ideally, the
hybrid coating would have an EOF value comparable to the 1.4 x 10-4 cm2/Vs seen in
other phospholipid coated capillaries,3 with increased stability of the phospholipid.
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Table C.1: EOF values for different stages of coating.

Capillary Type

Average

Std Dev

RSD
(%)

Bare

7.80E-04

6.39E-05

8.2

30

CN terminated

4.70E-04

5.54E-05

11.8

30

CN-DOPC

2.08E-04

5.66E-05

27.2

60

CN-DOPC after air rinse

4.23E-04

5.01E-05

11.9

12

N

The EOF values were obtained by running a neutral marker, Coumarin 334,
through N = 3 capillaries of each type (Table C.1). The measured EOF values remained
fairly constant throughout the multiple measurements, which would not be expected if the
capillary was degrading over separation time. If there was an overall decreasing trend in
the measured EOF value over separation time, it would indicate the coating was
degrading as the separation progressed.
EOF values for a bare capillary were determined to be 7.8 x 10-4 cm2/Vs. After
coating with the –CN terminated monolayer, the EOF value drops to 4.7 x 10-4 cm2/Vs,
indicating the exposed silanol groups on the capillary wall have reacted. Upon fusing
DOPC vesicles to the –CN terminated monolayer, another decrease in the EOF value was
observed to an EOF value of 2.08 x 10-4 cm2/Vs, indicating the formation of a DOPC
layer on the capillary wall.

Representative electropherograms of Coumarin 334 in

capillaries are shown in Figure C.2.
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Figure C.2: Electropherograms of Coumarin 334. A) Bare capillary, Lt = 36 cm, Ld = 26.5 cm. B)
CN terminated monolayer, Lt = 35.5 cm, Ld = 26.5 cm. C) CN terminated monolayer with DOPC, Lt
= 36.5 cm, Ld = 26.5 cm. D) Air rinsed capillary coated with CN terminated monolayer with DOPC.
Lt = 36.5 cm, Ld = 26.5 cm. All separations were run in 20 mM MOPS pH 7.4 buffer, 24 kV, 50 μm
i.d. capillaries.

The electropherograms show increasing separation time from a bare capillary
(Figure C.2A) to a -CN modified capillary (Figure C.2B) and with the final DOPC
monolayer added (Figure C.2C).

Since the phospholipid coating is not covalently

attached to the capillary wall, rinses with air were sufficient to destroy the assembled
bilayer and return the EOF value back to the measured value for a –CN terminated
monolayer. Capillaries were flushed with air after phospholipid coating, to rinse the lipid
from the surface. EOF values increased from 2.08 x 10-4 cm2/Vs to 4.23 x 10-4 cm2/Vs,
which is comparable to the EOF value of 4.70 x 10-4 cm2/Vs obtained before coating with
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phospholipids. The migration time and peak shape of the electropherogram (Figure
C.2D) return to a similar value as that seen in Figure C.2B for a CN terminated
monolayer.

Electrophoresis separations of amino acids. Capillaries coated with –CN terminated
monolayers and with –CN/DOPC hybrid coating were used to perform amino acid
separations. Glycine (Gly), glutamic acid (Glu), aspartic acid (Asp) and arginine (Arg)
were labeled with FITC and separated in the capillaries.
electropherograms are show in Figure C.3.

Representative

In a capillary with a –CN terminated

monolayer (Figure C.3, top) the separation is complete with peaks for each amino acid
easily identified.

In a capillary with a –CN terminated/DOPC hybrid coating, the

separation was performed under reverse polarity, due to a low EOF. Under normal
polarity, the amino acids could not be observed. With the phospholipid present under
reverse polarity conditions, arginine could not be identified in the separation and the
peaks for Asp and Glu were not resolved.
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Figure C.3: Separation of FITC-AA in coated capillaries. Top) -CN terminated monolayer coating.
+24 kV, 50 μm i.d. capillary, Lt = 35 cm, Ld = 26.25 cm; Bottom) –CN/DOPC hybrid coating, -24 kV,
50 μm i.d., Lt = 36 cm, Ld = 26.25 cm. All amino acids = 83 nM.

Conclusions and Future Directions
Surfaces modified with –CN functionalities have been shown to resist protein
adsorption and act as a stable support for lipid coatings. The adaptation of these to
capillary surfaces allows for stabilized capillary coatings for separation of proteins. The
EOF within the capillaries decreases in the capillaries to a final value of 2.08 x 10-4
cm2/Vs after –CN modification and lipid coating.
Future work with these coatings is necessary to establish the potential for using
a –CN/DOPC hybrid coating for capillary electrophoresis. More extensive separations
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need to be investigated, including separations of proteins. The coating needs to be
evaluated for stability of the lipid coating over other lipid based systems, as a function of
EOF vs. time.
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